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INTRODUCTION
HIsrORlCAL ARCHAEOLOGY FORUM
While listening to Clyde Dollar's paper presentation at the eighth
annual Conference on Historic Site Archaeology in Macon" I found myself
alternately agreeing and then strongly disagreeing with various points
he was making. A number of those present were taking notes, something
that doesn't otten happen at these gatherings. In discussing this later
it became apparent that there were. definite reactions to, and an interest
in this paper. As a result, "and with Clyde's cooperation in furnishing
extra copies of his paper, the chairman' contacted a number of members of
the conference and requested that they express their thoughts on IIThoughts
on Theory and Method in Historical Archaeologyll, using it as a springboard
for their own ideas .on this subject. The following s~ction of this volume,
therefore, is devoted to the presentation of his paper" the reactions and
connnents of various colleague s, and Clyde Dollar's rejoinder. Through
this neans a broader sampling of thoughts in the field can be combined
relative to this topic.
The plan at present is to continue this HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY FORUM
as an annual section of the conference papers volume, utilizing a key paper
on preservation, laboratory techniques, field methods, ceramics, theory" eta.,
as a pivot for thoughts of various conference members, and in so doing
provide a broader range of ideas than tho se emerging from the 00 nference
~pers alone.
Thanks are expressed to those who have p3.rticipated in this first forum,
and eSl=e cially to Clyde for allowing his paper to become the target for the
arrows t:)f his colleague 5, and proViding a stimulus from which their own
thC'ughts were forthcC'ming.
1
stanley South, Chairman
The Conference on
Histone Site Archaeology
HIsrORICAL ARCHAEOIOOY FORUM
Editor I s Note
Because of the introduction of the HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOOY :roRUM
in this Volume 2 ot The Conference on Historic Site Archaeology Papers 1967,
it wa.s not possible to compile all of the papers trom the conference plus
the forum papers into one volume. Therefore, the papers presented at the
conference have been presented as Part 1 of Volume 2, and ClYde Dollar's
paper and the cr~tiques and rejoinders oonstituting the HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
FORUM have been combined in this volume as Part 2 of Volume 2.
Conference members who paid their $3.00 membership due s prior to the
publication of this volume will receive both Part 1 and Part 2. Any purchase
of the volume after that time is priced at $6.00, due to the added expense
of issuing Volume 2 in two parts. Additional copies are available from
the r..onferenee oha.irman.
stanley South, Chairman
The Cbnference on Historic Site
Archaeo logy
Box 1881
Raleigh, North Carolina
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&.ME THOUGHTS uN THEuRY AND ltlETHOD
IN HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
Clyde D. Dollar
Rosebud Sioux Tribal Council
Rosebud, South Dakota
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen - or aftern00n, as the case may be.
I regret very much not being able to be with you in person today, but time
and distance have successfully interfered with my plans for coming to Macon,
so with a rousing 'Washta How Toka' I send you greetings from the Rosebud
Sioux Reservation in South Dakota and wish you a very successful and pleasant
meeting.
A conference, such as the highth Annual Cnnference on Historic Site
Archaeology, serves a number of im]X'rtant functions within our profession,
not the least of which is the renewal of friendships and partaking of
'viele gemutlichkeit'. Along with these necessary activities goes the
equally important (and sometimes equally enjoyable) function of disseminating
information about sites, research, and new ideas.
The subject of my plper for this year's meeting falls in the category
of 'new ideas f ~ or, more apprf'priately, I shf'uld say 'old ideas expressed
in what is hoped to be a new way'. As you can tell from the title of the
paper , I am presenting these ideas in the form of 'thoughts r on the sub-
ject of theory and method in historical archaeology, rather than axioms or
theorems" as I feel that the subject is just beginning to develop and will
require the cC'nsideration and discussion of all of us before a body of
method for historical archaeology begins to solidify.
3
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Over the past eight years, I have become increasingly more convinced
that researchers in the field of historical archae~logy are encountering
problems the solutions to which seriously strain the ability of traditional
anthroJX)logical methods to solve. I think that it is time to give seriC'us
consideration to the recognition that there is a major difference in the
concepts of methodology used in the excavation of a prehistoric site and
those c(\ncepts necessary for use on an historical site. As I see it, the
field C'f histC'\rical archaeology is coming of age as a distinct SClcio-
scientific discipline ( even duo-disciplinary in nature); we must, there-
fore, critically examine all aspects of the subject in order to arrive at
valid new c0ncepts for what is essentially a new discipline, and not
necessarily borrow concepts and methodology wholesale fr0m the existing body
of anthroJX)logical thought. No doubt the argument of whether the historical
archaeol0gist is an historian with a shovel or an anthropologist with a
histC'ry oo0k will not be resolved by this paper - if indeed a resolution is
required at this time. If anything, the argument will probably only
intensify. So be it, but even this will afford an ~cellent opportunity
(perhaps even a necessity) for the historical archaef\logist to do seriC\us
reflecting on just who he is and what he is trying to do.
My paper will be divided into two major sections, the first part being
a very brief discussion of general concepts and limitations in the fields of
history, archaeology, and anthropology, and the sec0nd being a presentation
of ton theses for your consideration and discussion. When the paper is
HISTORICAL ARCHAEXJLUGY FURUM - Dollar
finished, I would invite you to record your conunents on the reverse side
of this tape.
It has been said that the historian works primarily with 'words', the
archaeC'logist works principally with 'things t, and the anthropologist deals
with 1culture' • While the situation is in reality considerably more
complicated, this statement does define the three main areas in which these
specialists do most of their research: 'words " meaning historical documents;
'things', meaning archaeologically obtained data and artifacts; and 'culture',
meaning the observable characteristics of human existence. The three are
manifestly interrelated and inseparable to a great degree, yet the laws,
concepts, and research methodology pertaining to each are by no means
directly substitutable for the others - just as the application of the laws
of optics to research on the human eye does nC't fully explain the eye t s
functioning. Ve~ frequently the differences in the research methods used
in these fields (history, archaeology, and anthro}X)logy) are quite subtle,
and being subtle, these differences are difficult to clearly define.
The historian is trained to seek out written document s covering the
sUbject of his research, peruse these documents, assess and weigh them
for their validity and content accuracy in relation to the situation in
which they were written. The very situation in which the historian works
makes the obta.ining of total historical objectivity an im}X)ssibility as he
cannot escape his Itemporal present' entirely, and the historian who is
sensative to the responsibilities of his profession will rea~ admit this.
We can no more objectively and fully 'mow' what took place in the plst
anymore than we can physically visit that past. The very act of
L,
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interpreting a source creates a subjective atmosphere which, at best, can
only be partially, never completely, clarified. St. Paul must have had the
historian, as well as the theologian, in mind when he stated that tlwe see
through a glass, darklyll.
The historian, therefore, works in a subjective atmosphere while
constantly attempting to achieve objective findings. As an aid in
~netrating the inherent limitations of his 'temporally present conception
of the Past I, the historian uses two main research methods or 'tools I. The
first of these is the logical process of deductive reasoning, or, going
from the general to the particular, and the second is the application of
tests for validity, or, the research processes of verification. Being
essentially deductive in nature, the historical research framework is very
legalistically and microscopically oriented, and verification of each step
of the research process is therefore a basic necessity if that research is
to be considered valid and uSlble.
Now let us turn our attention to the archaeologist and his sphere of
activity in regard to 'things', meaning his work with archaeologically
obtained data and artifacts. Perhaps I should state at this p:>int that my
concept of 'archaeology' does not include the premise that the technique is
the exclusive property ('\f the anthropologist. Indeed, for specialists in
Classical, Ancient Near Eastern, and European archaeology to have had
advanced training oriented along anthro}Xllogical cC'ncepts is a definite
rarity, and I am inclined to believe that the interchangability of the
words Iarchaeology' and 'anthropology I which we SC' frequently practice in
this cnuntry - is the result of an association that, while having served
its pur1=Ose in the past, is now somewhat outmoded. I conceive of archaeC'logy
LI
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as a field technique only, a method of data c~ntrol at a site, and within the
framework of this conception, it is 'l.:.s:,ble by a qualified researoher in any
of the paleo-temporally oriented disciplines. During the past one hundred
years or so, the field techniques of archaeology have been primarily used
by anthropologists, and the character and interpretatiC'nal aspects of its
methods have been influenced quite naturally by this discipline. The
paucity of temporal information at archaeologically investigated sites
(allnost without exception prehistoric in nature) has led to the developnent
of statistical techniques centering around the use of cultural materials
found at a given site as tem}X>ral indicators. !'lany of these statistical
techniques involve the use of archaeologically obtained information
translated into terms haVing a context removed from the physical matrix
of the site itself, and while this practice has gained general acceptance
throughout the field of anthro}Xllogy fQr use at prehistoric sites, I
'question the validity of such techniques and data for applying to research
at historic sites. This statistical usage I refer to as the I extended t
useage of archaeological techniques, and I am referring particularlY.to
the practice of typology and seriation. ~logy is defined as the prr'cess
of arranging into groups those artifacts with a significant similarity of
observable physical characteristics, and seriation is defined as the process
of arranging the se typological groups into certain patterns or C\rders in an
attempt to detennine temlX'ral sequence or relationship. It has become a
matter of increasing concern to me that these 'extended' use s of
archaeological technique s do not seem to be able to produce totally
distortion free information when tested at an historical site. The reasons
Lr
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for this" I believe, are inherent, but very subtle and profo\Uld, differences
between the requirements for historical validity and the application of
anthropologically influenced archaeological techniques at an historical site.
One of the reasons Why leJ£tended 1 archaeological techniques are
producing distorted and even erroneous data at historical sites is that the
field techniques of archaeolC'gy are at best only a prolonged statistical
sampling process of any given site, no matter how thcroughly the site is
excavated, and historical sites have been almost invariablY subjected to
preVious, extensive, and sometimes undiscernable, statistical samplings of
various types, accidental or deliberate. In other words, field archaeology
is only a statistical sampling of a statistical sample j and mo st generally
not C'f the total population (statistically speaking). Another reason why
I extended I archaeological techniques tend to be unreliable for use at an
historical site is that the recovery of data from an archaeological site
requires the researcher to make 'an interpretation based only on what can be
physically seen and measured at anyone time and place within and during the
siters excavation (the keeping of extensive field notes notwithstanding).
This situation cannot help but place the researcher in a subjective position
in relation to the data being obtained. And the third, and perhaps most
imp:>rtant reason why the use of I extended I archaeological data does not seem
to produce valid and usable historical information at an historical site
is that such data, especial~ seriation inf0r.mation, is not subject to
verification~ and its use in the historical research process may introduce
an invalid component upon which other hypotheses then will be constructed.
L?
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The dangers in doing this are obvious. In reality then, 'extended'
archaeological data is constructed on the basis of a statistical sampling of
a statistical sample arrived at through very subjective observation and is
not inherently verifi able. This situation is sC'mewhat CC'mparable to typing
and seriating the words of the King Jame s english version of the Holy Bible
in order to construct a h~thesis regarding the scholastic and intelligence
qualifications of the original writers!
It is nClW time to discuss certain aspects of the anthropol0gist as he
works with 'culture'. Anthrop:>logy has been defined as the study of Man
(capitol K), and 1culture' can be defined as the physical and observable
expressions of the way Man (again capitol M) lives. These are two meaningful
and usable definitions within the framework of their specific discipline,
and I have no quarrel whatsoever with their fomulation. However, I would
like to }X)int out that the study of Anthropology is, by its very definition,
the study of Man as a collective entity, i.e., }orlan's various cultures are
seen, and therefore defined, by the anthropologist primarily using those
expressions of culture that are the most numerous and/or most frequent.
Individual cultures have what can be tenned a I center1 (!!Qi necessarily
referring to a geographical location) which can be defined as those cultural
expressions reflected by the most people participating in that culture in
the most similar manner at the same time. This 'center' of culture is
therefore, the most vivid and easily rec~gnized expression of that culture,
especia~ when studied on the prehistoric level. In addition, specific
cultures have what can be termed 1peripheral areas' (again, not necessarily
geographical in location), being very similar to what we might call I country
cousins' in relation to the cultural center. The cultural expressions of
L
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these peripheral areas differ from those of the center somewhat, but not
necessarilY greatly, and therefore are only infrequentlY recognized on a
prehistoric level. And finally, specific cultures have what can be called
Ivariants f within their cultural complex, and the se 'variants f can exist
at any time or place within the cultural center or peripheral areas. These
variants include the 'odd balls r, the Ibeatniks f, those who don 't exactly
confo~·m to the cultural center to a noticable (and therefore bothersome)
degree, as well as the thinkers, the explorers, and the inventors (those
who will ultimately and profoundly influence the cultural expression of the
surrounding cultural centers and peripheral areas). While these variants
are sometimes difficult to overlook on a modern level, there does not seem
to be any way to specifically recognize the existence of individual cultural
variants on a prehistoric anthrop:>logical level through the use of
archaeological techniques. Since the individual, or variant, exists only
as a statistical expression within any general anthropological culture,
the anthrolX'logist uses archaeological techniques primarily as a means of
further delineating the center and peripheral areas of the culture with
which he is working. The variant of that culture simply does not exist
for him. because it cannot be recognized. His arohaeological interpretations
are therefore geared to the statistical definition of culture and he, over
the ,years, has developed s>me very refined statistical tools, or, 'eXtended I
uses of archaeology, to help him understand his findings anthro}X>logically.
It would seem to me, therefore, that the study of anthro}X>logy,in general,
is incapable of producing techniques for the recognition of either specific
actinns or single cultural contributions of any given individual within any
L
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given:- culture (the study of modern culture excepted). Anthropological
thought, as it has grown over the years, is basically inductive and
'macroscopic' in that the aim is to construct generalities based on observed
particulars, and the verification of such generalizations can only be
inferential and circumstantial. Furthermore, the statistical processes of
an anthropological nature do not posses the inherent characteristic of being
verifiable on a level or scale smaller than the cultural peripheral area
level, and, by the very nature of the thing itself, the study of an
historical site involves intense encounters with individuals (who, on an
individual basis cannot help but reflect pronounced cultural variants)
and not anthropological culture on a center or peripheral area level. The
anthropologist deals with 'people' and the historical archaeologist deals
with a person or persons. 'People' have cultural expressions on a cultural
center and peripheral area level; a 'person' is basically a cultural
variant, and must therefore be dealt with historically and deductively.
I am not entirely suggesting that the historian, when he takes to the
field to excavate an historical site, wears a white hat, and the
anthropologist, when he takes his trowel to an historic site, wears a black
one; the situation is not nearly that simple. Nor am I suggesting that the
anthro}Xllogist is not equipped to make a noteworthy contribution to the
understanding of history as a whole. I am suggesting, however, that when
the anthropologist is faced with the task of excavating an historical site,
he is in reality facing a whole new discipline the problems relative to
which he is probably not initially trained to understand or surmount.
L•
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Continued and persistent pursuit of historical sites by archaeologists
using anthropological concepts, as I have outlined them in this paper, will,
I firmly believe, lead to a growing body of 'generally' accurate historical
knmlledge that will in actuality contain distortions in the particular, or
detailed, areas of historical information.
Increaeed public historical a\,areness and improved funds for doing
historical research during the past decade have combined to progenate a
situation Wherein historical archaeology has become a 'fashionable'
professional pursuit. Probably because of the current interchangeability
of the words 'archaeologist' and 'anthropologist', those with archaeological
experience have been approached by well intentioned groups and individua~s
desiring historical site excavation and development.
Quite naturally, there seems to have developed a general agreement
that 'an archaeologist is an archaeologist' regardless of the type of site
being researched or the academic discipline forming the background of the
r8searcher. As a result, we have seen a rash of anthropologically
excavated historical sites, and in all kindness tC' my colleagues in the
discipline of anthropology, some of the results have been anything but
happy (and, lest I appear too presumptious, let me state that I am only
too aware of the fact that "pot can't call kettle black"). The field
techniques of archaeology are, by their very nature, totally destructive,
and it is therefore imperative that the researcher using archaeological
techniques, be he historian or anthropologist, have firmly in mind the scope
and limitations of the disciplinary concepts from which he draws his
interpretation of data. As a step toward possible clarification, I would
Lj
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like to present ten theses to further define what I feel are certain major
methods, techniques, and li1ni.tatiC'ns of historical site archaeology.
THESIS # 1:
Since the late 18th century, the number of different physical cultural
expressions in the areas of artifact forms and variants within these forms
has increased to the ~int where the complexity of the subject is almost
beyond comprehension. This phenomenon has very important implications in
the matter of using certain artifacts for specific dating purposes at an
historical site. For example, there were in pre-Civil "lar America perhaps
as many as 300 factories producing and marketing large quantities of cut
metal nails. During the period from the Revolutionary War to the Civil
War, probably dozens Clf patents (1) were secured for different manufacturing
techniques were in use at one or more factories at the same time. One such
factory, the firm of }'lessrs. A Field & Sons at Tauton, Mass., is reported
to have been making lIabout 1,000 different varietiesllof nails a year during
(1). to list only a few: Thomas Clifford (received a patent for a ~ail
making machine in 1790; Jeremiah Willeinson (cut nail invention in 1776) j
Jacob Perkins (secured a patent on January 16, 1795, for a nail making
machine able to produce 10,000 nails a day); Ezekiel Reed (invented a nail
making machine in 1786, which, in 1815, was producing one hundred and fifty
million tacks in one year); Jesse Reed (secured a patent on a machine that
made tacks at the rate of 60,000 a day during 1807); Samuel Briggs (in
August, 1797, received the first patent for a nail making machine issued
by the United States).;, Thomas Perkins (in February, l794fj. question the
accuracy of this dat,!Y received a. ~atent OJ for a nail making machine); Samuel
Rogers and Thomas Blanchard (received a patent f(\r a nail making machine from
the United States in 1817); David Fulson (received a patent for a nail making
machine during 1789).
Major source ()f infonnation: liThe Great Industries of the United States:
Being an Historical Summary of the Origin, Growth, and Perfection of the
Chief Industrial Arts of this Countrylt by Horace Greeley" Leon Case, Edward
HOWland, John B. Gough, et. al., published by the J .B. Bt-lrr Publishing Co.,
Hartford, C~)nn., pp. 1069 - 1078). 1874.
L•
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the early 1870's (2).
As for the subject of ceramics., which seems to be a favorite target
for attempts at seriati0n, an equally complicated situation exists. In the
Staffordshire district of England, from which the vast majority of pre-Civil
War Americans obtained their dishe s, probably more than 400 different
potterie s were oPerating during the 1820' s to 1850 r s (3) and producing
merchandise of a remarkable range and variety ("If forms - most of which was
simply duplicated from one pottery to another. In other words" not only
was there a great range and variety of form in early 19th century English
ceramics (sherds of which are found in great numbers at American historical
sites) but there was also a great number of different pot.t.eries and ..'
individual potters making essentially the same designs. As if this
situation were not confused enough, I have been able to define at least
five different variables in the manufacture of ceramics any one or all five
of which could conceivably effect the observable physical characteristics
of each and every ceramic sherd found at an historical site (this subject
will be covered in some detail in a forthcoming paper I am preparing on
archaeologically recovered 19th century ceramics).
(2). Ibid_., p. 1077
(3). Iviajor source of infonnation: The Perm:v: ~1agazine of the Society for
the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge., Vol. I, ill, March 31, 1832 - ~!!.t8,
December 31 1832- Vol. IV, #177, January 3, 1835 - #240, December, 1835;
Vol. V, #241 J Jan:mry 2, 1836 -#305, December ?1, 1836; pu?lished by the
Society in London, New York, Boston, Philadelph1.a, and BaltJ.II1Ore.
I.
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Also touching on the subject of ceramic dating is the problem of the
dating of manufacturing technique improvements. For example, in 1829, there
wa s a significant improvement made in the glazing and firing technique s of
certain English wares, and this improvement can be usually noted on a ceramic
sherd with hardly more than a single glance. Unfortunately, we have no way
at the present to lmow how many of the English potteries adopted these new
techniques and how many continued the older processes and for how long.
We probably never will entirely lmow much of this information as it was
considered secret by the potters themselves and therefore did not frequently
reach the pages and re}X'rts of the primary snurce mat.erials of the period.
THESIS #2
While typological processes, in general, can be applied to any given
body of historical site artifacts with a specified spatial and temporal
limit (since this is ('nly a grouping of artifacts based on siJnilar or like
observable physical characteristics, historical 'validity' as such is not a
consideration), seriation processes, or the attempts to derive temporal data
from within a typological pattern of historical site artifacts, have not as
yet been proven to produce totally non-distorted historical data and there-
fore must not be used in the construction of historical hY}X>theses - unless
of course, exteriorily known data can be used as corroborative evidence.
I would cite two specific examples with which I am personally familiar.
The first involves the archaeologically obtained buttons found during the
excavation of the First Fort Snith (Arkansas) site by Mr. Jackson W. Moore,
Jr., and myself during 1962/63. These buttons were t:yped and analyzed
i.
r
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serially in several different ways, and the reeults of this seriation
showed pronounced and uomistakable evidence sufficient to suggest that
the greatest inhabitation concentration at this site occurred three years
prior to the fort's having been built! In a si.milar example, the ceramics
excavated at the Brigham Young House at Nauvoo, Illinois, (during the 1965
season) strongly indicated that the initial deposition of these artifacts
occurred almost twenty years before Brigham Young arrived at Nauvoo and
began the construction of his hrruse. Clearly, something is wrong.
THESIS #3:
Every archaeologically recovered artifact from an historical site has
two inherent dates: its date of manufacture and its date of deposition. On
a prehistoric level, it is not }X)ssible to archaeolC'gically distinguish
between these two dates (dendrochronology being a }X'Issible exception);
however, on an historical level, these two dates must be recognized as
being an inherent and separative characteristic of the artifact itself,
and therein lies the major challenge in the interpratation of historical
site data as well a s the primary stumbling block for the construction of
non-distorted seriations of historical site artifacts.
THESIS #4:
The date of manufacture for every archaeologically recovered artifact
from an historical site implies two sep3.rate dates: an 'alpha' date and
an 'omega' date. The 'alpha I date refers to the lX'int in time at which
that particular style of artifact (not a particular recovered artifa.ct)
began to be manufactured, and the 'omega' date refers to the point in time
17
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at which the manufacture of th'at particular style of artifact ceased.
Somewhere between the se two dates lie s the date of manufacture of each
specific artifact of a given style found at the researched historical site.
~~re often than not, these 'bracketing' dates, (the •alpha , and •omega ,
dates) are very difficult to pin-point, and the finding of a certain type
or style of artifact at an historical site is~ valid historical proof
that that certain type or style of artifact's dates of manufacture have
any relationship to the site in question. It is a matter of no small
wonder and frustration to me to oontinue to discover more and more
historical artifacts that do not as yet have an 'omega r date!
THESIS #5:
Every prehistorical and historical site has a 'provenience', meaning
its definable relationship to a temporal scale. The 'provenience' of any
given site can be defined as the period of time during which any significant
cultural expression can be discerned. Within the provenience period of any
historical site, at least two, possibly more, separate and yet related
time periods must be delineated for the purposes of data interpretation.
One of these periods (and not necessarily the earliest" depending on the
site's history) is the 'historic' period, i.e., the period of cultural
expression (and deposition) with which the historical archaeologist is most
concerned from the standpoint of recovery of historical information. The
other temporal period, which encompasses but does not include the historic
period, can be tenned the 'alter' (meaning 'other' ) period (and may even
include the prehistoric period, if any) and this I alter ' period may then be
L
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further divided and defined if necessary for convenience pur}X\ses. The
important aspect to keep in mind is that research (either historical or
archaeological) must not be limited to only the 'historic I period of the
site being investigated. For the First Fort anith site, the dates of the
historical p3 riod were 1817 through 1834 (the period during which troops
physically occupied the buildings of the fort) and the provenience period
of the site was from 1817 until 1958 (when the shanty town overlying the
fort site was burned in preparation for the excavations; since that time,
artifacts 'produced' at the site have been insignificant in both aJIlOunt and
historical value). The dates for the historical period at the Brigham
Young House site were the period of Young's occup9.tion of the structure
(1839-1846); the dates of the provenience period for this site extend up
to 1963 when the last occupant of the house vacated the premises. The
dates of the historical period of the General Custer House site at Fort
Abraham Lincoln, North Dakota, were from 1873, when the LTenera1 and his wife
moved into the newly constructed building, until late 1876, when the
General's widow moved back to her family home in Ohio. The provenience
dates of this site extend through 1894, however, when the local settlers
dismantled the (by that time) abandoned buildings of the fort, including
the Custer House. The recognition of these two separate but interrelated
periods at an historical site by the historical archaeologist is vitally
im}X)rtant to the validity of the archaeologically recovered historical data
and artifacts from that site as it means that most, or all" of the reoovert.,i
altifacts must be presented as having come from~ the historical and
LI
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provenience periods of the site being researched - unless the researcher
can present valid proof of the fact that the se artifacts can be assigned
to either of these two periods.
THESIS #6
Every archaeologically recovered artifact from an historical site
11."1 A t.'WO nqfi.n.-'lhle lo~.at.ions in relation to the matrix of that site, and
I will call these the 'locative' characteristics of an artifact. The first·
of these locative characteristics is an artifact's depth, or vertical,
location in relation to the site's ground surface. The second is an
artifact's plane, or horizontal, location in relatwn to the artifacts and/
or features surrounding it. At first glance, the formulation of two locative
characteristics for an artifact might seem a bit pedantic, and I must admit
that I was of this opinion also at one time. However, experience and tests
have caused me to somewhat alter my thinking !'n the subject. It seems to
be an almost universal characteristic of historical sites that the artifact
assemblage is a thorough mixture of historical and alter period artifact s.
Historical sites, as a general rule, are very shallow and have been sub-
jected to rather long and sometimes intense occupation periods. This
situation has frequently resulted in artifacts from widely separated time
periods being de}X'sited together in a very shallow and mixed stratum. Under
these circumstances, any attempt by the researcher to make use of the depth
of artifacts in order to arrive at relative dating usually dissolves
into utter chaos. The same confused, and generally invalid, situation may
not necessarily exist if the horizontal locRtivc cn-1.1·a.cteristics of the se
L
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same artifacts are considered, and, since the vertical and horizontal
locative characteristics of an artifact are separable as they are not
necessarily temporally related, then this procedure is quite pennissable 0
At the First Fort Smith site, the only historical site at which I have
been able to actually test this the sis for applicability, it was found that
the different classes of artifacts, when examined from the standpc."lint of
their vertical locative characteristics, suggested badly distorted
historical data, i.e., incorrect relative dates, erroneous periods of
constructinn activity and occupation concentration, etc. On the other hand,
these same classes of artifacts, when examined from the standpoint of their
horizontal locative characteristics, sUGgested ve~ useful and quite valid
historical and architectural interpretati~ns, i.e., areas within the site
where specific building materials had been used, the manner in which certain
structures were demolished" areas of specialized usage such a s living and
leisure areas, etc.
Several interesting speculations arise when examining the possible
causes of this valid/invalid relationship between the horizontal and
vertical locative characteristics of an historical site artifact. First, the
phenomenon might be a product of the semantics of the situation, i.e., the
vert.i.cal poRi t..ioning or classes of artifacts can only be visually expressed
using what are essentially statistical methods and histograms (the
'extended' usage of archaeol~gical techniques), whereas the horizontal
p'sitioning of classes of artifacts can be visually presented to the re-
searcher on a map showing direct relati0Dship of artifact with artifact and
I
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with/to co-existent features. And thirdly, this phenomenon might be the
result of what was purely an isolated research situationl and, especially in
view of the fact that this the sis has been tested at only one site (the
First Fort &dth site)" I '\«')uld advise considerable discussion", caution,
and a great deal more testing before the precise formulation of this thesis
is accepted.
THESIS #7:
And finally, as something of a summation of the above discussed six
theses regarding artifact usage at historical sites, I would like to present
for your consideration the thesis that an archaeologicallY recovered artifact
found on or in an historical site cannot be dated based only on the fact
of its being found at that site, nor can an historical site be specifically
dated by the artifacts found within the matrix of that site. It should be
sufficiently clear by this time that variants in the manufacturing techniques
of historical site artifacts totally destroy their value as specific dating
tools for the historical archaeologist. If the histori.cal sources do not
supply specific dates for a site l then the techniques of field archaeology
cannot (and must not) be trusted to a ccurately supply such dates.
THESIS #8:
Turning now from the usage of artifacts to a more wider view of the
subject, I would state that historical archaeology must be architectural
in orientation and reconstructive in both purp:>se and scope. With very
few exceptions, historical archaeologists deal with areas that have been
(or are) the sites of historical structures, as 0PlX>sed to kill-sites,
IL
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transient camps, caves, and other similar non-structured prehistoric sites o
More frequently than not, historical sites are (or were) multi-structured,
as even the humblest log cabin had ore or more outbuildings for domestic
or livestock purposes (a 'cabin' is defined as a single-room structure and
a 'house r is defined as a multi-room structure - both being used for
dwellings) • The purpo se of historical archaeology must be to achieve,
insofar a s po ssible, the goal of complete understanding of the history of
any given site, and the scope of such research must be to include the
recove~ of all evidence of historical cultural expression at that site,
including all architectural evidence. This situation requires that the
historical archaeologist be familiar with such architectural features as
prepared foundations, footings, pylong, walks, fences, wells, balloon
framing, floor joists, wall bonding, fireplaces, porches, lintels, stoops,
basements, cellars, barns, chamfering, drip lines, and steps - to mention
only a few. In addition, the historical archaeologist must also be well
acquainted with the many ways in which building materials, such as wood,
stone, brick, and mortar, can be used. And not only must he be familiar
with the se aspects of architecture but he must also be able to recognize
traces of these features from archaeologically obtained evidence.
At the conclusion of the excavation and documentary research, the
historical archaeologist should be able to present a thoroughly documented
history of the site prior to its excavation, a lucid description of the
archaeological work accomplished, and a synthesis of the results, and it
is in this section of the rep:>rt, i.e., the synthesis, that the reconstruct-
ive aspect of historical archaeology becomes most apparent. Ideally, when
both the research and rep:>rt are finished, the site can be theoretica~
I
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(or actually) reconstructed to the desired historical appearance, and
reconstruction is defined as the building from new of most or all parts
of a vanished historical structure or complex of structures (not to be
confused with less inclusive terms such as rebuild, remodel, develop, etc.).
The final report should be of such a nature that a competent architect
can take the findings and, with very little purely architectural
interpolation, proceed with the actual reconstruction of the site. I would
like to make it emphatically clear at this point that the reconstructive
aspect of the research and report holds true for the historical
archaeologist's work regardless of whether the site will ever be actually
reconstructed.
This is not the time to engage in a full scale discussion of the pros
and cons of reconstruction, but I would like to make a few brief
observations on the subject. I would be (and on occasion have been) the
first to advise against the actual reconstruction of most historical sites.
This recommendation is usually based on the premis that successful
historical site development and interpretation is infrequently predicated
on full reconstruction. In addition, historical reconstructinn per sa,
unless grounded on a substantial funding basis, is all too often inadequate
or unsatisfactory. However, it is disturbing to note the number of
individuals (Who mayor may not be engaged in historical archaeology
research) who chronically, and frequently without justification, deride
any and all reconstructions of historical sites or structures. I think
that these people miss the entire point of historical archaeology, and I
l«)uld advise them to do some very serious soul searching as to why they are
involved in historical archaeology in the first place" if indeed they are.
LI
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In this reconstructive aspect) at least, the historical archaeologist
takes on a far weightier and more encompassing responsibility than the
anthro}X)logist does in the excavation of a prehistoric site (I am certainly
not suggesting that the one is more 'imp:>rtant 1 than the other). This
increased reSJlOnsibiJity and scoPe brings up the spectre of the length of
time required to excavate and research historical sites. I would submit
for your consideration that an incompletely excavated and researched
historical site is far less desirable than no excavation or research at all.
In my opinion, the reconstructive scope and purpose of this type of work
requires a fully completed project, and I am highly op}X>sed to the • sampling ,
(not testing) of an historical site as this procedure introduces statistical
unknowns into an already subjective situation. If an historical site is
only 'sampled
'
, and then all additional work neglected, or if a project
is terminated prior to completion (such as the General custer House site in
North Dakota), then the validity of the results obtained is brought into
serious jeopardy. An historical site can no more be hal.fway researched
or excavated than can a structure be halfway built, and I think that it is
high time that we stop using prehistoric site time/work experience factors
to estimate the duration of an historical site excava.tion.
THESIS #9:
A considera.ble and basic dissimilarity exists between archaeological
evidence for structures at an historical site and such evidence for
structures at a prehistoric site. Historical structures, in 'almost all
cases, were built according to patterns dictated by the thrusts, loadings,
L( .
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and stresse s required to suPIXlrt the heavy building materials used in tho se
structures, and herein lies the basic reason why the archaeological evidence
differs from that of a prehistoric structure (the Meso-America and Mesa
Verde/pueblo traditions excluded; it should be noted that not even an
earlhlodge, as a general rule, matches in intensity the structural loadings
0f a log house with a shingle ~of).
uther differences between these two types of arch~eologicallYre-
seA.l'"cheo. stI"11<;turAS in~lude the use of prepared foundations, commonly used
units of measurement for building dimensions, a~ructures of widely differing
functions built in identical or very similar marmers, and architectural
features generally unique to historical building traditions and styles
(such as porches, steps, wells, outhouses, cellars, and fireplace
foundations, etc.). Since historical archaeology is reconstructive in
purpose and scope, the researcher must determine both that such features
exist at his site~ their method of oonstruction. It is a JX)int worth
very serious consideration that the re are certain archaeological field
techniques used to obtain information at a prehistoric site which will
actually obliterate vital architectural infornation when used at an historic
site. For example, the practice of1trenching along a wall line I, i.e.,
excavating immediately adjacent and parallel to an historic foundation, will
very probably destroy evidence for: 1). existence, depth, and configuration
of a builder's trench, 2). original or historic ground surface, and 3). width
of ~of overhang (drip line),.. :ncorrect excavation of a fireplace platform
(foundation) may result in the loss of evidence for: 1). possible indications
b
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of floor level and its type of oonstruction, 2). room divider or wall
location, and 3). estimated n:aximum .height of chimney, May I again point
out that archaeology is a destructive process, and when doing historical
archaeology, it is just as im}X>rtant to discover h2:i the construction took
place as it is to discover~ it took place.
THESIS #10:
To 'identify' a site means to determine its temp'ral and cultural
affinitie s, and to 'authenticate I a site means to trace the site's
historical lineage to establish the authenticity of its historical
association with specific individuals or groups. It is a function of
historical archaeology to find (and present) evidence, develop hypotheses,
and establish facts regarding both of these two aspects of site verification.
Site identification is'a universal procedure common to all
archae!'logical sites, historic or prehistoric, but site authentification
is a verification function usually unique to historic sites. UnfortunatelY,
site authentification is occasionally omitted in reports, but there are far
too many myths, well intentioned but misplaced monuments, and outright pious
fra.uds surrounding historical sites in general for the researcher to over-
look the problem. The presence of an historical marker is at best only
circumstantial evidence of a site I s authenticity (the dignity and social
position of the monument 1 s sponsoring institution notwithstanding), and
unless there is valid and usable historical evidence to prove the veracity
of the monunent' s location, any previous historical identification of the
site must be considered suspect. We are all no doubt familiar with
I'
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Ihumerous l tales on this subject, but when all of these tales are collected
and considered, their numerical implications become much more sobering
than funny. For the historical archaeologist to neglect the authentification
of a site being excavated make s him a party to the possibility of another
historical 'fraud t, and this is a serious responsibility indeed.
Closely tied with the problems of site verification is the historical
research n~cessary into the 1come-down I periods of the site - yet another
a.ctivity unique to the archaoology of historical sites. The tendency on
the part of the researcher (and I know this from personal experience) is
to unconsciously think in tems of the site I s history as terminating with
the close of the historical period being researched. It is almost
axiomatic in site research that Il(\ site ever remains architecturally static
once human occupation begins, and usually, the older a structure becomes,
the greater will be the number and scope of these architectural changes.
Therefore, the construction (or destruction) activity that occurred at the
site between the end of the site I s historical period and the end of the
site's provenience period (what I refer to as a site1s1come-down' periods)
vary frequently will be of major imlXlrtance to the historical archaeolC'gist
a.s indications of this activity will be the first archaeolngical evidence
encountered in a site's excavati"n. As a result, this 'come-down' evidence
may go unrecognized or may even mask or confuse the archaeol(\gical evidence
for the earlier periods of site occupation. In addition, it is in the
unraveling of the se 'come-down t periods that imlX'rtant architectural and
cultural facets of the historical period of the site frequently can be
dis~,()vered.
LL
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This concludes the presentation and discussion of the ten theses, and
in closing, I would like to sUImIlarize the major JX)ints covered in this paper:
1) • It is time to give serious thought to the recognition of
historical archaeology as a distinct socio-scientific discipline with a
methodology designed to cope with the unique problems encountered during
the excavation of historical sites;
2). Two of the major research methods used by the histClrian are
the logical pro~esses of deduction and tests f('\r validity, and lxlth of these
aspects must be a property 0f the research at an historical site if such
re search is to be legalistically and micro scopically oriented, and there-
fore considered historieally valid;
3). The techniques C'f archaeology (which are not the exclusive
property of the discipline of anthroJnlC'gy) are field techniques only,
and any 'extended' use "f the se techniques by the researcher is grounded
on a statistical basis too far rem0ved from the JX1ssibility of verification
to be usable in historical research processes;
4). The concepts of anthropology are oriented t('lward macroscopic
inductive processes am inferential verification, and training in this field
frequently does not prepare the anthro}X>logist to cope with the problems
faced when researching an historical site;
5). The ten theses are as follows:
i). since the late 18th century (in America), the number of
different physical cultural expressiC"ns in the areas of artifact forms and
variants within these forms has increased to a }X'lint where the subject is
extremely complex;
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ii). while typological processes, in general, can be
applied to any given body of historical site artifacts with a specified
SPatial and temporal limit, seriation processes, or the attempts to derive
temporal data from within a typological pattern of historical site artifacts,
have not as yet been proven to produce totally non-distorted historical
data, and therefore, must not be used alone in the construction of historical
hn:othe ses;
iii). Every archae!'logically rect",vered artifact from an
historical site has two inherent dates: its date of manufacture and its
date of deposition;
i v) • The date of manufacture for every archaeC'logically
reCC"vered artifact from an historical site implies two separate dates: an
'alpha 1 date and an 'omega I date;
v). within the provenience period of an historical site,
at least two separate and related ti.ma periods must be delineated: the
historical period an:! the 'alter' period;
vi). every archaeologically recovered artifact from an
historic-al site has two definable IC\catiC'ns in relation tC' the matrix of
the site (the 'locative 1 characteristics of an artifact): the vertical
location and the hC'rizontal location;
vii). an archaeologically recovered artifact found on or
in an historical site cannot be dated based only on the fact of its being
found at that site, nC'r can an hist<'riC'al site be specifically dated by
the artifacts found within the matrix of that site;
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viii). the discipline of hi storical archaeology must be
architectural in orientation and reconstructive in both purpose and scC'pe;
ix). a considerable and basic dissimilarity exists
between archaeological evidence for structures at an historical site and
such evidence for structures at a prehistorical site, and certain
archaeological field techniques, if used at an historical site, can
actually destroy im}X)rtant historical evidence of an architectural nature;
x) • it is a function of th e historical archaeologist to
find and present evidence, develop hypotheses, and establish facts regarding
both site identification and site authentificatiQn.
Ladie s and gentlemen, you have my appreciation for having to put ur
with a mechanical speaker instead of a human speaker (although I sometime s
wonder which of the two is really the better), and my thanks for your
interest in this paper. I wish you success in your conference and work and
I will be looking forward to seeing you in person at some later time in
the future. If anyone \<Duld care to make a conment on this paper, please
feel free to use both the remainder of this and the reverse side of the tape.
Thank you and good luck.
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HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY FORm·~
Prologue to the Debate
C~de D. Dollar
2
On the 9th of October, 1967, I received a call for papers notice
trom Stan South, Chairman ot the Conference on, Histol'~c Site A-rchaGology,
for the eighth annual meeting of the group. I accepted this in-
vitation, and, tor reasons rather complex, determined to verbally
explore certain thorny paths ot theory and method in historical
archaeology - a subject which has been of interest to me tor the
past several years. When it became clear that the press ot new
duties (I had ass'Wlled my present duties with the Rosebud Sioux
Tribe only since October 1) would prevent nle tran making the trip
to Nacon, Georgia, to personally present the paper, I completed
what was to be the first draft, taped it (in the very early hours
of a new moming), and air mailed the tape to Stan South's
residence in Wilmington, North Carolina. The tape arrived just
hours before Stan's departure for ~lacon, Georgia, the Conference
site. In a vel7 real sense, then, the paper was almost not
presented! Even &s the tape was being played in Georgia, I was
revising sections of it in order to better clarifY certain points.
The paper, in my opinion, still needs a bit of revising.
Within a few clays after retuming hane, Stan inquired if" I would
object to copies ot the paper being circulated to various other
members ot the profession for their conments, entic181LS, remarks,
etc. Stan also included a list ot suggested names of persons to be
contacted for this purpose. I replied that I had no objection to
31
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this procedure, and requested only that I be given an opportunity
to reply to these critiques in order to stimulate a worthwhile dis-
cussion of the subject. The ehoice or the persons to be contacted
I very willingly left to the judgment of Stan, and the wide
diversity of the critiques is a credit to his knowledge of the
personalities and backgrounds of the members of this profession.
Stan was supplied with the requested number of copies of the
revised paper, and the verbal battle was on.
Fourteen individuals wrote thirteen critiques. In broad terms,
the professional baCkgrounds of those writing the critiques are as
follows: eight anthropologists, one enthnologist, four
historians, and one 'unfinished' architect currently practicing
anthropology. With the exception of this latter individual, all
have had direct supervisor responsibility for excavation/research
projects of considerable magnitUde. And, with the exception of
this same individual, alJ. are highly competent, well respected,
and have made significant contributions to their fields and/or
professions. Whether they, individualJ.y, were 'pro' or 'con' in
their reaction to the "Thoughts ll paper has not altered my own
.personal high opinion of their stature.
These critiques are the work of men busy with the responsibilities
of their various professions, and, as I understand the situation,
the only restriction on the length of their critiques was the amount
of time they themselves wanted to spend on the natter. Some
critiques are therefore short and others quite lengthy. Length,
LI
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by itself, is of course no criterion on which to jUdge the quality
ot any research, much less a critique ot another's research, but
it does pose certain pragmatic problems when it comes to making
replies to these critiques. I am sure that neither the bUdget nor
the patience of Stan South, as editor of The Conference .Qll Historic
Site Archaeology Papers, would withstand a lengthy and drawn-out
series of replies to each of the entiques • I have therefore
tried to limit my replies to only those ma.jor points or statements
I felt necessary to correct, defend, or refute. In certain of the
critiques, the content of which justified the procedure, I took
the liberty to adopt a 'point by point r type of reply by inserting
numbers (thus: (4), (19), etc.,) into the boqy of the critique
itself. This method both saves lengthy' replies and also serves to
bring the argument to bear on specific points. If' the ·reader
will make use of this opportunity to closely follow the
discussions by referring to these numbers of the reply at the
appropriate time in his reading of the critique, it should
considerably increase his comprehension of what is going on - that
is, assuming there actuaJ..ly is some comprehension to what is going
on•••
The arena of the verbal give-and-take is no place tor the timid or
fainthearted, and I was delighted to find that none of the
critique writers exhibited these characteristics. However, there
is a difference between disagreeing and being disagreeable, and
certain of my colleagues chose to be the latter rather than the
former. Haec 2lim memi.nisse .1uvabit•••but here and today is quite
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a different matter. I trust that there will be no cause for
complaint it certain of these more vitriolic passages are answered
in kind.
Now, on to the business at hand••••••••
34
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C<!1MENT ON
USGm THOUGHTS ON THEORY AND METHOD IN HIstoRICAL ARCHAEOLCJGY1'
BY CLYDE DOLLAR
Stanley South
The North Carolina De}:8rtment
of
Archives and History
In this paper the view is presented that the use of typology and
seriation is not able "to produce totally distortion free inforn:ation when
tested at an historical site. 1I (1) I do not think that the seriation
technique has been thought to be totally distortion free on any type of site,
Indian or historical. The fact that the seriation technique is not totally
distortion free, however, has not prevented impressive results being obtained
by use of this technique in Indian site surveys. (2) As to its use on
historical sites, it is p)ssible tha.t under certain circumstances, carefully
controlled data ·coul~ produce information of value on historical sites, though
I lmow of no specific instances where this has been tried with sufficiently
controlled data. C3)
Dollar's Reply: (1) Misstated and quoted out of context. This mis-
interpretation can be corrected by a careful reading of Thesis #2 -
especially the first paragraph. I quote from a portion of this:
II. •• seriation processes•••have not as yet been proven to ]PrOduce totally
non-distorted historical data and therefore must not be used in the
construction of historical hyp:>theses••• 11
There follows one qualification to the above quoted statement. Note
that typological processes are .!lQ! included within the framel«'lrk of the
sentence. For purposes of clarification in this Reply, I have underlined
what I consider to be the key to the unierstanding of the quoted statement
(i.e. the word "provenlt ).
(2) How can such results on any site be I impressive r
if they cannot be verified"l
(3) stan looks at the literature of the profession in a
almewhat different light than I. In my opinion" a. list of such lIinstances"
would be quite long, if not too impressive.
LSouth I s Rejoinder: The fulcrum point of difference her~
lies in our definition of the mrd useriation"; I see this as a tool usetul _
Within narrowly qualifying criteria; Clyde 's is apparently a much broader use_
35
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I would not like to see a blanket rejection of the seriation technique
as applicable to historic sites until it had definitely been proved invalid
thrOUgh trial. (4) Throughout this paper I get the feeling that the word
"seriation" is used to apply to attempts to arrive at temporal date from
typological patterns without the limiting criteria for use of the seriation
studies that must be applied to produce valid data from the technique. (5)
In fact, the buttons from Fort Smith were said to have been "typed and
analyzed serially in several different ways, and the results of this
seriation showed pronounced and unmistakable evidence sufficient to suggest
that the greatest inhabitation concentration at this site occurred three
years prior to the fort I s having been built!" This statement clearly points
to a misuse of the seriation technique, since the technique is designed to
be used with data distributed over a number of sites under specifically
qualified conditions (such as a site survey within a river basin). (6)
Significantly the definition of "seriation" as presented in this paper omits
reference to the fact that seriation data is areal in nature. (7) Another
point to be made here would be that using the seriation technique in a valid
manner (i.e. utilizing the limiting criteria of its design), and coming
Dollar's Reply: (4) The work with the buttons of the First Fort
Smith produced information that was obviously invalid when compared to the
lmown documented history of the site (see my reply to Moore, section No.8).
While this does not constitute grounds for a "blanket rejection" of all
seriation-techniques at historical sites (nor do I advocate as such), the
situation does raise the question of the validity of results obtained by
such means at other sites. It also suggests that the proof of the validity
of results derived statistically lies with the researcher and must not be
considered an inherent characteristic of the technique being used.
(5) Both I typology' and Iseriationl-as I have used these terms
in the "Thoughts" paper-are defined within the text of that paper. Any
criticism of these terms, therefore, should be based on their definition,
not just on a I feeling. I
(6) The seriation techniques were not I misused I at the First
Fort Site--not even qy the criteria contained in the second part of
Stan I s sentence.
(7) The areal nature of the seriation technique is inherent
and therefore not necessarily in seed of specific definition.
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within three years of the known date" would be quite acceptable for the
technique. (8) Of oourse one w.:>uld not use such a technique designed to
arrive at broad generalitie s for the determination of speciric historic dates.
The implication in this paper is that such mis-use of the seriation technique
has been extensively used by historical archaeologists. (9) Impressive
percentage relationship studies have been made with historical s1te materials"
hCtwever" and valuable data recovered; tmse should not be referred to as
"seri<ltion" stUdies. (10)
Toore are a number of p:>ints nade in this paper with l'bich I l«".·uld
certainly agree. The duo-disciplinary (or multi-discipli.nary) nature of
historical archaeology; archaeological data as a statistical sample of a
statistical sample; the subjective nature of the data recovered; the greater
significa.nce of the variant through mre intense enccnmters with individuals
as a characteristic of historical sites; the concern with specifics in
historical archneology, resulting in a decrease in reliance on some tools
designed to produce generalized data; the greater reliance on written
references for s~cific temporal determinntic)n of sites and arti.£acts; the
imp:>rtance of horizontal position of artifnct types on historical sites as
significant in interpretive value, a.re all PJints obvious to the historical
Dollnr's Reply: (8) This statement by Stan is based on a misreading
of ~ text. The error at the First Fort Smith wa.s in .fact a bit mre than
seventy (70) years" and for a site only 140 years old" this plus/minus
factor is quite considerable indeed!
(9) Prudence prevents me from attaching a biblio-
graphy of such uses of seriation•
..(10) Percentage relationship studies are indeed in-
cluded in D\V definition of 'seriation', and I again raise the question of
just how "impressive" can such results be when they co.mot be (or have not
been) proven to be totally distortion free.
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ar~haeologist. (ll)
This paper points out the generalizing nature of archaeological.
techniques as used by anthropologically trained individuals, and emphasizes
that these techniques alone will not produce the specific data desired in
the interpretation of historical sites. This is true, nowever, any
archaeologist whatever his background, w:>uld surely utilize the specific
historical data available to him in his interpretation of his archaeological
materials, without a total reliance on the generaliZing data accumulation
techniques. (12) The critics of the anthropologically trained archaeologist
frequently speak as though such archaeologists totally ignore specific
historical data at their connnand, when to do so would, indeed" be the
extremely short-sighted approach to historical sites. Such ignoring of
specific historical data in total reliance on generalizing data collecting
techniques, should indeed, be criticized" but how many historical archaeolo-
gists act in such a totally insular nanner? 'l'his is not a matter of either/
or; the point is, where the generalizing techniques functionally serve in
the absence of historic references, then they can very \'ell produce useful
data; where historic references are available as to the site and the
artifacts" then of course, these become a pr:iJnary tool for temporal
Dollar's Reply: (ll) I am glad that Stan recognizes these points
as obvious; however, even the briefest glance at some of the other critiques
contained in this dialogue should be sufficient proof that such points are
by no means universally recognized as 'obvious'.
(12) I only wish that Stan's statement were true! Again" prudence •••
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placement of the site and the llrtifacts. (13) The element of cononon sense
is 0. significant one in the excavation of historical sites; where history
serves, use it; where a more generalized tool is called for, use it; where
historical references pinpoint the artifact utilize this information; where
references are absent utilize provanience, context, stratigraphy, horizontal
position and any other technique that has proved or may prove to be a valid'
approach in the recovery and understanding of the data. (14)
It does not seem wise, therefore" to reject categorically the generaliz-
ing techniques to the extreme reliance on history, for too often historical
documents do not answer the kinds of questions we are asking on historicaJ.
sites" or they are absent entirely. (15) In such cases archaeology must
be called u}X)n to supply both the general and whatever specilic interpretaticns,
Dollar's Reply: (13) I agree. Unfortunately, the danger all too
frequently encountered (and not rocognized) is that the generalized
information too easily bCCCJ)'l1PS the basis for hypotheses r~v"lving around
historical explicitless. This is one reason why I wrote the IIThoughtsli
p:lper.
(14) I am torn between answering with a resounding
NO! or a qualified yes. I have the initial impression that Stan is advocating
a policy of report writing wherein the end product justifies the means of
obtaining it, and yet, I lmow stan 1 s work to be above this approach. Rather
than go into a det..'\iled discussion of Stan's statement, I will instead make
one of my own: use any method possible to obtain infonnation about an
historical site and. its occupants - but use this data very carefu.lly and very
explicitely. In other words, if this data. can be measurad against the
standards of accuracy for use as historical data then use it as such. If it
cannot" then explicitely roy so.
(15) The first part of this sentence is an over-
statement; the secc,nd part is only too painfully true.
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that oome from the site. I am thinking specifically of John Goggin IS
study on the S}nnish Olive JarJ* and similar studies that use both the
generalizing tE:chniques or anthrop:,logica1. archaeology and the specific
kno'''ledge ':If history to recover ~ data of value in the study of the evolution
of ceramic forme over a J2riod of three centurie s during the historic
period. Goggin's study is an excellent example of the anthro}X>logica1
combined with the histeJrical approach to archaeological data of the historic
period" and although refinement of his interpretation will continue to take
place as more information becomes available, his ~rk stnnds as a valid
monument ot the study of mD.terial culture. I cannot see that the approach
used by Goggin is invalid for use on historical sites berouse of its
anthropological orientation! (16)
In thesis #1 the large number (If nail ma.nufacturing factories and
ceramic factories of the early nineteenth century are seen as producing a
confusing picture. For someone not f~"\r with the means of handling
large numbers of artifact forms from archaeolr,gioal contexts in order to
derive the generalized data therefrom" this might indeed present a oonfusing
picture. If Indian site archaeologists treated eacl1 pot as his working unit,
* John Goggin.. liThe Spanish Oliver Jar, An Introductory studyll" Yale
University (1960).
(16)
Dollar's Reply: I am not familiar with Goggin I S treatise on Spsnish
Olive Jars and will therefore reserve oomnent on it until I have read the
l«:>rk. However excellent it might be as an ltanthropological. combined with
the historical approach to a.rcm~logical.dAta.." it might still be an
exercise in futility when it comes to using this data for speGific dating
problems fO'lmd on hi~rical sites. The historian, as well as the
a.nthropologist, recognizes both the existence and imJ)C'rtQ.t'lce of broad
generalized trends in nnterioJ. (and other) culture. It is when these two
specia.list descend from the general to the specific planes and begin applying
their knowledge to specific pre:blems (of dating or whnt have you) that the
credibility gap between what each will a.ccept as evidence begins to show most.
We dare not - at this stage in our historical archaeology research - use
locomotive tools to take 3part a watch!
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they too, wC'uld be faced with a phenomenon difficult to M.ndJ.e and interpret 0
Although each of his pots may have been made by a different Indian" he
treats them as types and forms nnd in this mamer derives valid data as to
their evolution. (17) The products of a large number of factories in
England between 1820 and 1850 would be sjmilar enough so that statements as
to the evolution of the ceramic types and fo rms being made by them could be
moo. (18) It the historie da:ta indicate that a particular' variation
as determined by a specific· JIDde was manufactured ·by a certa.in factory"
then the· archaeologist '\iO-uld 'surely use this iiU'ormo.tion. If this information
is not knolm by h.iJn. however, he still can derive certain clues of .'
significant value as to the.temporal p:>sition.·.of the site and the artifacts
through Do study of ·the evcllution ot forms through time. (19) True, this
would not aUow him to pinpJint. the site'to within three yearo of its
..date of occuxntion, but would. allow him to arrive. at a. generalized period
involved. (20) It is obvious that to ignore the historically lmown ·data
'lBdch w=tul.d allow sprcifie dating of a site through artifacts for the sake·
of generalized technique s would be a miSJtake. -
, Dollar' s Reply: (17) While this oounda; gClod, and is a basic tenet of'
. prehistoric archaeology.J it ha s .never been proven in an historical usage
sense.
. (18) Evolution in English c~ramics nade between 1820
and 1850 i8 de~eotable only on such a broad and generulized scale as to be
unrelinble (I om tempted.to· say worthless) for any dating of historic site
artifacts (other" of course, than to Uthe 19th centuryu). I am writing
-these words in July of 1968; .it is my hope that additional research into the
field of such ceramics will bring aoout detectable and UMble tempora1
characteristics. Unti1 such time as this 'WOrk can be done - with enough
historical accuracy ~ be historicaJ.l;Y usable - I cannot oonsider ceramics
as reliable specific dating too1s.
(19) I ask Stan for proof of this statement.
(20) What happens when the information thus derived
~ be accuro:\e to within three years if it is to be usable at an historic
site?
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In Thesis #2, typology is said to be Ita grouping of artifacts based
on simi Jar or like observable physical characteristics, IJ with historical
tvalidity' not being a consideration. In the creation of the artifact type
historical validity is not a consideration, but in the concept is the
assumption that there must be some valid corre13.tion between archaeological
types and these crE:~ted by the manufacturers of the objects; and that types
represent only an archaeologist I s selection from a continuum. (21) Therefore,
mottled-g:La.zed creamwore ca.n be seen to fit the continuum from the 1760 I s
througlI the 1770's as far as its appearance in matrix is concerned. It will
not be found on sites of the 1740.s or likely seen on sites of the 1790 1s,
not fitting the continuum in quantity other thD.n at a plrticular temporal
range. (22) Historical evidence, of course, is utilized along with the
archaeclogicoJ. data to establish this fact" prc·viding the unique chaJ.lenge
of historical archaeology; the correlation between historical data and
archaeological data to produce information of feed-back value in the
excavation of other sites, and in the interpretation of the site 3J1d material
being studied.
Dollar 1S Reply: (21 ) I would want a definition of the terms Ilvalid
correlation" before I \\'Ould accept this statement at r~ce value. ~ere
is a correlntion, of 0) urse" but not of the same type, or perhaps even
intensity" as that assumed as a correlc"ltion between prehistoric artifacts
nnd prehistctric rn;mufacturers. Here is an areo in need of further
exploration.
(22) While Stan is no doubt refering to an hypothetic-
al situation" I would nevertheless still express doubts as to the universal-
ity of such a. situatic)n.
iL
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The sis #4 state s that lithe finding of a certain type of style of artifact
at an historical site is~ valid historical proof tm t that certain type
or style of artifact t s dates of mn.nufacture have any relationship to the
site in question. 1I It seems tel me that if an artifact is found on a site
it IlX) at definitely has a cormection to the si. te in relation to its date of
manufacture. (2.3) It may be a bottle cap, a hub-eap, a mass of nineteenth
centtlry artifacts, or a single fragtrent of mottled-glazed crenmware" but
its date of manufacture does have a 'relationship to the site in question.
All such artifacts ha.ve a. relationship to the site, whether drcJpped by an
Indian, a colonist, a Civil War sc,ldier, or by the archn.eolC'gist. How did
it get on the site? Why was it in a particular provenience? Was its
presence tlB result of individual" or group activity? Was it out of context
relative to its date of manufacture, and the dates of manufacture of the
objects found asS'.)ciated with it? The se and other questions l«:>u1d tend
to indicate thnt any object found on a site is in a definite relation to
that site. Such 3.n archaeological context in relation to the site is not,
of oourse" IIhist.C\ricml proofu; but are archaeologists required to submit
to the fact of "historical proof" to interpret an artifact r s significo.nce
in relation to th e site on which it is 1'0und? Of course he utilize s such
Dolln.r r s Reply: (23) I am n..",t t:illd.ng abc·ut a. specific artifact's
dates of manufacture as having n0relntion to the site (of course it cb es! ).
If Stan \'¥luld read a bit more carefully too phra se which he has quoted
from the IThoUShts" pnper" he would discx,ver that I am talking about dates
of manufacture of a~ or style of an artifact htlving no relationship
to the site a.t which a specific artifact of that type or style ha s been
found. In other mrds (using o.n hypothetical case with nwthical
designations and dates). Ceramic Type XYZ was manufactured from 1782-1896;
does the finding of a piece (or pieces) of Ceramic Type XYZ a.t a site date
th~t site tel the period of l782-1896? I think not, and before anybody makes
the rejoinder that such a proposition is self-evidently incorrect, I would
advise tlmt the litern.ture of the profession be skanncd to see how nnny
times this error has already been oommitted!
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proof if it can be found in historical references, but SlC'uld we require
that archaeological data furnish "historical proofll? (24)
Thesis #5 describes lIproveni<;nceu as a period of time" My understanding
of provenience is that it refers te, the origin or source of a particular
artifact or grc~up of artifacts within the matrix of ·the site (25) The
prc,venience relationships might represent temporal relationships" but not
necessarily S); the determination of temporal data relative to artifact
proveniences seems to me to be an imp::>rtant aspect of interpretation of
an historical site, and to re-define provenience as lIa J:eriod of time
during which any significant cultural expression can be discerned"" would
seem to be clOUding the issue. Obvic1usly, a site that was occupied until
the time the archaeolcigist began his work would have a long span of cultural
materials accumulated on it. But Eh~)u1d we re-define prc,venience to refer
to that entire tinE span? The use of careful methodology designed not only
to fix the position of artifacts in their vertical pc,sition, but to fix
them within their matrix or horiZ0ntal provenience, can provide data for
the Beplration of these objects in time and space. It is on this p)int that
some archneolt:"\gists booc,me bogged down in the excavation and interpretation
of dat~ frc:lI:l historic sites. They become involved with the pinpcdnting of
an object within one inch of its vertical and horizc,ntal position in the
plowed ~il or a mixed soil zone, which may pn)ve impressive to student-s
as a denr,nstration" but can seldom be demonstrated to have significance
Dollar's Reply: (24) Yes!
(25) The 'W:lrd uprovenience ll can also be used to
refer to an event" or a chain of events" that occur~ed at a site in
relation te· the total historical 'temporal matrix' (if you will) of the site.
I
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conunensurate with the effort put into such pedc.ntic exercises relative
to the interpreta.tion of an historic site. It is the artifact types in
matrix within D. dated ruin level that are of significance, not only for the
ruin being excavated", but for comparison with artifact complexes from ruins
excavated at a later time. It is this process "With which the archaeologist;
on historic sites concerns himself as far as his methodology is ooncerned.
The process is not the goal, but merely a reans whereby the understanding
of archaeological remains is more successfully accomplished toward the end
of interpretation of the broader' events am processes of histo ry and culture
relating to the site, thereby increasing our knowledge.
The concern with changing forms in time and space through archaeological
methods woven with the specific information of history, is a major challenge
to historical archaeology at this particular time. Through the recovery
of artifacts in matrix within dated sites we have oontextual relationships
between artifact types representing a span of time, the boundaries of which
can be relatively assigned through comparative archaeology and historical
re search. (26)
When enough controlled site excavations with closed dates have been
studied, and the data therefrom fed into the general pool of knowledge of
those active in the field of historical archaeology, tre fixing of occupation
dates of historical ruins can be JIDre easily accomplished through archaeolo£:,"/
than is IX>ssible in these dawning days of historical archaeology. In years
to come" through this approach to historic site artifacts; this combination
Dollar's Reply: (26) The data t.hus derived will be date of
deposition data" and not necessa.rily eitm r date of manufacturing or use
period data.
Lfl
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of archaeological 1r:ith historical data; archaeologists will be able to
utilize glass beads to fix the date of a site, tmy will. be able to narrow
the temporal range for ceramic groupings in context l1X>re accurately than we
are now able to do, they will utilize bottles, glass seals, buttons,
kaolin pipes, and other objects more effectively than is now the case; and
this infonnation will come through this process of comb:i.n.i.Dg archaeological
and historical methods toward a fixing of artifact forms in time and spac~~)
Thesis #6 states that lilt seems to be an almost universal characteristic
of historical sites that too artifact assemblage is a thorough mixture of
historical and alter period artifacts. 1I (28) Part C'f the challenge of a
particular historical site is the discovery of depth deposits where layering
haa occurred through de}X'sition on that site. Of oourse when the site is
shallow throughout, such as short occupation nineteenth century fort sites
might be, then attempts IIby the researcher to make use of the depth of
artifacts in order to arrive at relative ~"\ting usually dissolves into
utter chaos. 1I Who \«>uld try te· stratigraphically study a shallow mixed
nineteenth century strotUti? Generalizations based on experience with such
shallow sites as to the value of stratigraphy on historic sites generally
wL'Hlrl AAPJn to be a mistake, for many historic sites yield stratigraphy~
supel·jJOsition, ~t.h of considerable value in the interpretation of the site
Dollar 1s Reply: (Zl) I agree, and can only lC
'
0k forward with expectatior.
to that day! Right now, however, we are faced with the possibility of too
many premAt'n-e C(·.rv~'.11Rions being jumped to (!) and this info:rnation then
being used as plort of the basic informatic,n for any 1feed back 1 which in
turn will then be used to fix artifact foms "in time and space It •
. .. (28) The question to be considered here is not why
should t.hJ..s nnx] ng not. O~Cl1r but. rathAr did it, ('\ccur.
- -
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and the temporal. relationship of the artifacts f0und within it. (29)
Thesis #7 revolves on the word "specificll " ond makes the point that
archaeological sites do not produce specific historic dates for the occupation
of the site. Since the pivot of understanding for this statement hinges
on "specific dates for a. site," then the truth of this statement is obvious,
since it is seldom that archaeology can be called uIDn te) independently pin-
p:>int cOlilnder dates for a site. Who expects archaeology to independently
supply specific historical date's? (30)
Thesis #8 emphasizes the reconstructive aspect (If historical archaeology,
and I assume by this that interpretive reconstruction through drawings,
sketches, etc. would be within this definition. I seriously dr,ubt, however,
whether many archaeologists would be able to construct drawings that would
be acceptable by an architect who was charged in restoration of an historic
structure. His work w:>uld surely be utilized by the restorn.tion architect,
but restoration architecture is such a specialized area it would appear
unwise for the archaeologist to attempt to nake literal reconstruction
drawings felr the architect. This the sis also states that in this reconstruct-
ive aspect the historical archaeologist takes on a far weightier res}X>nsi-
"Dullarl's"Rep!y:"" (29) The study of shallow' and "mixed nineteenth century
sites, contrary to stan's opinion, is an excellent testing ground forth'e
generalizati(l~ represented in Thesis 16. Consider this proposition': 'if
nineteenth century, when excavated today (in the twentieth century) appear
to be a·,thorough mixture of "the artifacts, now would these mixed str~
appear if they '\ere left undisturbed (after deposition) and not excavated
until· the twenty~second:century? ,Now ~pply this answer to seventeenth·
century sites not excavated until the twentieth century.
. (30) I doJ for one, :if the arch9.eological data is to
be used as specific hist~rical data. Obviously, there are times when this
is not possible, but this sitU£\tion does not negate Thesis #7. For a
discussion of JItY use of the word 11 specific" in the "Thoughts" p!l.perl see
my reply to Jelks" section #6.
Li
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bility than the o.nthrop:>logist who excay:ates a. prehistoric site, implying
therein, I suppose, that there is a greater element of reconstruction
involved in historical archaeology than in Indian site archaeology.
However" reconstruction ~r IndiAn sites throughout the Southeast is being
done in the form of dioramas" paintings, models, physical reconstructions"
such Cl.S the earthlodge at Ocmulgee Na.tional Monument in Macon, Georgia,
and the ceremonial center at Town Creek Indian Mound State Historic Site
in North Carolina. (Where archaeology for the PurIXlse of interpretive
reconstruction as well as literal reconstruction, has been going on since
1937). On such projects there is a strong element of reconstruction
involved" and sinoe this type of interpretation is an integral part of the
w:>rk of these anthropologists" we cannot properly claim that in the
reconstructive element the historical archaeologist has a more encompassing
responsibility. The reconstructive aspect is a .function of archaeology,
not historical archaeology alone. (31)
DollD.r1s Reply: (31) I agree that a reconstructive aspect is a function of
archaeology, and not historical archa.e("'~logy alone. However" and the Ocmulgee
and Town Creek India.n Mound sites notwithstanding, the percentage (If structured
sites that fall under the heading of historical archaecllogy is vastly greater
thnn those that can be called prehistoric. This situation alone should be
sufficient justification for Thesis #8. As for the discussion in the IIThoughts"
paper of the relatictnship between the archaeological rep:>rt and the architect IS
use (If it, I was describing the ideal conditions (and I specifically sta.ted so
in the IITho~tsll pa.per). Stan lmows, as.I do and mauy others" that these 'ideal t
conditions are JD(,re orten than not less than ideal, but this doe s nc,t let us out
from under the responsibility of making the most of what we have to work with.
The restoration architect I s use of the archaeological report will be limited by
at least two factors: 1). the aJlrlunt of architectural d3ta recovered during the
resel!.rch, and 2). the historical o.rchaeologist I s ability to translate his
3rchitecturo.l findings into architectural terms. Thesis #8 was certainly not
me~t to imply that the historical archaeologist must also be an nrchitect
(although this would be a definite asset!) in the sense that he draws the .final
plans for any reconstruction (as for nv own ability in this aspect of recon-'
struction" it would take a great deql of persuasion, perhaps even pushing, to
get me to enter any building for which I alone drew the plAns!). However" be
that .3.S it my, the signi.f'icant point of Thesis #8 is tha.t the historical
o.rchaeologist must be the one to supply the architect with the facts of the
situation (both archaeological a.nd historical) and then the architect adds
enough of the architectural 'unknowns. tel allow the building to safely stand.
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In this plper on theory and method in historical archaeology, archaeology
was seen as a field technique only, As a field technique ~rchaeology can be
carried out by the anthrop:>logist, the historian" or the classicist" or the
interested layman. Walter Taylor is referring to this when he says:
There are n.l.so competent archaeologists whcl have
had no specialized academic training, even no "higher"
education at all. And these are often among the mest
ropable. While it is probably true that the nan with
the broadeat background of specialized tro.ining will
obto.in the better infornation, yet it is often the
case that the non-academic "field manu with broad·
practical experience and less formal training will
produce the better data. *
Notice that he qualifies his statement with "broa.d practical experience".
There are a nutiber of examples of this type of craf'tscan who have made
contributions to the field of archaeology. However, I l«>uld agree also
with Willey and Phillips who said:
Acceptable field work can perhaps be oone in a
theoreticnl vacuum, but integration and
interpretation without theory are inconceivable.~
It is here that even the most experienced field oan with a lack of formal
training will mo at orten fail to obtain the better informD.tion from his data.
I w:>uld disagree, therefore" with the statenent that archaeolcgy is a Itfield
technique emlyn. I l-Duld. say, perhaps, that archae010gy ~ a. field technique
is a field technique only. There are field technicians and field technicians"
some can interpret their data effectively and BOme cannot. Those with a
* Walter W• Taylor, itA Study of Archaeology-It, At1erican Anthropologist,
Vol. 50, No.3, Part 2, JulY, 1948., p. 44.
'** ~rdon R. Willey and Philip Phillips, Method~ Theory !!! American
Arcmeology. (Chicago:1958), p.l.
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theoretico.l base underlying their lmowledge of technique are archaeologists
who can interpret their data most effectively; those without theory are
practicing the ritual of archaeology as a field technique. Historical
archaeology thec,ry' must be a fabric with 0. warp of fOund OOJlDllOn-sense
archaeology woven with the woof of history.
This paper has }X>inted out certain generalized approaches that are not
seen o.s vnlid when o.pplied to historic sites, and has ooncentrated on other
aspects traditiomlly a.ssociated with anthropology. As ha.s been indicated"
there ere mo.ny points with which I agree, and these have been listed. other
p:>ints" however" have seemed to be over-stated, based on an apparent lack
of understanding of the anthropc,logical theory involved, or on a lack of
experience with a wide variety of sites of the historic period. The impression
is a.lmost one that exists when an individual not thoroughly fam;] iar with
the Bible attempts to refute the theologians. This comparison however, could
be said to be invalid in that mat it doe s is to criticize the author of the
paper for not beinB an anthropologist, and this \«)uld be an invalid argument f32)
HO'W8Ver, the author may have been able to more successfully challenge certain
anthropological concepts as applied to historical archaeology if he were able
to dem:>nstrate D. greater familiarity with the ooncepts he has undertaken to
criticize. It al8) appea.rs that a wider background and experience with
historical sites Llight have allowed the presentation of more generalized
theoretical. statements that w:>uld have appeared stronger in their broader
Dollar I S Reply: (32) Thank )'ou.
Lr
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applicability. As it stands, however, the paper is an interesting statement
of ideas, many that are basic to historical archaeology, and would be little
disputed by historical archaeologists, regardless of their background;
others however, are as the author has said, "Some Thoughts", and these will
stimulate other thoughts from colleagues. (33)
It seems to me that the archaeologi at is concerne d with the recovery
of his data under controlled conditions from the matrix of the site he is
investigating, arranging the data throUgh typology and taxonomy relative
to existing contextual relationships, and detennining their dimensions and
relationships in time and space. The historical archaeologist utilizes
historical reference sources in this search for clues to the understanding
and interpretation of patterned hum4ln behavior, as well as idiosyncratic
behavior as reflected in the artifacts and other cultural remains of the
oonnnunities and individuals he is studying. The historical archaeologist
is concerned with the process that is history, "a tempc'ral sequence of
unique events, §'niJ with the prc,cess that is evolution, a teaporaJ. eequence
of toms•••.ffiistori/ deals with phenomena as unique events, with reference
to specific time and place; LevC'lution,7•••deals with classes of phenomena .
without regard "U' specific time and place. The one p;lrticularizes, the other
*generalizes. II
Dollar's Reply: (33) How" •••little (these idea~ are) disputed by
historical archa6C'logists, regardless of their background••• 11 will no doubt
come a s a surprise to stan.
*Leslie A. White, IIKroeber f s ICcnfiGurati0ns of Culture Growth''';)
AL1erican AnthropoloRist, V(,l. 8, No.1, (1946), p. 82.
I..~'
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As archaeologists, it seems to De thn.t we are concerned with the
identificution and interpretation of data. refiecting p:l.tterned hut1aIl
behavior. As historical archaeologists we utilize historical data, and in so
doing we can often deal with the unique events of history as well as the
generalized cultural patterns. We should not, however, discard all the
tools designed for obtaining generalized data merely because some of these
may not apply when dealing with specific historical sites; nor should we
fail to utilize the wealth of specific historicm.l data that is available
to correlAte with archaeological discoveries. We should, rather, utilize any
approach that will allow us to add to our lmowledge in the most effective
marmer; through the many faceted discipline of historical archaeology.
The ooncern with artifact types cmd forms as a means to an end is for
the purpo se of a.rriving at interpretatic·ns more accurately reflecting the
developnenUll sequence that occurred on the sites we are investigating; and
the pivot of this understanding lies in the determination of contextual
relationships in time and space.
Arcmeology as a technique can be practiced by craftsmen from a variety
of backgn.,unds" but the intorpretation (If the data a:> recovered must be
based on a fi.rr.l theoretical base. The fabric of this base J:1Ust be woven
utiliZing those cnncepts and cethods that are found useful in answering the
que stiDns historical archaeologists are asking, regardless of the origin
within a professional discipline of these concepts and methods. Useful
concepts" methods and tc,ols from Classical archaeolclgy" architecture"
physics, chemistry" biology, zoo10BY" anthropology and history shC'uld be
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utilized as they are found to prove helpful in our search for knowledge
through historical archa.eology. Any one approach must not be over-emphasized
at the expense of warping our understanding of our ar~haeological data in
*
our eXp:Jsitions on method and theory in historical archaeology. (34)
Dollar I S Reply: (34) In the above four paragra.phs, Stan has written an
excellent statement on historical archaeology, and his th("lughts are
deserving of m.uch serious study. In my opinion, stanley South, in his
Critique of the "Thoughts" paper, has added considerable depth to the
professional discussions on the subject of theory and method in historical
nrchaeoiLogy,. and uur.. entire profe'ssion should be indebted to him for his
interest, energy, and time expended in getting the se discussions underway.
* In order to avoid being influenced by the other critiques this paper
was written in December 1967, with the final draft completed January 15, 1968,
and submitted te, Clyde for rejoinder before any other critiques were received
by the Forum chairman.
Lr o •
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CRITIQUE OF THE PAPER BY CLYDE DOLLAR,
It SOl-1E THOUGHTS ON THEORY AND METHOD IN HISTORICAL ARCHAIDLOGY"
Merrill J. Mattes, Historian
National Park Service
San Francisco, California.
1. This seems to me to be a document worth serious oonsideration" setting
forth perhaps for the first time, however imperfectly, a set of
principles that might govern practice in the field of historical
archaeology•
2. If in fact there exists previous papers which attanpt to do this same
thing, then the element of originality is lessened; however, I know of
no such papers.
3. While archaeologists who have been trained in anthrop01ogy rather than
history may resent the suggestion that their techniques and their
th~ught p~cesses, even, are inadequate to the requirements of historical
archaeology, I WC'uld say that sulking is not the answer. Rather, I
would think that they should either rebut Dollar I s manifesto in detail,
item by item, or concede that some refinements of technique and thought-
processes are obvi~usly needed, then go ahead and adjust. As a non-
archaeologist who has neverthele ss been exposed to a lot of sophisticated
earth~ving projects, it scarce~ seems debatable to me that historical
archaeology does have peculiar and different problems. I presume
there are s:'tme CC'urses and credits in this esoteric, much-orphaned, much-
maligned and in any event experimental field; but there should be more
of same.
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4. Dollar may well be in error on several }X'ints, from the professional
digger's point of view. Perhaps he exaggerates the limite.tions of the
usual archaeological techniques. Perhaps he has coined ~me phrases
like "distortion-free ll which may CC'nfuse rather than enlighten. I
think his paper could be re-written to make it more oompact (although
I like his summary at the end) and it could be toned down tC' make it
less bumptious, so to speak. But, I think Clyde Dollar is to be
conunended for coming up with some incisive observations about the
limitations of this alleged craft, and a tentative set of principles.
The fact that there are deficiencies and debatable points does not
weaken the merit of this p9.per as a thoughtful challenge.
Lr"
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Reply to Mattes
Clyde D. Dollar
Merrill J. Mattes is uniquely suited to be able to see the Itrees
within the forest I in this historical archaeology theory contro-
versy. He is one of the most respected of the American West his-
torians, and his approach to history is that of a critical
resea.rcher, not merely a 'story teller'. Mr. Mattes brings a
keen intellect and a level head to the arguments so far presented
in the other critiques, and he should be listened to and his
remarks weighed with this in mind.
I am not the first to reter to data as being 'distortion free';
for those who would learn more of such phenomenon, I suggest that
they read Plato' 8 Republic, Book VII.
•••and in the future, Merrill, I shall try to be less 'bumptious I•••
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COMMENTS ON CLYDE'S PAPER
Jackson W. Moore, Jr.
National Park Service
It is ironic that less than ten years ago several of us made the obser-
vation that historical archaeology needed some bona fide historians in the
field. Most of us were in full agreement at the time; straight prehistorians
expressed general agreement as often as polite indifference. Today, with
more "cross-over rt of non-specialists from the prehistoric field who find
historical archaeology "fun ff there seems to be some resistance to historians
wielding trowels. Why? Is it that, because of an historical accident
anthropologists feel uncomfortable breaking ground with others than their
fellows? This is a situation Europeans have always lived with comfortably!
What is so different about Europe, or for that matter about North America?
Clyde is correct when he states that archaeology is a technique, not a sub-
field of anthropology (prehistory, in North America, IS a sub-field of
anthropology, of course). It has always been applied by geologists, paleont-
ologists, classicists, and (in the Old World) historians. Since each has its
own body of problems, each naturally has its own body of methodology. It
:tJ~o follows, I suspect, that they each have their discrete traditions of smug
conceit and condescension toward other disciplines! The major legitimate
concern"that I would recognize is where two or more multi-disciplinary problems
would occnr" jnxt.A.posed, on the same ground. Again, this is a situation \'lhich
EuropeA.Ils have long been :lti.ill~t.~.rJ t,o. Sinc-A wu hRY\) only now had to recognize
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the existence of the problem, I would recoIIlffiend some dialogue with the Old.
I do not feel that it is necessary to develop CJ. separate new discipline,
nor does Clyde explicitly recommend. His introduction of new tems where
satisfactory terms now exists is suggestive of an incipient jargon for a
new discipline, however, and this leaves the door ajar. (2} With all due
humility as an anthropologist, I suspect that most of us have studied more
history, l'..merican and otherwise, than historians have studied anthropology. (3)
(Wilfred Logan hes observed that the historian, focusing his attention on
unique, non-repetitive events, and/or individuals, does not seek the same
kind of regularities in the universe that are sougkt by the anthropologist.
This makes for a credibility and communications gap. One historian referred
to Toynbee and to anthropulogists and sociologists as verbal "web-spinners, If
whose theories had no more substance than a cob-web. l'!ith this attitude,
Dollar's Reply: (1) Soma dialogue is in the process of taking place. See
lain c. "lalker' s Critique of the "Thoughts" paper and my Reply.
(2) Every discipline hes coined its ow terms to ne et the problems
encountered b~r those working in that discipline. hS early as 1950,
cnthr~pologists had already coined a name for the archaevlogical rpsearch on
historical sites (the term, by the way, was "garbage can archaeologylf).
Beyond the fabrication of this succinct description (no doubt tempered with
fondness) of historical archaeology, most ~~thropologists chose to ignore
what must have appeared to them to be a somewhat brazen approach to the
Study of Man. Hence (in general), no new set of problems was recognized to
exist (by most anthropologists) and therefore, no new terms were coined to
adequately describe the problems that were in fact being slowlY recognized
(Smokey should mow; he and I frequently discussed these problems back in
1962/63, and not a few of the terms used in the "Thoughts" paper date from
those discussions). This is not to say that many terms alrea.dy in use within
the field of anthropology could not be, or have nut been, used when describing
various facets of historica.l archaeology; it is to say, however, that I think
additional terms might be of considerable value in describing new concepts in
. historical archaeology. One particular point that comes to mind is the
historian •s approach to an artifact (see Thesis Nos. 1 thro ugh :-).
(3) This is, unfortunately, quite true.
,-
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most students of history would not be stimulated to expose themselves
to anthropology courses.) This is undoubtedly changing now that
anthropology has become an "in" instead of a ''what'' subject on our
campuses. In the event that such a new discipline does evolve it
will necessarily have to include both history and cultural
anthropology. Then, as now, it will still be necessary to call
on specialists (including antiquarians) for advice. (4)
Dollar's Reply: (4) As a bit of an aside, I would like
to call the reader's attention to a work that will be of
considerable value to all of us who are involved in histor ical
archaeology (unfortunately, this work was not available to
me when the IIThoughts" paper was written). I am referring to
Appendix A, 'lJIistoric Objects as Sources of History," in
Carl P. Russell's Fireanns, Traps & Tools or the Mountain Men,
Alfred A. Knopf, Ne~ York, 1967. In this section, (which should
be required reading tor U~S. history and anthropology under-
graduate survey courses), Dr. Russell quotes a Dr. Carl R. Fish
as follows:
The first duty of the archaeologist is to discover
such material (artifacts) and to verify it; the
next is to secure its preservation•••Then
comes the task ot studying it; classi1'y1ng it,
arranging it, and making it ready tor use.
At this point the function of the archaeologist
ceases and the duty ot the historian begins;
i.e., to interpret 1t, and to bring it into
harmony with the recognized body of information
regarding the past. It is not necessary that
different !Ddividuals in eve11' case do these
different things. • .nearly every historian should
be something of an archaeologist and every
archaeologist should be someth i.ng of an historian. • •
When the archaeologist ceases trom the preparation
of his material, and begins the reconstruction of the
past, he commences to act as an historian and has to call
up a new r e of e ui ent and a new set ot uali-
fications underscore is by Dr. Russell •
This quotation is taken from .an essay by Dr. Fish entitled
"Relation of Archaeology and History1t which was first read
before the Wisconsin Archaeological Society at Madison, Wisconsin,
on J~ 29, 19101 Yes, that's right, 1910. And more than fifty
years later, most historians don't even know what the techniques
of archaeology are J much less how to apply them!
L
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The thesis that 2.nthropologists IIextend II archaeological techniques
when they apply ste..tistics (Clyde applies them very well, incidentally)
and that such extensions distort the data is ~ifficult to accept. (5)
There is little purpose in recovering cultural material if you don't do
something with it. I do agree that, if such material will nct solve e.
problem or otherwise e~d your knowledge of the site or at least corroborate
your conclusions, it is futile to apply statistics to them. (6) If you
begin a project with few unknowns, your responsibility is primarilY to
those unknowns, not to demonstrate that you can play the game! In other
words, if you have documentary evidence which tells you who occupied the
site, when he came and left, what he did there, and the artifacts are elsa
mown, then the problem is probablY· architectural. The main value of the
artifacts are to confirm the inventory or the inventory sequence. In this
care, only a field school situation would justify the application of ste.tistics.
On the .other hand, if some of the artifacts are inadequately mown, such
"extened" techniques should as.ist in fixing their temporal range. As for
distortion, I must take umbrage. The buttons at Fort Smith may have
demonstrated the lack of need for seriating them, but I do not agree that
any data was distorted. (7)
Dollar's Reply: (5) Not the "data" but rather the results.
(6) On the contrary; such a situation might offer an excellent
opportunity to test the validity of results obtained using statistical
methods. This is at lea.st one way in which all researchers in this field
could learn to verify some of their research techniques.
(7) Smokey Moore is one of the few Critique writers with wham I
have had the priVilege of discussing both the "Thoughts" paper and their
critiques. The following sentences of his critique have been discussed
with him, both by letter and in person, and while this does not imply full
agreement between the two of us cn some of these points, we do at least
understand a bit more of what the other is trying to say. h s'UJIlllUlI'Y of my
points will be prasented in the next numbered Paragra.ph of this Reply.
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This was a site with mown dates, personalities, units, and drawings
(inexact). The button inventory indicated that members of the 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd Artillery Regiments occupied the site during 1812-14, with smaller
artillery units present by 1805. There were, of course, NO artillerymen at
Fort Smith I! A company of the Rifle Rdgiment began construction in 1817
and were absorbed by the 7th Infantry Regiment in 182~. Both of these latter
units brought in buttons of the 1810/16-1821 periods. An 1821 sketch by
Seymour depicts two men in a frontier adaptation of the uniform of 1810-12.
Direct observation strong~ suggested that these troops were attired in
hand-me-downs from surplus stocks. Even so, a seriation of button types
was charted. ilCCOrding to the chart we should look for some significance
within the following dates:
1760-1784 (none), 1784-1800 (none), 1800-1812 (none), 1812-1820
(construction in 1817), 1830-1840 (construction of Fort Smith II begun in
1839). When Ed Bearss I historical report was completed, it revealed a
complaint by Colonel Arbuckle, 7th Infantry, that his troops were provisioned
at New Orleans with uniforms which were "••• completely inadequate•• ~ .'i
This, togeth~r with what was already known, confirmed the direct observations.
The seriation served no purpose but practice. But, did it distort? If we
had been without documenta~ evidence, I believe this seriation would have
been invaluable. (8)
Dollar's Reply: (8) One fact that should be called to the attention of the
reader is that my First Fort Smith Report (the synthesis of my own
historical research, the historical research of Mr. Ed Bearss, National
Park Historian, and the 1958-59 and 1962-63 archaeology) was not written
until more than three years after Smokey finished the field excavations at
Fort Smith and wrote his field report. Smokey1s above statements, therefore,
were written with this time lapse as a background and also without a thorough
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(8, ccnt:td.) study of the First Fort Smith Report (which contained more
detailed studies of the research problems at Fort Smith, including the
buttons). In summary, the 'button research' on the First Fort Site
suggested the following:
A. The site could have been occupied (during historic times)
as early as 1760, and probably was occupied as early as 1784, Probably the
greatest nmnber of men were assigned to the fort during the 1814-1815 periOti,
and the occupation ceased probably as late as just prior to the Civil War.
B. In contrast to the above seriation results, historical data
showed that the fort site was first occupied (during historic times) on
December 25, 1817, that by far the greatest number of men were assigned to .
the fort during the 1822-1824 period, and that the fort was finally abandoned
in 1838.
c. In addition to the erroneous data supplied by the statistical
'button research', as outlined in ~ above, the same techniques suggested
that a sizable proportion (probably as much as 25 percent) of the fort's
total assigned troops were from artillery units (with the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
Artillery Regiments, plus a goodly smattering of other light artillery units,
being represented in the button artifacts), and that other units, such as the
1st, 2nd, and 3rd Rifle Regi.ments, various Infantry units, General Staff
personnel), and even several Naval units were also present at the fort
during its historic occupation period.
D. Historice.l sources show that the fort was actually occupied~
by troops of :!:!!! Rifle Regiment (in 1815, all four of the Rifle Regiments
were reduced to a single Rifle Regiment). Evidence for personnel from the
other units (as suggested on the basis of the buttons alone) is not only
totally lacking but even denied (through the absence of such unit information
on the official personnel returns fram the fort).
The reader can readily see that a discrepancy of considerable degree does
exist between results of the statistical 'button research' and the mown
historical data. There ere (as Smokey points out) histcrical reesons why
this widd gulf between statistical research and actual tact do exist
(in 1822, the new commantler of the fort arrived with a sizable increase in
personnel strength--all apparentlY equipped with considerably outdated
uniforms), and the discrepancies actually serve to point out this tact.
However, (fI.nd this aspect of the situation is particularly disturbing to me),
what conclusions could have been drawn from the statistical research on
the buttons if the historical data had been incomplete or unknown? The
answer to this question is something to think about. • •
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Clyde points cut correctly that it would have thrown us off at least three
years. (9) If the prehistorian could believe that this indicated the
reliability of his own seriation charts, what elation he would feel! Even
documents, written forthrightly and witnessed by others, can be mistaken.
Historians frequently resort to a "consensus" for verification!
The complexity of historical artifacts is every bit as great as
described, but I disagree that it is as debilitating. Clyde again referred
to Fort Fmith, which was a very badly disturbed site; in a full decade of
historical excavations I judge it so bad as to be unrepresentative. (10)
Between the written records and the physical remnants of the foundations,
our knowledge was sufficient, without the artifacts, to solve most of
our problems. (11) The artifacts did suggest a sequence of inventories for
the different periods of occupations. For the problem which the artifacts
could help to solve it is not necessary to know all of the things which
Clyde bewails the ignorance of. If we lmow that a certain ceramic type
was manufactured between 1819 and 1840, that its origin was in Leeds and
that it appealed pri.JM.rily to the lower-middle income groups, then we lmow
quit~ a lot! (12)
Dollar I S Reply: (9) Incorrect. The error was more in the magnitude of
70 years.
(10) I agree with Smokey: Fort Smith was 'unrepresentative' ( I
sincerely hope!!). However, Thesis Nos 1 through 7 were certainly not
based on observations made at a single site! Or even a handful of sites,
for that matter.
(11) I disagree. See the last chapter of the First Port Smith Report.
(12) Correct. \rle would lmow probably more than what the historian,
using historical sources alone, could probablY have disccvered--at least
at this stage of research on nineteenth-century ceramics.
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The fact that it cculd have also been manufactured in Staffordshire, Kent,
Scotland, ur Brittany is not germane to the problem as defined at Fort Smith. (13)
If, on the other hand, less were known about that ceramic type than is the
case, then one of the problems would have been to make the circumstances of
the site shed lighton that type. One might even set up a series of site
excavations selected to trace the type to its pcint of manufacture, or
even to determine which ports it was carried through in order to establish
a pattern of commercial "flow." I cannot foresee problemsof this type lJVer·
becoming a concern in the National or State Parks, but they might very well
provide problems for university field schools and research grantees.
Without wanting to Hnit-pickU too much, I would say that the statements
about central and peripheral culture areas is out of date. (14)
Dollar's Reply: (13) •••but this information is of major importance when
constructing a ceramic seriation at any given site (or group of sites).
If the alpha and omega dates of each variant of a ceramic type (to be
included in the seriation) that was manufactured in each pottery of each
of these districts were known, and if each of these variants that were
manufactured in each of the potterires of each of the districts could be
unmistakably recognized, then, and onl.y then, would the ceramic seriation
produce historiCAlly valid results.
(14) I am not in the least talking about geographical areas, and
this admonition was stated twice within the paragraph discussing this
concept in the 'IThoughts rt paper. For obvious reasons, this is an histurian's
ivew of an anthropological concept (not, however, based on a total
ignorance of anthropological writing on the subject), but to pass it off as
"out of daten-without presen~ing 'newer' information or at least 'newer'
reference material-is a somewhat dubious and pedantic approach.
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When he lists those "odd-balls, kooks, etc." who don't conform, he ~
li.sting the thinkers, the explorers, the inventors, etc. who will
ultimately and profoundly influence the cultural expression of the
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surrounding centers and peripheral areas! (15)
Anthropologists have differed. from their kindred in the social sciences
for scores of years on the question of cultural determinism and the "great
man. I! Regardless of who is most nearly right in his assumptions, it
is futile to expect an anthropologist to discover a previously unknown great
man, although he might well be able to infer the occurrance of a great event! (16)
The fifth thesis is weak, as stated, because it is incorrect.
nprovenience" is used here to mean "association.1! Occasionally I do this
myself, and perhaps other historical archaeologists slip on this mental
shorthand also. Such nssociation must follow an analysis of the provenience.
From here we go on to real trOUble. It should not be necessary to coin a
new jargon to express the problems encountered in a multicomponent site.
He presents the situation in the form of a historical site which the
investigator needs to excavate in order to solve his own research problems,
Dollar's Reply: (15) Smokey, and others, apparently read this section
of the "Thoughts" paper with the idea that I was being, 'snide' or sarcastic.
It certainly was not my intention to be so interpreted. To me, the
I beatnik, , and the other colloquial designations given to those members of
our society who do not for one reason or another confonn to what is expected
to be conformed with, are as much a rightful (and contributing) member of
our society as anyone else in that society (or culture, if you will). The
historian, and the anthropologist (in general) certainly recognizes the
contribution the non-conforming element makes to the whole, and I personally
would not deny this cultural element either their right to do this or their
recognition for having done it.
(16) Correct-partially. Does the anthropologist have the academic 'right I
to superimpose his own anthropological concepts on a site that is historical
in nature and for which techniques (and standards, if you will) of research
have already been worked out? Is the 'anthropologica.l conceptI of an
historical site concerned with individuals and their actions or on~ people
and their cultural changes?
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which underlies another occupation, is superimposed on a prehistoric site
and may even overlap another site. Here we are confronted with the
situation which is a common occurrence in the Old World, especially Great
Britain, but makes our blood run cold. Should a histe,rian who is not
knowledgable of the principles of ethnology or social anthropology damage
a site which can throw light on the processes of acculturation? Is it any
different for an anthropologist to rip through an experiment in communal
living or a little-mown battlefield because it is obviously ulate?rt On
the other hand, could any of us adjust to a system which might require us to
su1::m.it an application to some sort of interdisciplinary tribunal in order
to investigate a multi-component site? Or would we negotiate "gentlemen's
agreementsu with !mown scholars interested in other aspects of such a site? (17)
Thesis Six is really part of Thesis Five, since the Dlocative U
characteristic as described is really part of its provenience. lv.hat Clyde
says here is defensible to some extent, assuming that all historic sites are
as badly disturbed as was Fort Smith I. (18) I repeat that, in my
experience, most historic sites are not thC1.t badly disturbed. The reappearance
Dollar's Reply: (17) Smokey is discussing Thesis No. 5 in terms which, quite
frankly, leave me (to use a term perhaps native to my regi0n) 'butfaloed!'
I am trying (in Thesis No.5) to suggest a terminology for UFe in reports and
other means of communication and I am NOT even remotely suggesting that one
period is more 'important' than another at eny given site. Nor, in this
thesis, am I trying to define a 'new' concept-other than to suggest that
the historical period of an historical site is reallY only a portion of the
'temporal provenience' in relation to the total 'temporal provenience' of
the site. The multicomponent site is something we all have to live with as
best as we mow how; perhaps we CE'..ll at least begin to learn this living by
defining the basic aspects of the problem in terms most of us (and h()pefully
all of us) can one day understand. The phrase 'alter period' is indeed
e.wkwerd (see my Reply to Ualker), but I feel that we need some desJ.gnc?tion to
highlight the fact that tha various periods at any given aite other than
the 'historic' period are just as important to the research on the site as
the 'historic' period. Does anybody have a suggestion for a word to replace
'alter' ?
(18) Incorrect assumption. I didn't assume this, and Smokey should not
have assumed that I did.
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of the term nalter" suggests that he is going to stay with his postulate
that only the portion of a site which is gennane to his problem will be
considered as "culturally expressive." (19) I cannot give support to this
contention. (20) "!here the occupation level is too shallow to allow for
stratigraphic comparison or by arbitrary level, as is often the case in
historical archaeology, you simply don't do it. One must, of course,
consider the horizontal locations of artifacts if they are to be used to
indicate probable use patterns. One may i~ustrate such patterns by one
of several ways (I don't like histograms either), such as isometric
drawings, plan drawings with clusters indicated. Such an approach was used
at Fort Frederica to indicate three separate work areas in a single room
associated with the King's MagaZine.
Dollar's Reply: (19) I have no idea where Smokey got this idea. In
refutation, I quote fl'om the "Thoughts" paper:
The recognition of these two separate but interrelated
periods (the historical and the alter periods) at an
historical site by the historical archaeologist is vita~
important to the validity of the archaeologicaJ.ly recovered
h.h~t.()riN\l data and artifacts from that site as it means that
most, or all, of the recovered artifacts must be presented
as he.vi.ng come from both the historical and provenience periods
of the site hr-d.ng r(~searchp.rl-lmless the researcher can present
valid proof of the fact that these artifacts can be assigned to
either of these two periods. (Quoted from the discussion of Thesis No.5)
In other words, I am suggesting that, barring a rare and verifiable situation,
the researcher cannot assume that artifacts found from the site's
provenience periorl holong only to the historic period of the site. Let's
stop this nonsense of presenting page after pago of drawings/photographs
labeled "Pipes (or whatever) from the Fort Fearless Site (1842-1867)" if
in fact the site is known to have been occupied by someone-not necessarily
troops-from 1830 to 1912 (Fort Fearless, by the way, is a mythical site,
and neddless to say, so are its dates).
(20) The contention is incorrect, and therefore I cannot 'support'
it either.
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Thesis Seven concludes that, for reasons described in the first six
theses, artifacts are inadequate for use as dating tools at sites where
documentary evidence is lacking. (21) ~fy responses to the first six theses
were large~ refutative. I believe that artifacts can throw a great deal of
light on a site. And if documentary evidence is indeed lacking, then such
light as the cultura:J. material can shed is all of the illumination which
that site will receive! The archaeologist is still left with the
responsibility of interpreting his site to the best of his ability and in
accordance with such data as he was able to recover (22)
It may be another accident of history that most historical archaeological
projects have been oriented toward architectural reconstruction/restoration.
The field was pioneered by the National Park Service, several state agencies,
and some well-endowed private foundations. Unlike most prehistoric projects,
the goals were pragmatic. Scholarly considerations were secondary. I see
nothing in this to indica.te that goals more ephemeral than architectural or
restorative should not be undertaken. To be sure, the fullest possible
grasp of the historical expression of the site would be an integral part of
any goal or problem. The inference of relative simplicity for prehistoric
sites is unfortunate, because it is so incorrect. A prehistoric site with
multiple occupation can be of formidable complexity; rock shelters are
Dollar's Reply: (21) Or, for that matter, at sites where docmnentary evidence
is not lacking.
(22) To be unable to specifically date a site by the artifacts does
not necessarily restrict the use of these artifacts in obtaining other data,
does it?
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notorious for their complexity. In some areas aboriginal structures were
also multi-storied and much more substantially built than a historical
frame or log house. (23) Any historical archaeologist of whatever parent
discipline will, indeed, need to be lmowledgable of basic architectural
and carpentering principles. Unless he is a trained architect, like
Pinky Harrington, he will still need to seek the counsel of one. Anthropol-
ogists donlt pretend to omniscience (anyway, not the NIC~ ones!) and neither
should others. (24)
As historic archaeology'is carried out in the Park Service, complete
historical research ideally Precedes the excavation. (Historians in the
Service are' not in universal agreement with this principal, but no matter!).
Clyde is suggesting that a near-omniscient non-anthropologist will complete
this research in dove-tail fashion as he finished his archaeological report,
with the final synthesis being the basis for a reconstitution o£ the site
and event. \a!il Logan has asked, in this regard, whether he sees any validity
to historical archaeology as a means of stuqying human behavior, values,
Dollar! f3 Rep~: (23) Which is more complex: an appl~ or an egg? The
answer, of course, depends on the point of view of the observer making the
jUdgment (not to mention the fact that apples and eggs are incompatable for
most comparative analyses). Smokey apparently misinterpreted my remarks
conce1"ning this thesis, and I therefore will quote for the perusal of all:
In this reconstructive aspect, at least, the historical
archaeologist takes on a far weightier and more ecompassing
responsibility than the anthropologist does in the excavation
of a prehistoric site I (1 am certainly not suggesting that the
one is more t important I than the other-,:- (Quoted from the
discussion of Thesis No.8; the underline is contained in
the original text.)
(24) Based on this criterion, quite a good case can be built for there
being few NICE anthropologists. • •
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etc., or does he see it only as a tool of the State Park (or other)
developer? (25)
I agree with Clyde that the traditional goal of historic archaeological
projects is, if not to reconstruct physically, to at least do it figuratively
(for interpretation to public and scholars) or to make it possible for it
to be done Jater. This does not mean that literal reconstruction is
always the best means, nor th~t other ends may not take precedence.
C~e's historian-oriented bias shows when he judges the responsibility
of the historical archaeologist far weightier and more encompassing than
that of the anthropologist. He is evidently penalizing the latter for
dealing with savages who are not in the line of European descent. Would
he make a similar judgment regarding Tikal, V{oodhenge, or Stonehenge? (26)
Ideally, no one would argue that an incomplete excavation of a
good site is not a partial depredation. This is true of any kind· of site.
It is, nowever, a complete depredation to watch it bladed or washed away
with no investigation at all. Neither should you run your sponsoring
institution into debt because the site is more complex than was estimated.
A la.rge pe.rl of any archaeologist's responsibility is mature judgment.
Heroic, stubborn idealism can do more damage than an irresponsible 'dozer blade!'
Dollar's Reply: (25) I will answer Wil Logan's question with another quote
from the "Thoughts" paper:
The purpose of historical archaeology must be to achieve,
insofar as possible, the goal of complete understanding of the
history of any given site, and the scope of such research must
be to include the recove~ of all evidence of histcrical cultural
expression at that site, including all architectural evidence.
(Quoted from the discussion of Thesis No.8.) It would seem
to me that .!.evidence of historical cultural expression" would
include human behavior, values, etc. etc•••
(26) The answer to this question should be self-evident.
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vIhen the situation changes more time and money are to be requested, but
if the purse is light, you do what you can with what you have. (27)
Clyde is quite right in noting that prehistoric archaeologists
frequently (not always) will use a technique which obliterates architectural
data on a historic site. This error is usually realized before they get
to a second such project, but it is true that it is a pattern among young
archAeologists and e~en old prehistorians taking a crack at a historic site.
This is because, to them, it presents a new set of problems.
Thesis Ten is well taken•• I feel that most present investigators
are aware of the problem and try to deal with it as fully as the available
resources permit. I say again, no breed of archaeologist will ever know
enough to be canpletely independent of counsel!
I agree with Clyde that it is a propitious time for historical
archaeologists to ask ourselves "Who are we?" We lmow that we use the
archaeological teclmiqQ.e to uncover remnants and acquire data. We then
write our reports which contain description and interpretation. The notes,
records and a1~irActs (hopefullY) are then processed and filed, stored,
or exhihited. Most of this will be done by the investigator, but certain
l:)p0.~;A.]ists will have been consulted regarding some aspects of the project.
Dollar's Reply: (27) Smokey and I have disagreed on this point (not about
the dozer blade, however) for years, and I see no reason to change the
situation now. Obviously, the researcher has to be pragm...~tic about
such affairs as budget and time limitations, but certain other considerations
should have at least equal priority. Among these latter considerations is
th~.t the sponsoring institution should be made aware of the excavation
requirements necess~ to complete the research (please recall that
excavation is a destructive process), and that the sponsoring institution
(and I would include in this catego~ certain federal agencies currently
involved in archaeological research) must be prep1.red to share equal
responsibility with the researcher for the completeness (or incompleteness)
of the site's excavation and related research. Less than this is to be a
party to institu.tional irresponsibility.
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No two investigators will follow ic.entical patterns on what they elect to
seek assistance with. This will be determined by his initial training,
subsequent experience, and the interests which develop, or fail to develop.
Bones, human or animal, elicit no response in some of us despite our
training in physical anthropology. Architectural reconstruction may fail
to interest others of us if only because of an inadequate understanding of
it. Ceramics, evan in sherd form tittila~e some archa.eologists quite as
much as whole vessels do keepers and curators of museums. Most of us at
present will fanm out the initial historical research and the subsequent
pollen, textile, and certain artifact analyses.
We are not historical architects, polynologists, nor are we museum
curators or preservators. Yet we must be something of all of these. Cot4.d
we be project managers? When we can agree on who we, as historical archaeol-
ogists, are perhaps we ce..n then consider what we should become. Then, too,
we can turn to the prehistoric archaeologist and ask him, who !!! is. {28}
Dollar I S Reply: (28)...and I would like to be around at that moment to
see the fight tha.t will inevitably develop.
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Cu~J1~~TS 01'1 CLYDE DOLlAR'S PAPER
Stephen Hillinms
Pe~bc·dy iiuseum of
Arch~.c""'loeY n.nd Ethnology
H.~.r"'tu'd University
After rending la-. Dollar's pn.pC:!r s(;:veral tinles, I find that S)me
of it is quite good, some of it belabors the C'bvious, and SOllIe of it is
so ~rchn.e(llogically and anthrclpoloeically naive as to set one's teeth on
edge. His concept,ictns of hot's ~rchQeol(\r;r is done and its l:i.Jidt~tions
indic:...te Do slight acquaintance \:ith the field, :;00 app-:''.l°ently \dth
arch~eologist8whose proficiency ~ppea.rs to be questionnble, judgill[; from
his p.1.per. His notion, for ex~pleJ thn.t arch~eolClgy c:m only de::'.l \rdth
central entities, not re&ional vn.rinnce, is just do\'mriBht wrong.
Nevertheless, I feel th~.t the p'per ll1c1.kes n. contribution in outlining
some of the ~.rchaeologicF.\ldifficulties one encounters on the historic
time horizon, nnd hopefully it will generate some JX)int-by-point anstsers
by practioners in the field.
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Reply to Williams
Clyde D. Dollar
The time spent by Mr. Williams in reading the "Thoughts II paper
is appreciated. His reply, while very general, at least
indDltes his interest in furthering the discussions. I would like
to raise two minor points:
1) wbat parts of the "Thoughts" paper are so
"archaeologica.l1y and anthropologica.l1y naive
as to set one's teeth on edge ••• "? To raise
such a question of nescience and then neither
support the contention nor fUrther discuss it
smacks of a debate technique no~ used on
the high school - not Harvard - level.
2) Where does Mr. Williams get the idea that I
have a I notion' that archaeo~ogy can deaJ. only
with central entities, not regional variance?
I was shocked to find that I am supposed to hold
to such a concept. It would be more correct to
say that I hold to the 'notion' that historical
archaeology must be made to deal with regional
variance, and not ,just central entities.
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A REPLY TO
IlSOME THuUGHTS uN THEORY AND ltJETHuD IN HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGyn
Bernard 1. Fontana
Ethno1ogj at
Arizona State Museum
"Critical acumen is exerted in vain to uncover the past; the~
cannot be presented; we cannot know what we are not. But one veil hangs
over past, present, and future, and it is the province of the historian to
find out", not what was, but what isn (Stapleton 1960: 7)
This maxim propounded by Henry David Thoreau might with profit be
engraved on the wooden handles of archaeologists' shovels. If the sole
aim of our endeavors is to bring back an extinct past, our efforts shall
indeed be in vain. The bed in which George Washington slet shall never
age.in contain his bones; the noise of the shot heard 'round the world
ha3 long since parted ilTedeemably for the realm of silence.
..' Whatever else might be said about restorations is that they~
re storations. They are not recreations of the life of some remote time;
rather are they the modem and sometimes distorted reflections of the
physical trappings with which someone1s forebears surrounded themselves.
When a lad ha s been at work in a colonial-style printing shop for eight
months learning to set old-style font by hand, and he proudly explains
to me he is still an apprentice but that he looks forward to beooming a
journeyman, I preStmle it means he has w:>rked for the corporation for two-
thirds of a year and has yet to get his first raise. I further presmne
that even as a master printer the present-day demand for his hard-earned
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talents shall always be limited. He is very much in danger, in fact, of
becoming a company man. Surely it was different with his 18th-century
counterpart. Come to think: of it, he has no 18th-century counterpart.
The 18trh-century printer was not a product of restoration.
Or let us consider Brigham Young I shouse. Whntever pur}X)ses it
served that mighty Morman it shall nevermore serve. Let each square cut
or hand-wrought nail be carefully pounded in place; let the structure's
footings stand where they stood more than a century ago; and set the table
with dishes identjcal to those lrd'lose pieces were thrown into Brigham's
well. This will not bring the religion of Latter Day saints back toward
its beginnings; this will not effect the politics of 19th-century Nauvoo
or rekindle the harsh judgments of Nauvoo fS neighbors. It becomes instead
a modern monument, however faithfully restored, which pleases Elders of
the 20th-century church, which attracts tourists" and which stands to
remind the modern 1-1orman concerning BOme of his origins.
Lest anyone think I am being cynical" let it be understood that I am
second to no one in my admiration for and love ot restorations - and the
more accurately restored the better. I think that such restorations
serve a variety of very important present-day functions: economic, social,
eduCD.tiona1, personal, and, in some cases, religious. Let us not, however,
delude ourselves into thinking that because we have copied a building, a
ship" or a whole town we h:lve somehow brought the dead bnck to life.
An archaeologist is not Jesus; Old Sturbridge is not Lazarus.
L
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If anything divides archaeologists into classes it relates but little
to their academic training as anthropologists or as historians. Far more
basic is the question, "Are we interested primarily in human beings or in
things? Are we people oriented or object oriented? 11 Among the ranks of
anthropologists, especially among those 'Who have specialized in archaeology,
we find practitioners of both leanings, even as we do among historians.
All of us have lmown academicians with an antiquarian turn of mind. These
are the chaps who pester us at cocktail parties, answering questions no one
has asked or is likely ever to ask.
I cannot agree that "historical archaeology must be architectural in
orientation and reconstructive in both purpose and SCOpe.1I This view is
so narrow that certainly it rnnkles anyone who has ever spaded a trash
mound, cleaned out an ancient privy, salvaged the sawed bones of animal
remains from a field whe re they were thrown, dug 3. cemetery, gathered tin
cans from a cave where a prospector slept, or dived beneath icy waters
to regain the cargo spilled by voyageurs at a portage of some Michigan
river. What architecture? What kind of reconstruction? Nor are these
sites the Itvery few exceptional'
Let us consider instead that the orientation of archaeology, histori.31
or otherwise, be h'lllJOnistic. Let restoration be on this basis; let us
only then take up the matter of architecture should it be appropriate.
"Nothing, II says Thoreau again" II so restores and htnnanizes antiquity and
makes it blithe as the discovery of some natural BYMj:8thy between it and
the present. Why is it that there is ~mething melancholy in antiquity?
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We forget that it had any other future than our present. As if it were not
as near to ~ future as ourselves. It •••The heavens stood over the heads
of our ancestors as near as to usn (Stapleton 1960: 8)
As for the ex}X'sition of anthropological, historical, and archae-
ological concepts" theories, methodology" and methods in "Some Thoughts on
Theory and l-lethod in Historical Archaeology, 11 there is nothing to be said
concerning it in a short reply that will help. When the statements are
oot in error, contused, obscure, or ainbiguous, they are either unduly
contentious or painfully obvious. It is clear, in any case, that the
attack is launched from a platform of ignorance rather than of knowledge.
It is also launched in an aura of blind devotion to the written \\Ord. Is
a documentary reference~ !! better evidence than that afforded by
other ldnds of data? I have heard it remarked that literary historians
seated atop an exploding volcano would not be inclined to believe it was
happening until someone committed the event to pa.per for them. A few of
the remarks in the essay under consideration come precariously close to
exemplifying that uncomfortable position.
The advancement of the causes of historical archaeology" whatever
the se may be to different people, will not be promoted by ill-considered
debates between historians and anthropologists or by accusatiC'ns that
others are doing mayhem to their sites because of their departmental brand
of training. We are joined together in the early growth of an exciting
venture. Let us move ahead with the biblical aphorism in mind: "Old things
are ~ssed away; behold, all things are become new" (II Corinthians 5:17).
Reference
stapleton, Laurence
1960 li.D. Thoreau: A Writer's Journal. Dover PUb1icaticns, Inc.,
New York.
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Reply to Fontana
Clyde D. Dollar
Bernard L. Fontana I s elocutionary morass has the eannarks of having
been written to elicite twitters of smug laughter from his unde:r-
graduate students. I would sooner quote Captain Kangaroo on
Ethnology than Henry David Thoreau on Historical Archaeology (the
Walden Pond philosopher must be enjoying a brief revival. among the
student body at Arizona State). Fontana has managed to contribute
some sound and smoke to the general argument, but this onJ¥ serves
to give the battleground the sham appearance ot a Hollywood movie
set.
Perhaps Mr. Fontana should give a bit of heed to those cocktail
party questions "no one has asked or is likely ever to ask" ••• (?I?).
Perhaps he should begin to think in arcbitectural tems about those
ancient privies, salvaged bones, tin cans, and spilled voyageur
cargos (he might learn more of what 'arcbitecture' actuaJ.:q implies
in its relationship to the history of material things.) Perhaps
he should have paid more attention to the written word before
making a 200 year error (as at Johnny Ward I S ranch). And perhaps
he should never have written his critique, for we au now have a
most interesting basis for evaluating his future work in the field
ot Historical Archaeology. I, too, have access to the Bible, and
would quote a passage trom it tor Mr. Fontana's meditation:
"When I was a child, I spake as a child, I
understood as a child, I thou~t a~ a child:
but when I became a man, I put away childish
things ••• "
The First Epistle of Paul to the
Corinthians, x:..ii, 11
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CRITI~UE OF DCJLLAR 1S II SJI"iE THuUGHTS ON THElJRY AND
METHuD IN HISTORICAL ARCHAEUUJGY
Edward B. Jelks
Smithsonian Institution
The following comments relate to Dollar I s major points as stated near
the end of his paper.
1. Dollar states: lilt is time to give serious thought to the
recognition of historical archaeology as a distinct socio-scientifi~
discipline with a methodology designed to cope with the unique problems
encountered during the excavation of historical sites;U
It is way past time: recognition of historical archaeology as a
separate discipline with unique problems was made by J .C. Harrington, in
*print, more than 15 years ago. (1)
2. Dollar states: "Two of the major research methods used by the
historian are the logical processes of deduction and tests for validity,
and both of these aspects must be a property of the research at an historical
I can find no fault with this statement, and will simply add that
3. Dollar states: tiThe techniques of archaeology are field techniqueS
deduction and tests for validity are standard research methods used by
anthropologically trained archaeologists too. (2)
I
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site if such re search is to be
•••
considered historically valid; II
onlyI and any I extended I use of the se technique s by the rese~rcher is
grounded on a statistical basis too far removed from the possibility of
verification to be usable in historical research processes;"
* Dollar's reply to these numbered points can be found at
the end of this paper.
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The first clause of this statement is erroneous (whether the
parenthetical clause which I have left out in the interests of clarity
be included or not): Archaeology has numerous techniques that are employed
for ordering and interpreting data atter they have been collected in the
field. The latter part of Dnllar' s point has no real meaning to this
reviewer. Archaeologists do not "extendlt their field techniques. Field
techniques are designed to produce completely objective observations of
physical phenomena. By "extended field techniques" Dollar evidently is
referring specifically to tyPOlogy and seriation, which are neither extended
field techniques nor objective observations: they are comparative,
statistical methods designed to order the observations made in the field
into units representative of the cultures of whatever people or peoples
occupied the site or sites being studied. They are used at several levels
of abstraction, but never (as with field techniques) at the level of
observation. (3)
4. Dollar states: liThe concepts of anthropology are oriented toward
macroscopic inductive processes and inferential verification, and training
in this field frequently does not prepare the anthropologist to cope with
the problems faced when researching an historical site; II
The first clause of point 4 is true but not inclusively true.
Archaeologists (at least anthropologically trained ones) employ inductive
reaS)ning and validation through hypothesis-testing as standard procedures.
They attempt to view problems both macro- and microscopically. As points
2 and 4 ostensibly contrast the methods of historians and anthropological
archaeologists, it should be pointed out that historians customarily use
both inductive and deductive logic, and also have been known to rely on
Lr
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inference in reaching conclusions-perhaps even more so than archaeologists~4)
5. The ten theses:
i. nSince the late 18th century (in America), the number of •••
artifact forma ••• has increased to a p::»int where the subject is extremely
complex;"
I would be the last to disagree with that thesis as stated in Dollar rs
summation. Previously, however, in his discussion of the thesis, Dollar
added that because of the complexity, artifact typology is of dubious value
for "specific dating purposes." Again, I heartily agree with Dollar, but
submit that occasionally specific dating~ be done accurately on a
typological basis and that, within limits,~ chronological ordering can
be achieved with accuracy for !Bl randomly collected sample of artifacts
of appropriate size. Since the term "specific" is a relative one in the
present usage-and since time is infinitely divisible-any dating could
always be made finer if the requisite data were available. (6)
Of course, nobody can date a sample of 19th century nails or ceramics
like those referred to by Dollar precisely (say, within one year, or five
years) on the basis of their physical attributes alone$7)One of the inherent
limitations of the typological method is that the precision of its results
depends on the precision of the data plugged into a particular typological
model. (And this applies to prehistoric archaeology too.) But gross
distinctions can often be nade. l-fany persons, for example, (including
Dollar, I suspect) can readily distinguish a statistically adequate sample
of English-made ceramics dating from the 1790's from another dating from
the 1860 1s. And even if one could not make that distinction, what about
Lr
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the tytX)logical differences between 17th century and mh century ceramics
and nails. Surely, even Dollar will agree that distinctions~ gross can
be made. And if so, the method ha s utility for dating in a general-if not
in a IIspecific tl-way. If a method will produce infonnation not obtainable
elsewhere, should it be thrown out solely because it cannot produce more
specific information--which no other method can produce either? (8)
ti. This thesis states that seriation of artifact types should not be
used alone in the construction of historical hypotheses on the grounds that
it has not been proven to produce IItotally non-distorted historical data ll •
Certainly, seriation should not be used if more accurate techniques are at
hand-and I never heard any<'ne su: gest that it should be. !Q. technique
should be used if more precise ones are available. But supJX)se--as is
often the case-that seriation is the most precise technque available:
What then?
I submit, furthennore, that there is no process of any kind that can
be proven to produce totally nondistorted historical data. What are the
nondistorted data--produced by eyewitness observations, by deduction,
induction, inference, or any other method-relevant to A. Vespucci r s role
in the exploration of the New World, or to the true causes of the Oivi!
War, or to L.H. Oswald' B role in the assassination of President Kennedy?
If IItotally non-distortedll data are required before historical archaeology
can propelly be done, we might as well lay down our trowels and forget it. (9)
'l'ypological seriation is a statistical technique, and its results are
an expression of probability, not of fact. The same is true of radiocarbon
L
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dA'i:.ing, of Gallup ~lls, and of the pastime of roulette. Anyone who possesses
the barest lmowledge of statistical principles is aware that a single
radiocarbon date expresses only proba.bility, not fact; that p:>lls taken by
loir. Gallup do not necessarily reflect the "non-distorted" temper of the
American constituency (ask Tom Dewey); that every spin of the roulette
wheels at Las Vegas brings more profit to Howard Hughes r bulging pockets.
But the validity of the statistical method, within the <X"ntext of its
limitations, has been, in my opinion, firmly established.
Properly trained archaeologists are aware that the results produced
by typology and seriation are expressions of probability, and they l'tOuld
never attempt to make them produce "totally non-distorted" data in the first
place. A knowledgeable archaeologist with anthrop:>logical training who
found himself dealing with data like that from F('·rt Snith or Nauvoo would
simply plug the newly acquirE;d data on buttons and ceramics into the pre-
viously existing typologies-a procedure that would enhance the precision
of the tytX\logies next time they were used. (10)
iii. All artifacts recovered archaeologically from any site, histori.c
or prehistoric, have an infinite number of inherent dates, at least~
of which are of ~ncern t~ the archaeologist: (1) date of manufacture,
(2) date of use, (:3) date of discard" and (4) date of dePJsition at the
spot where found archaeologically. The last two are not necessarily the
same. These matters involve the very essentials of archaeological theory.
And outside of direct historical documentation (Which, naturally, is
preferable when it exists but" unfortunately, is all toC\ seldom available
for this kind of problem), I do not perceive any means by which those dates
•••
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can be established other than through the conceptual methodology of
anthrop:>lC'gical archaeC'logy: that is, through the principles of (a)
contextual association and stratigraphy that underlie field excavation
techniques", and (b) the concept of historical tyPOlogy that is the basis of
comparative analysis. (11)
iv. The "alpha lt and "omega" manufacturing dates apply, of rourse, to
prehistoric as well as to histC'ric artifacts, and they are-as Dollar says-
difficult to establish. But it is better to establish them on a statistical
basis within relatively broad parameters than to not establish them at all~l2)
nIt is a matter of ••• frustration" not only to Dollar but to all
archaeologists that "more historical [and prehistoric, to£!! artifacts
do not as yet have an omega date! II But is not a matter of wonder to those
who are kIlClwledgeable about the nature of archaeological data. (13)
v. D('llar uses the tem "provenience" in a singular way to refer to
what most archaeologists would call llperiod of occupancy, It or udate of
com~nent,11 or some such tenninology. This thesis is concerned with the
inevitable problem of separating one occupation period of a site from
another, or "ordering the field data into culturally significant
chrooological units, II to use the jargon of the trade. I fully endorse
The sis #5, with the addendum that it is one of the ubiquitous problems
of archae('logy-prehistoric as well as historical.
vi. This thesis states that every artifact has two locations within
the site matrix{lLvlhiS is not \\('lrth belaboring, but an artifact really has
only~ location, not tw<', inasmuch as it patently can be in only one place
at a ti.me~l5~etimes archaenlogists measure the p:>sition of an artifact
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with respect to the surface of the ground and to some kind of hori~ontal
reference system in order to recC'rd where it was found. (To fix a spot on
a horizontal plane, incidentally, requires two readings of some kind, so
that three measurements are necessary to record the exact location of an
artifact.) tsut there are other ways than simply plotting on a three-
d~ensional scale for recording relationships between artifacts and the
physical t'.omponents of a site. The statement that every artifact in a site
has two "locative characteristics," in all events, is sheer nonsense.
The utility of horizontal distribution analysis is well lmown to
anthropologically trained archaeo10gists.
A somewhat irrelevant question: If the physical attributes of artifacts
after the 1ate 18th century are tC'('\ complex for chrC'oological ordering on
the basis C'f stylistic criteria (as maintained in Thesis # 1), then what
are the grounds for the statement that vertical distribution of artifacts
at Fort anith reflected incorrect relative dates?) (16)
vii. The f~llt.:'wing comment is offered with regard to Thesis # 7.
It is rare~ possible (but not always impossible) to date a specific
artifact confidently by the physical CC'ntext in which it was found. If the
physical oontext is discrete and shews no signs of having been disturbed
after its fC'nnation, then there is every reaS0n to CC'nclude that the deposit-
ion of the artifacts within the oontext dates fI"('\m the time that the conte.."\Ct
was created. If the date of the oontext can be established, precisely or
approximately, then the same depositional date can be assumed for the
artifacts. (17)
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viii. The rec(\very of architectural data is an important aspect of
archaeological excavation anywhere--at both historic and prehistoric sites.
D("Illar1s statement that "Historical archae(\logy~ be architectural in
orientation and recC'nstructive in both purpcse and scope" LI'talics mini]
is perhaps tro(\ strong. Taken literally, this says that the only legitimate
pur!X'se for excavating historic sites is the stud~r and reconstruction of
their buildings. In that case, all the previ(~us discussicln a b('ut tYIX'logy
(except as it applies tC' the tYJX)logy of buildings) is irrelevant as oon-
architectural artifacts such as ceramics are not legitimate subjects for a
historical archaeologist I s attention anyhow. Furthermore, nonarchitectural
features at a site-trash heaps, for example--sh0uld n0t be excavated if this
p01icy be ad0pted. (18)
Architecture and reconstructi~n are practical considerations of
prehistoric as ~ll as of historical archaeology.
ix. The statement that tla cC'nsiderable and basic dissimilarity exists
between archaeol~gical evidence for structures at an historical site and
such evidence for structures at a prehistrorical site ll is meaningless if
prehistoric architecture of the Meso-American and Southwestern United states
are excluded. Or does D("Illar truly mean to say that problems of architecture
at prehistoric sites/are different from problems of arohitecture at. pre-
historic~:sit~s" except for. those prehistoric sites where the problems are
basically the same as for historic sites?(l?>bllar must have never excavated
a Spanish colonial jacal, either, if he thinks they were more massive than
prehistoric Indian earth lodges. (20)
L1"'
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Architecture prC'vides a good example of typological variation within
the historic period. Eighteenth century English colonial architecture,
for example, is different in many respects from 18th century Spanish
coloniaJ. architecture in the New World-not to mention 18th century Indian
architecture, which is aloo generally considered to be within the purview
of historical archaeology. And these differences reflect the respective
cultural traditions of English, Spanish, and Indian peoples of the period.
Simila~ly, differences between the architecture of different prehistoric
cultures obtained too. And it is just as mportant that an archaeologist be
familiar with the architecture of a prehistoric culture whose remains he is
excavating as it is for him to be familiar with the architecture of a historic
site he is excavating. The desirable architectural knowledge in a particular
instance is a function of cultural affinity, not of whether or not a site
happens to be historic or prehistoric. (21)
x. Thesis # 10 appears to be at odds with Thesis # 8: at least this
reviewer does not see how identification and authentication (My dictionary
does not list the word authentification.) are Uarchitectural in orientation
and reconstruct~ive in b("lth purpose and scopet{~)Problems of authentication
and identification, in any case, as well as separation of Ilcome-down" periods
are important ones in archaeology. The latter two, by the way, apply to
prehistoric as well as to historic sites and traditionally have been major
concerns of anthropologically oriented arch:1eologists. They are, in fact,
two of the ilnportant problems that typology and seriation were devised to
help solve. (23)
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Dollar has shown a lot of perception in singling out some of the major
problems that relate to the ordering of archaeological field data into
temporally and culturally significant units. But he has treated the problems
as though they had not been recognized previously by anyone. Actually, these
same problems are normally taken up at the advanoed undergraduate level at
any university offering a full curriculum in anthro:fX)logical archaeology.
Furthermore, they are normally in the forefront of every archaeologist r s mind
as he digs any site~;historic or prehistoric.
Dollar maintains that there is a major difference between ll concepts of
methodology used in excavation of a prehistoric site and the concepts
necessary for use on an historical site. 1t This could only be true if there
were some essential difference in the nature of historic and prehistoric
sitesS24ifter having personally excavated dozens of sites in both cac,egories,
I cannot agree that there ~e any fundamental differences.
The basic procedure for properly excavating any archaeological site is
(1) to identify the physical comp:>nents that constitute the site (this is
done by various techniques, depending on the requirements of each individual
site) and, (2) to dissect each com}X)nent as a separate unit (again, by
whatever technique is best suited to the situation). The spatial relation-
ship of each component to every other component is observed and recorded, and
the cultural content of each component is observed and cC'llected as a unit.
This is done with complete objectiVity, but with varying degrees of
accuracy depending on the skill and experience of the excavator.
The nature of the individual com:fX)nents may vary greatly from site to
site; but there is often more difference in structure and oontent between
I
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two historic sites l or between two prehistoric sitesl than there is
between many historic and prehistoric sites. The standard definition of
a historic site is one for which there is direct or indirect historical
documentation. The question of whether or not there exists historical
documentation relative to a p3.rticular site has nothing whatever to do
with the site 1s structure or cultural content.
An adequately trained archaeologist is expert in recognizing anomalies
resulting from human occupation in the natural matrices of a site. He
should, under nonnal circumstances, recognize a filled foundation ditch,
or a post mold, or any other culturally produced anomaly that is visible;
if he does not, it is because of a lack of skill on his part. He may not
know the cultural significance of an anomaly, but he should see it and
record it if it is clearly visible.
Some anomalies are quite conspicuous, others are exceedingly subtle;
and no archaeologist, however experienced, is going to see them all.
Naturally, the more familiar he is with the culture represented at the site
he is digging, the fewer he is going to miss. But this matter has nothing
to do with arry disparity between historic or prehistoric cultures~ ~:
it is simply a function of how much the archaeologist knows about the
particular culture being investigated, regardless of its age or degree of
historical documentation.
i~*****
In summary:
1. \-Jith respect to methodology of excavation, historic sites do not
differ basically from prehistoric sites. The differences in structure am.
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content between sites are functions of cultural variations and natural
processes, irrespective of whether a particular site is classified as
historic or prehistoric.
2. The most precise applicable techniques should always be used for
dating as well as for other kinds of data ordering. But sometimes, oWing
to the nature of a set of data, the more precise techniques cannot be used.
In such cases, there is every justification for employing typology, seriation;
or other statistical methods: une always should do the best he can with
the data and tC\Ols at his disposal. Typology, incidentally, serves
purtx>ses other than chronological ordering, a point that was never brought
up by Dollar.
3. I can see no valid rGftson for restricting historical archaeology
to the study and reconstruction of building~. And--unless it should be
demonstrated that they are pointless-such problems as acculturation,
ecological adaptation, diffusion of cultural elements, diet, technology,
pathology" historiography, and other nonarchitectural aspects of historical
communities will continue to be pursued by historical archaeologists.
4. Dollar's contention that lithe techniques of archaeology are field
techniques only" is naive. And the implication that one can learn to be a
competent field archaeologist without intensive grounding in archaeological
method and theory (including typological theory), in the pertinent area s
of geology, and in cultural theory-as well as in history and historical
architecture where historical archaeology is involved--is not only
misleading but dangerous. (25)
L
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5. Historical M"chaeology has indeed become a separate field of
study, and there can be no question that oompetence in the field requires
specialized training. It seems as obvious as all get-out to this observer
that a fully competent historical archaeologist must be well grounded in
the applicable areas of historical method and theory, of archaeological
method and theory, of culturological method and theory, of architectural
method and theory, of geological method and theory, of statistical method
and theory, and of other fields. He also needs to be as knowledgeable
as po ssible about all the different aspects of the material culture
of the people who occupied the site he is investigating-not to mention
their social organization, their political organization, their religion,
and the other nonmaterial a spects of their culture. And he needs practical
training in scientific excavating and in laboratory analysis of data.
I am sure that there is no one person on earth today who has all the
qualifications to be a fully cC'mpetent historical archaeologist. But
historical archaeology is a new field. The need for developing training
programs to produce qualified historical archaeologists is glaring. When
such training programs are organized, it l«)uld be a major mistake, in
my estimation, if the curricula do not include methods and theories from
all the fields Iisted ahove, and other s. (26)
I am personally distressed by a recent trend toward factionalization
among those working in the field of historical archaeology. Two camps
seem to be forming: one maintaining that historical archaeology is
essentially history and that anthropological methods have no legitimate
place in the field, the other maintaining that historical archaeologr is
LI
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really anthropology, supported by historical documentation. It is
neither, for Pete 1 s sake: it is a field of such inclusive demands that
it needs to draw to the fullest extent from the methods and theorie s of
~ history and anthrop>logy, as well as of other disciplines. Let 1s
stop bickering, adopt what is useful from !!y: pos sible ~urces, and
proceed with the busine ss of producing oompetent technicians-not in
history, not in anthropology, but in historical archaeology. (27)
L
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Reply to Jelks
C~e D. Dollar
(1) The "Thoughts" paper was, of course, not writt~n in 81
. vacuum of awareness to the printed statements of other professionals
regarding this 'recognition. r Nor was it written to imply a 'first
proclamation' in this area. My hat is off to J. C. Harrington for his
early Pioneering work and to Dr. Jelks for mentioning the subject. However,
it was (and still is ) my opinion that very little professional attention
has been paid to this 'voice in the wilderness' of some years back,
and probably both Jelks and Harrington will be shocked (as I was) to
discover the intensity of the evidence of this situation as embodied
in many of the critiques on the "Thoughts" paper.
(2) Acknowledged.
(3) Dr. Jelks appears to be using his own definitions to replace
those given in my paper; hence the confusion. If Dr. Jelks were to use
my definitions within the framework of the paper, he might discover that
there would be few areas of disagreement between the two of us on this point.
(4) Excellent point, and one that escaped the attention of many
of the critique writers. The referenced section from the "Thoughts" paper
is a sumation drawn from the first part of that paper-which was described
(within the Introduction) as ". • •being a very brief discussion of
general concepts and limitations in the fields of history, archaeology,
and anthropology." Too frequently, to 'briefly discuss general concepts'
is a dangerous tack as it often is interpreted as a shallow and overly
rigid presentation. My statement, as quoted by Jelks, is nonetheless
generally true and was therefore used as a background to highlight other
statements. 94
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(5) If the results of these processes can be subjected to
verification, then by all means use them. If they cannot be SUbjected to
SUbjected to any type of verification, then, while these results might
be of considerable interest to the anthropologist-and perhaps even the
historian--they must not be used as historical data within the framework
of historical research processes.
(6) Correct. I deliberately refrained fran defining the word
'specific' because (a) of its extreme relativeness to any given situation
or site, and (b) I was curious to see how many would question this
ommission of terminology. The research historian deals in dates and facts,
and from these he builds his hypotheses. This, in my opinion, must be
the pattern for research on any historical site, and regardless of how
interesting the results obtained otherwise might be, they are !!Q!. history
in a critical sense. The fact that so few critique writers failed to
note this point might suggest a preoccupation with data other' than 'specific. f
(7) See Thesis No.7.
(8) \\'hat is this ' general' data, arrived at through what I have
termed 'extended I (statistical) techniques, were at variance with known
historical (tactual) data? The answer would be to accept the historical
data, of course. Bu~, it there were no such historical data to be used
as corroborative evidence, what then?
(9) Oh no! The loss of Dr. Jelks' trowel to the archaeological
profession would be a. major loss indeed! More than 260 words (two
paragraphs) were expended in the flThoughts li paper to show that the
historian works in a subjective atmosphere while constantly attempting to
achieve objective findings. I trust that Dr. Jelks was not implying that,
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after saying this I I was then suggesting that ell historical data must
be "totally non-distorted tl in order to be usable by the research historian.
The term 'distorted' data, when used by a research historian employing
critical research methods, implies data from any level of source material
(primary, secondary, or teriary) that is at variance with or irrelevant
(under certain circumstances) to verifiable facts. Frequently, of course,
the very condition of data being 'distorted' is of significance to the
researcher and does not preclude his use of it within the context of his
level of generalization (and/or acceptance), providing, of course, that it
is presented as 'distorted' data. The very term itself ('distorted') implies
some means of knowing of its veracity (comparative and/or critical analysis
of specific facts). Data derived from statistical methods (note my
definition of 'extended' archaeological techniques, more specilically
seriations) cannot help but be based on a generalized statistical situation,
and is therfore not verifiable (hence, not usable) on a specific level
of critical historical research.
For example, consider the so-called 'sherd count' (if not sherds,
then nails, buttons, etc.), meaning the listing and/or grouping of such
artifacts found on any given site, group of sites, etc. Such a count
tells us only of the nutlber of pieces of certain items (I will use
ceramics as an example) found within the defined limits of the study. It
does not tell us: (I) the number of whole pieces used on that site, (2) when':
any given type of ceramic was in use, or indeed {3} if the finding of
any given piece of ceramic (or sherd) has any relevance to the historic
period being researched. I would say that this is 'Jistorted I data. in that
it has no verifiable relation to a specific level of critical research.
I
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Since my acceptance level for statistical information is quite low, I
feel that if such data~ be made verifiable (because of the possible
existence of factors unique to a given site), then this verification
must be of such a na.ture as to be totally verifiable, or, in other
words, totally non-distorted. On the other hand, a sherd count~
yield information that is revelant to the temporal 'provenience' period
(or, entire history) of a given site, and it clearly is of value to that
level of stUdy (or, if you will, generalization). The very existence
of the ceramic sherds comprising the count is its own veri£ication (they
were found on the site and there£ore must have arrived there at some time
during the site's history). On this level at least, the sherd count
produces totally non-distorted information; on any other more critical
level, precluding the existence of unique and happy circumstances, it
does not. As for my own approach, I will continue to use sherd counts
and other statistical methods, when applicable, but only on a level where
this information can be verified as being 'totally non-distorted' data.
(10) I get the impression from reading these two paragraphs that
Dr. Jelks is not using 'typological seriation' in the same sense that I
defined these two words (not once, but twice-same definition, however)
in the "Thoughts" paper. I kn9w that there would be semantical difficulties
involved in the "Thoughts" paper, and I therefore went to some lengths in
order to present definitions of words in the context in which I used them.
Whether the reader agrees with these definitions or not is nu basis for
these definitions to be ignored and the reader's ~ definitions substituted
in their place. For example, I draw a clear distinction between "typology'
and 'seriation,' (both defined within the rfThoughts" paper).; Dr. Jelks
(and other critique writers) on the other hand, blAndly ignore this
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distinction (perhaps on the basis that it does not agree with their own
definitions), and proceed to blast away. Gentlemen, whatever else this
tack might be called, it is not critical reading! I trust that my
discussion following Number 9 (immediately above) has cleared away some
of the distortion surrounding 'non-distorted' data.
(11) I concur, and would like to point out that Thesis No.3 does
not limit the inherent dates of an artifact to only the stated two,
Le., the <late of manufacture and the date of deposition.' In the last
sentence of this paragraph, Dr. Jelks seems to be limiting the principles
of contextual association, stratigraphy, and the concept of historical
typology to use only by 'anthropologicnl' archaeologists. If he is, in
fact, suggesting this (which I rather doubt), then he is probably in for
some rather pointed discussion from geologists, paleontologi5ts, historians
using archaeology as a research tool, and (hopefully) even a few anthro-
pologists.
(12) What statistical technique coulJ be useJ to establish the
alpha and/or omega manufacturing dates for use in dating artifacts found
at specific sites?
(13) Then this might be because ".
.,bunt. t.h" n"ture of archaeological data.
about the nature of historical data.
(14) Incorrect. The thesis states that every artifact has two
locative characteristics in relAtion to the matrix of a site, not two
locations.
(15) Dr. Jelks is right: this point is certainly not worth belaboring.
Dr. Jelks sits in a chair (While reading this) in relation to the room he
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occupies; at the same time, he is in a building in relation to the
Southern Methodist University campus; he is located in Dallas, Texas,
in relation to the continental United States, and. -he exists on Earth in
relation to the Universe. Yet, while he phYsica~y occupies only one given
area at aqy time, he nevertheless has at least these four locative
characteristics in relation to the matrix of his existence. An artifact
(as well as Dr. Jelks) has a number of locative characteristics in direct
proportion to the number of points of reference for that artifact
(or Dr. Jelks). If this is "sheer nonsense" (as Dr. Jelks calls it),
then what is Dr. Jelks?
(16) This implicative statement is an exclusive disjunction as
the antecedent is both fallacious and overstated. Thesis No. 1 does
not state that artifacts are 122 complex for chronological ordering;
it does state that the problem is quite complex. Furthermore, the real
point of Thesis No. 1 is the statement that
This phenomenon has very important implications
in the matter of using certain artifacts for specific
dating purposes at an historical site. (I have added
the underscore.)
The consequent phrase of Dr. Jelks' implicative statement can be clarified
if he will allow me the privilege of textual condensation. At the First
Fort Smith site, the Prehistoric Period, Phase I (of th~ site's total
temporal provenience) was from ca. 500 B.C. to 1000 A.D.; the Historic
Period was from December 25, 1817, until mid~ulyI 1834; and the Coke
Hill Period was from ca. 1890 to September, 1958. For the sake of
illustration, allow me to designate certain characteristic artif'acts as
being somewhat representative (and temporally identifiable) to each of these
three periods: (1) Projectile points for the Prehistoric, (2) early
nineteenth century military uniform buttons for the Historic, and
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(3) wine bottle corks/caps for the Coke Hill Period. More than 12,000
square feet, or approxilnately 90 percent of the living area within and
without the walls of the fort were archaeologically investigated. For
most of the fortis area, the o.verage thickness of the artifact 'bearing'
area (from sterile soil to top soil grass line) was between 1- and Ii".
With distressing frequency, wine caps or corks would underly early
nineteenth century buttons, which would in turn be overlain by prehistoric
projectile points or vice versa, etc. While the above sentences represant
a considerable condensation of the precise situation, perhaps the id~a
will come through that even Dr. Jelks would have a difficult time esc~ping
the conclusion that the vertical distribution of artifacts at the First
Fort Smith site relected incorrect relative dates. As an aside, it should
be noted that this very disturbc1.nce was a discernible and important clue
in unravelling certain historical nctions occuring on the site. For further
data, I would refer the reader to Jackson W. Moore's Ih! Archaeology
of Fort Smith 1., Na.tional Pc:rk Service contract report, 1968.
(17) There are quite a number of lIifs tl in this paragraph (three to
be exact). I agree with Dr. Jelks when he states that it would be "rarely
possible•••to date a specific artifact confidently by the physical
context in which it was found." In fact, I think that it is such a rare
occurance that it becomes the exception to the general rule; hence,
Thesis No.7. The core of Dr. Jelks' argument (Which, by the way, is
quite valid) is the scope of his acceptance of data. as expressed by the
phrase:
•••then there is every reason to conclude that the
deposition of the artifacts within the context dates from the
time that the context was created. (I have added the underscore.)
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As regards my own personal appl-oach, I regard archaeological data,
particular1y locative data, as secondary source 1llaterial (not primary),
and hence accept it only as prima facie evidence to be critically used
as such.
(18) Overstated, no doubt based on Dr. Jelks' admitted 'too strong'
impression of the thesis. He, and a number of other critique writers,
have interpolated the word 'exclusively' in place of my phrase tlin
orientntion. 11
(19) An interesting syllogism, but unfortunately, syllogistically
as well as factually incorrect.
(20) Misinterpreted; the thesis does not state this.
(21) Agreed, but this does not negate the thesis. Whether or not
a site is historic or prehistoric is in fact a function of cultural
affinity, is it not?
(22) I do not see that Thesis No. 10 is lIat odds" with Thesis No.8.
The definition of architectural features and the reconstruction of
historical events at any given site are a.t least two of the major tools
available for authentification (or, if this word bothers Dr. Jelks,
Aut,hp.ul-,ication) •
(23) Typt)logy, perhaps, but not seriation (at least, as I have
defined it in the lI'fhoughts" paper).
(24) There!! an essential difference. This difference lies in the
nature and type of the information derived from these sites.
(25) I wonder if Dr. Jelks realizes just how 'exclusive I and pedantic
this paragraph sounds. \That he seems to be saying is that only those who
are expertly trained in ant,hrupolC"gi c:-tl t,~chni.qups should research history
archaeologica~.
Lr
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(26) I heartily agree!
(27) And, again, I heartily agree! And at the same time, I would
like to express my grateful thanks to Dr. Jelks for the writing of his
Critique. He has brought to bear an impressive amount of knowledge and
experience on the myriad of problems facing historical archaeologists
now and in the future, and, in my opiniQO, he has suggested problem areas
which will, in the future, help coalesce our ideas into something more
firm than just thoughts on theory and method.
('
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COMMENT ON CLYDE DOLlAR t S PAPER
George G. Demmy
The Pennsylvania Historical Salvage Council
The University of Pennsylvania
I think it is unfortunate that a work of this caliber will attract
the attention of the Conference membership that it willo I tm quite sure
that there will be reams of rebuttals and counter positions. The
unfortunate part of it is that there is nothing wrong with interest that is
stirred by controversy, but in this case I feel tha t the intereat ha s been
stirred simply through indignation, indignation wrought through the
presentation of a rather amazing mass of mis-information. Dollar t s
sophomoric work smply doe s not acknowledge the work of others in the field"
he misapplies anthro}X\logical and historical the<'ry, and in spite of the
rebuttals that may be printed along with it, can be quoted without mention
of the rebuttals, a not too happy situation for the Conference membership.
In discussing this paper with a colleague, a formally trained historian
now historical archaeologist, I have found that he finds it as insulting
to the discipline of history as I did to archaeology. I do not feel that
this paper is \t«)rthy of criticism or publication, revealing as it does
that a little kn0Wledge is a dangerous thing.
103
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Reply to DeIiJD\Y
Clyde D. Dollar
Mr. Demmy, who is neither an historian nor anthropologist, has,
on a nlmlber ot occasions, adequately displayed his lack of
theory comprehension in these two tields • It is discouraging to
note that, in replying to my paper, he not only continues with
his flamboyant display ot pseudo-knoW1.~·" but also adds sarcasm
to his character trait list as well. No doubt his peers will take
note of the shallowness of his remarks and will recall. these when
critical.l.y eva1uating a.rry future archaeological work Mr.~
might be allowed to do.
1.4
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COMMENTS ON CLYDE DOLLAR t S
IlSO}iE THOUGHTS ON THEORY 4Aa.ND METHOD IN HISTORIcaL ARCHkE<JLOGYII
lain C. Walker
National Historic Sites Service
Ottawa, Canada
Historic archaeology may fairly be said to have come of age in the
New World within the last year or so, and it was for this reason that this
reviewer felt compelled to attempt to state" in the first issue of the
publication of the Society for Historical Archaeology (Walker, 1968) what
he felt should be the philosophy of this new field. It is therefore
extremely interesting to be able to consider a paper such as Dollar's
which has been put forward with much the same aim in view. (As I was
unable to attend the oonference at which lJollar l s paper was presented I had
not seen its contents until after my own paper had appeared. (1)
Inevitably, a great many of Dollar's p:>ints can be related either
directly or indirectly to my O'WIl paper, so that I repeat to some extent
the views stated there, but I should like to consider Dollar's IXlints in
relation to my own experience in the field.
Historic archaeology is the excavation and interpretation of post-
Columbian sites of European or European-derived occupltion and the study
of associated material. What Dollar means by lIa distinct socio-scientific
discipline (even duo-disciplinary in nature}11 I have not the faintest idea.( 2)
Dollar r s Reply: (1) Nor did I see the contents of Walker's paper until
after mine had alreaqy been presented.
(2) A). IIdistinet II : see my reply to Cleland and Fitting.
B). II socio-scientific": is History, Anthropology,
and/or Archaec°logy an~ or a science?
C). l1duo-disciplinary in nature l1 : a combination
of the research methods of both History and Archaeology.
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For heaven I s sake let us use English and not Taylorese • Archaeology,
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whether historic or not, is the excavation !!!.9 interpretation of sites !!!.9
their material. I agree that excavation may be a technique" or rather
a combination of techniques" in that it can be applied to a number of
different fields" but I cannot emphasize. too strongly that excavo.ti('ln
without interpretation of the evidence" stratigraphic and artefact,
constitutes the ra~ clf a site and the irretrievable loss of irreplacable
~urce nnterial. To define archllenlogy as a technique only makes it very
easy to define an archaeologist a.s a technician only: an archaen10gist is
one who a.pplies his exco.vation data to whichever field his training has
fitted him - British lvledievo.l r,r Post-Medieval" New World historic,
Egyptol~)gy, Assyriology, Mayan" EuropeM prehist~ry, or 3Ilything else.
Unless he knows or is prepared to learn the history ('It the period to which
the site he is excavating bel('ngs" he sh0uld never as much as set foC't ('n
the site.(3)
Dollar I s Reply: (3) My statement about arcMe0logy' being a'field
te;;chnique only' obviously needs c1D.rifica.ti~n in ("lrder tC' correct Walker's
misint.erpretation. First, I am spea.king only of the 'data gathering' stages
of tho resea.rch. Sec0nd, (and this }))int I thought wuld be so obvious as
to not neod spt:lcific mentic,n) ~ I am referi.ng to neth0ds of~ c0ntrol,
whC"t,her it actu"llly be at the bc,ttom of an excavatie,n pit, trench, square"
etc., or in a l:'l[yll'a.tnry sitUe1.ti(.n (Whether this be Incated ten feet from
the excavntion, at a. university, or on th~ planet Mars). The main p:dnt of
my stateIIEnt is I feel th~t there needs to be a distinction between the
processes of data control and the nnnner in which this data is interpreted.
Walker o.ppnrently u.·ok my statement to mean I was o.dvoc~ting that data
only be C(tntrc,llbd and nr!t interpreted (0. situ'ltion extremely difficult for
me to cCtmprehend 3S oy own persc'nal approach tel field exeuvatiC"n requires
me to make 9:'me interpro~~t.i(\ns of the o.rchaeolr,gical data eVE:n as it is
being uncc)vered). As f3r o.s Wa.lker I s impl.ic..~ti."ns tmt I have advocated
II excavation without intorpretntion of the evidence stratigraphic and artifact 11.
I w:>uld like to }XJint (Iut that all ten of the theses refer to the va.rious
nSJ:ects (and limit~tions) relative to which I f,:el da.ta~ be int~rpreted.
Obviously, if I felt th3t the arcmeolr'gist must not make an interpretatiC'!n
(~f his data, 0. discussi(tn (tf the namer in which this sb.",ulcl be c':0ne would
have been unnecessa~.
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For th(;; se re~sone, then, I cannot accept Dollnr' s definition of
archaeology. (4) Nor can I accept his apparent_limitation of extended
archaeological techniques to statistical and seriation studies. Interpret-
ation goes far beyond such obvious t~chniques. (5)
Doll.a.r's definition of an historian as one who uses the logical
processes of deductive rea9:)ning and the research processes of verification
seems peculiar" not be:cause an hist0rian doe s not use such methods, but
because Dc'llar app3ars to say that an historian uses these methods in
contradistinction to othc,r people involved in research" including
archae(llogists and anthrop0lc,gists. Indeed, his definition of an
anthlX:~logist as (lIle who uses tlmacroscopicu processes a.s r:tp!X'sed to the
historian 1 s "microscClpicll a.pproach, and is "inferential" while the historian
is Itle;galistic ll could be construed to man, in broad terms" that histnrians
write accur~telywhile anthropologists waffle. (6) While it certainly
appears to me that many anthro}X!logists make full use of the fact that their
field contains far fewer accepted certainties than does" StJ.y, history, in
order tC' indulge in flights of pseudo-scientific nonsense" it is rather
startling to read that archaeologists and anthro}X\logists a.pparently do not
use logical processes of deductive reasoning and verification of facts: surely
all researchers must include these techniques. (7)L
r Dollar's Reply:this point. (4) I hope that the above paragraph will clarify
(5) There is something very oonfused here: this is not
what I was talking abC'ut a.t oJ..1.
(6) Walker said it - I didn't!
(7) I 'tOuld slightly revise this last statement of
Walker's tc' read: ••• sure],y all researchers should include these techniques.
L
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However, it does seem true to say, as Dc·liar does, that anthroJX)logical
atudie s tend to formalize generalizations which are difficult to prove. All
research, "f ce1urse" does involve such factors, but in anth~pology it seems
related to socioloBical studie s which often use mass-statistical surveys
to make oonclusions which may be valid as generalizations; but being
generalizations, are often inapplicable to single instances. It is not
coincidence that anthropology and sociology are almost a.lways united in the
same university Gepartment. It is when these generalizations cease tel be
fluid and to be useful inspirations on which to base criginn.l wnrk, and
become instead neat chest-of-drawers categorizations into which everything
must be p:lAced (answer eitherUyesllor "nC'") that the subject becomes
intellectually sterile and reaches a dead end. It is this }X'lsition which I
feel is prevelant in much anthroJX)logical thought, at lea.st that part ef
it which MS imp:rsed itself on New World archaeology. Anthro}X)lc,gy certainly
seems to me tt:" need the stiffening discipline elf historical philosophy; if
the 1D.tter ca.n be applied successfully to Old World prehistory it can
certainly be applied to New World prehisU'!ry.
Consid~rin6 for a. moment the technique of archaec,lclgy, it seems to IOO
that in very many cases in the New World these techniques are abc,ut two
generations behind thc~se in Grent Britain. D011ar in his ninth thesis notes
that certain nrch~eolo[;ical field techniques used by American prehistc'rians,
such as trenchine alc·ng a wall line, will destroy vita.l information cn an
historic site. In Great Brita.in, calling an excavntor a wall-follower is
whn.t calling an excavator 0. pot-holer is in North America.. I h~ve seen
carnage reminiscent of the Lc,ndon blitz called scientific excavation, and
Lf
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seen students on excavations working with about as much discipline as 0.
herd of water-buffaloes. A tidy" organized excavation is not necessarily a
gC\od one; but to ~ good an excavation must start by being tic.y and
organized. Only on such excavations can c()mplex stratigraphy be recc1rded,
and people who exca.vate without regard to stratigra.phy are simply not
archaeologists. Further, to those who argue that because 3. site is shallow
and thus has no meo.ningful stratigraphy there is Dollar I s saluta.ry comments
on the siGnificance of horizontal or fl()cntive I JX)sition of material.
When I quoted with slight sarcasm Willey and Phullipsl applrently
facile sta.tement that in the past the "assumption of a more or less
unvarying rate of cultural change in a spatial-temporal continul.Dll has been
overdoneu I did not realize that the authors were proposing a major departure
from accepted principles. It was not until I read recently in a new study
of Iroquois prehistory the statement that in the light of recent Cl4 dates
obtained from various culture s we must now see these are overlapping rather
than lying in stmple linear progression that I realized that such ideas
still seriously exist in North America •
.As long uS ideas such as unvarying rates of cultural change and simple
linear sequence of culture oontinue in print" and as long a s the techniques
of opencast coalm:i.ning continue to bG tolerated as part of the methodology
of American archaeology" e.nd as long as text ooC'ks blithely state that
excavation in six-inch levels is better than excavation by str.:ltigrophic
Ulyers" North American archneolclgists are going te, be regarded a.s incompetents
by their British counterparts. This reflects on me as much as on any other
North American arcMeolcgistj and while North American prehistorians need not
be troubled by what British prehist0rians think of them, it is not possible
b
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to be isolationist in historic archaeology, for this field is going to
involve close connections with work on sites of similar age in Great Britain.
It one tenth C't the effort expended on writing the theoretical philosophical
works., typified by those ot Binford and Taylclr mentioned in my previclus
article, were te: be expended on outlininG the basics (,t S:-lund excavation
practice and interpretation of recovered information, North lunerican
archaeoloBY would be in an infinitely healthier position.
In view of Dollar's sugge stions toot o.nthro}X)logical training is not
suited for the stricter discipline of historic arcln eology.. I can say that
I lmow of one recent successful Ph.D. thesis in anthrc'pC'logy dealing with
historic arch3eology, done for a prestigious university, which is the
absolute proof of dc:llar' s oontentions. If its contents renlly reflect
what the average anthro}X)logist thinks is good enough for historic archaeology
then the re is a. crying need f ('r historic archaeology to break away from
anthropc.,logy i.mnediately. If lIanthro}X'llogy is to become history or to become
nothing" then it has certainly become nothing. (8)
The ten theses put forward by DC'llnr constitute some good }X)ints with
which to start listing 8:'me of the basics of archaeology. H0wever, most of
his points can b~ applied either directly or indirectly to prehistoric
Arch"\eology as well as to historic. Theses:3 to 5 deal with what superficial-
1y Qre the n:~st obvious differences between the interpretation of naterial
.from historic sites and that from prehistoric sites - the precisness of
thought neoesSt\I7 when (\ne deals with sites and materic-u. associated with ho.rd
and fast docucentatic,n (Whether ~ccurote or not) as to use" date, o.nd source.
And yet surely all items, whether prehistoric or histC'ric., b9.ve alpha nnd
'Do~rt8 Reply: (8). :Itto6k great exnlrage on Walker's }Xlrt to write
the se plst five plragraphs. I Ctnly hope that his l«'rds will be given the
attention they deserve.
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omeBa elates, and all sites have historic and alter dates. In prehistory
it is incredibly easy to ignore these oonsiderations because the differences
involved - relative to 0. site which may be datable only to a period of
several centuries - are roo small to be significant" c,r, indeed to be
measured. Here a British training is an advantage" tor in prehistoric Britain
from c. 2,000 B.C. onwards cost sites can be dated with a precisicn unlmown
in New World prehistC'ry outside Maya sites, not by C14 or simi 1 ar Deans, but
by ultimately historic evidence. Thus it is frequently po ssibles to date to .
within a century in the first two millenia B.C. and orten to a halt-eentury.
l"s a result, problems of heirlr.·oms and hoards affecting chronology carmot
be ignered. Further" recent investigations into the process of weathering
and siltine of earthworks have produced important evidence fc,r the
chronological interpretation of stratigraphy, revealing problems even in
simple-loc1ld.ng deposits.
The terms alpha and omega for artefact dates are certai.nly simpler and
easier tl'nn the terms used in Britain for the same idea - terminus post quem
and terminus ante quem - and I feel deserve to be tried by writers with a
view to the ir becoming standard usage. The provenience date concept (or as
I prefer te. call it, provenance) is extremely useful" but the terms historic
and alter tor site dates are less satisfactory, P3.rtly because all dates are
IIhistoric" and partly because alter may be misread and mispronounced as the
verb to change a Perhaps the terms 'subjcst' and 'non-subject I period could
be used for 'historic r and 'alter' respectively - one oould then use
cc'nvenient sub-<1i.visions of the latter such as 'pre-subject I and •JX>st-
Ll
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subject t. (9)
There is no c.c,ubt that historic archaeology f'orces those involved
in it to think of' dating problems with an intensity hitherto unknown in
the f'ield of archaeology. This is complicated by thesis one: the tremendous
amount and variety of' artefacts, particularly in the later historic perioeU(0)
This thesis reflects perhaps the greatest problem with which the historic
arcmeologist is faced.: the attempt to master enough information on material
generally very inadequately knom to enable him to adequately study his sit~.
I find my own specialist field a subject which requires my .tull-time
attention U! keep abreast of work in the field. I t is extremely unlikely
that historic archaec.'logists CM beoc,me polymaths - indeed the days of pan-
European prehistorians such as Gordon Childe are probably over and even
prehistorians are having to specialize in either areas or periods simply be-
cause of' the overwhelming anel continuous increase ,,1' Imowledge. This,
Dollar's Reply: (9) In my opi.ni.c'In, the word "alter" is awakward, and
I felt so even as the IIThoughts" plper was peing written. Walker f s
suggestion (that the words llsubject ll and "non-subjectll be substituted for
Ilhistoric" an<l "alter" respectively) is apparently already in use, and it
this is the case" lendf' lieight to their being put to use in our professional
geographic area. However, these words (lisubjectU and "nc,n-subject rt:) have a
~JMnt.i(.~n' COllll\.'lt.!\'tion that jmplies one is worthy of the research beCtluse it
is the 1subject r of such study while tre other is not. We need to do some
more thinking on this ma.tter before arriving at what perforce must be D.
generally acceptable set e,f terms.
(10) I will take the liberty to p:.int out that the New World use of
the W(>rd 'complicated I has a somewhat different connotation thart-what I
assume to be the meaning which Walker signed to his use of it. According
to The Oxford Universal Dictionary .Q!! Historical Principles, Third Edition,
revised with addenda, Oxford University Press, at the Clarendon Press,1955,
the l«>rd I complicate f means:
Ill. To fold, wrap, or twist together - 1691. 2. To combine intimately-
1691. 3. To mix up with in an involved way 167.3. 4. To compound - 1707
fjnd the example of this fourth meaning isil 4. Ideas••• complicated of
various simple ideas (U>cke).u page 356.
bc
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however, must not mean that historic archaeologists develop into nothing
but a number of "experts" in various fields: the primary responsibility
for the interpretation of a site must always lie with the excavator, however
much he may have to rely on others for specific points of information.
Thesis 2 presents a peculiar but not unexpected problem to those who
are entering a new and largely unstudied field. I do not feel }:Brticularly
worried that in two instances Dollar found that typological evidence
indicated a date contradicted by the historical evidence. Typological
evidence - and I use the word in its British sense of meaning both
typology and seriation in American usage - is" as I stated in my previous
paper, the starting-point of a study, not the end result. Few if any
typologies will ever produce lltotally distortion free infonnationll •
Initially" a model or concept has to be postulated. The historic archaeolo-
gist may have to postulate a typology on the evidence of material from two
or three excavated sites and a preliminary historical search for dates. He
may well have no idea of how the sites were excavated and thus have to
take the excavation report s at their face value; the do cumentary evidene'3
may be a late 19th century book on ceramics full of unfootnoted assertions.
Basically, all he may be able to say is that on the evidence of hi s
ru·p.l:im:i.nn.'l7 \-lo.d~ t.he f\R.rticular artefacts appear to have been current at
the time indicated by the dates of his site. From this preliminary study,
to quote my previ.ollS article" theories can be set out, all, some, or none
of which maY' be true. The evir1eJlC'~ .fn)m p.:l~h Enlh~.:juent piece of work will
LI.
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Many variables of which the archaeologist may be aware simply have to
be set aside initially because their effect cannot be jUdged. If the deposits
which contained the buttons on which an initial button ty}X)logy was based
were in fact redepositions of earlier material then it scarcely matters
that the material was found sealed between two noor levels in each of
which was an unopened casket containing a sworn affidavit giVing the date
the noors were built. Only if it is possible to find evidence that the
layer is redeposit~dmaterial is it likely to be reoognized for what it is,
and the best of excavators nay be unable to tell this, particularly when
our knowledge of so many types of artefact is so scanty. If a. site produces
a layer in a position similar to that 5U~ested above, and the two fl,:,'Ors
were dated to 1880 and 1890, and the only marked pipes produced in the
deposit had their stems marked MURRY/GLAS30W then I shc,uld say that on the
pipe evidence the layer was a redeposition because Murray's was taken over
by an apparently new pipemaking firm in Glasgow in 1862 or 1863. But even
this seemingl.y straightforward statement involves several assumptions. I
assume the new comp!lny - Davidson - removed the old company's names from
any of Murra.y 1s nx>ulds which they took over and that anyone else who obtained
moulds from Murray's at this time did likewise (which is reasonable though
there is no direct proof) and I assume that such fragile items as clay pipe8J
would rove such a. sales turnover that the stock of pipes made by and mrked by
MarrajrJs would have been sold within a year or two of 1863 at the latest.
(This is extremely likely, but it cannot entirely remove the possibility that
some Murray pipes cc,uld have been stored away and forgt'tten for 15 or· more
years.) I also assume that my inf'orDBtion on the firms of Davidson and
L
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Murray is correct - as I have dene research on this ~int ntYseU I can say
that all the evidence which I could find available (though this mB\V not
include all the available evidence, still less the oomplete truth) points to
the se fa.cts being correct. (I have ala:> assumed for this particular
example that no other artefacts were fOWld whose evidence was at variance
with the pipe evidence - obviously such var±ant evidence could easily be
fOWld among ill-studied classes of artefact.)
However, if the only narked pipe fragrmnts produced had their stems
nnrked McDOUGALL/GIAOOOW then I could not say (on pipe evidence) that the
layer was a redeposition, because McDougall's, on evidence stronger than
that available for the date e,f Murray's closure, romnenced pipemaking
in 1846 and did not close until 1967.
Obviously then, an' 'arcmeologist however good is limited not only
by whether stratigra}ilic evidence can physically be !c,und but by whether
he can use the artefact DB teri.o.1 he has fOlU'ld.
Diffusion is another completely unpredictable variable. Because
goverrment depnrtments in general, nnd military mentality in particular,
denand uniformity, issue dates for military buttons or cartridges may well
enabJB a definite chr('nological line to be drawn for the introduction of such
items; no such clarity is likely to exist with items in civilian use
unless fierce compotition breaks out between rival firms or S(-me external
event impinges on an industry such as the publicity given to the cancer-
producing properties of cigarettes resulting in a sudden rise in the
JX)pularity of fnter tips. Again, a change involVing the military will be
L
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enforced countrywide at the same time; (11)_amongst civiJ.i.ans, local
preferences and suppliers are likely to alter the variants of material
introduced and the times they appear. At a national level, coinage in
Britain remains in circulation longer than does coinage in Canada. Such
permutations and combinations are almost endless - this is, to borrow the
phrase from E.H. Carr again, the Ucontinuous process of interaction between
the historian and his facts." Brose, at the Custer Road Dump site datable
to 1876-95, was able to accurately date eight layers by studying coins,
campaign pins, patent dates for glass bottles and metal artefacts, and
documented dates for military adoption of equipnent. This is an outstandingly
successful example of dating without involving any real typology at all, and
suggests the way in which archaeologists involved on such sites may be able
to achieve a break-through on the welter of mass-produced artefacts which
appear on such sites. True, Brose was helped by datable horizons from
introduced military material, which \«luld not occur with such clarity on a
civil site, but it seems that -,his methods are the most promising so far in
this field.
As I have stated in my previous article, the primary responsibility
of archaeology, as with all research, is to lmowledge. As Dollar says,
ideally one should be able to reconstruct a site either in theory or
actuality from the research done, but how often - if ever - is this ideal
reached? It is only when one attempts such an ideal that one realizes how
inadequate the information available from even the most careful archaeologicaJ
and historical research almost invariably is. From Dollar 1 s remarks it is
Dollar's Reply: (ll) Not necessarily, especially if the site being stud-
ied was an outpost. It has been my experience that nnny 19th century
American military forts, especially if they were frontier or outpost forts,
were often several years behind times in certa.in stylistic changes-including
the first appearances of new armory and ballistic weapons.
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clear that he has worked on sites where restoration has been based on
external factors intellectually and perhaps morally incompatible with
ethical research.
The problem is that once committed to a reconstruction" even one run
on the most enlightened of lines" with no financial, political, or
personal problems" and no deadlines, one can never say "l donJt lmow".
If no evidence can be found for the number of windows on the second floor
or for the pitch of the roof then guesses have to be made. In these
examples comparative evidence may well be available, but one controversial
feature on a restoration that comes to mind and which is a good deal more
speculative is the Inavigation locks' at the Jesuit mission site of Sainte-
Marie I (1639-49) near Midland, Ontario, now a major tourist attraction.
This site has been excavated twice, first (W. and E.McL. Jury 1954, re-
issue 1965). KiddJ excavating the feature which the Jurys later claimed
(p. 71, 1965 ed.) to be lIundoubtedly the first artificial waterway with
locks to be built in the New World", suggested (1949: 79) thnt liThe moat
system very likely served the triple purpose of 'Water road, defence" and
drainagen •
The Jurys noted that there was skepticism among some at first because
such on intricate construction seemed beyond the capabilities of people
in the backwoods of 17th century Ontario. The problem, however, is not
that a locks system should have been built at this tiJrE and place, but the
purpose for which it was built. As an Ontario archaoologist, Frank Ridley:
has put it, it is difficult to believe that voyaguers coming 400 miles fron
Montreal. with hundreds of pounds of goods" crossing 30 portages nond miles o:f
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virgin forest and swamp needed three locks to assist them with the last
50 yards. Ridley suggested that the trickle of water in question was
damned for water supply and that the watercourse would ala::> be used for
sanitation purposes as was the case with many European mnasterie s. Father
William A. Russell" another Ontario archaeologist, has suggested (Russel
1965) that the'locks! were in fact Inri of an tUldershot waterwheel-
operated mill, and he presents various pieces of eVidence, including the
presence of a miller at Ste-Marie; he also presents evidence against the
interpretatiC'n of the remains being a lock.
Clearly, all this neans only one thing: there is not enough evidence
to interpret the wooden remains which both Kidd and the J urys found in
their excavations. As long as findings, deductions, and opinions remain
on paper the interpretation is never closed; once they have been committed
to construction materials they cannot be altered - the excavator cannot
tell those who are ching the reconstruction that he does not know what his
finds represent. Yet how often, if we are honest, should we say this.
Historical reconstruction is a hard taskmaster. Public money committed to
such a restoration is an even harder taskmaster, for no public servant who
has committed cash to a restoration is likely to admit that there are any
mistakes in the m rk.
If one is going to do total restoration, then it is difficult to
avoid demanding total excavation, with its attendant lengthening of research
time. To take an exnmple from my own experience, a cutstone fe3.ture wn.s
known to have existed on a masonry rampart but its size wn.s unknown and no
example had been found during the excavations• Accordingly" an arbitrary
L
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but reasonable figure for the stone I s thickness was decided on. Then,
totally unexpectedly, one of these stones, with a different thiclmess to
that decided, was found built into a fireplace base elsewhere in the complex
and shortly afterwards twCJ ethers were found rebuilt into the rampart itself.
However, I should agree with Dollar tInt one ha s to undertake every
excavation (D.nd in my view prehistoric as well as prehistoric) with the
conscious realization that a re-creation - the term I should prefer to use -
of the site and its life is the ultiJIJate goal of the work. While much
work my be salvage, or part of routine site ncintenance, or may be
undertaken to ascertain n. single p!"lint for rome non-archaE'.olC'gical rea9)n,
the ultimate goal must always be the re-creation, as far as hUDUU1 ability
allows, of the site. We are, as Dollar says elsewhere" dealing with
persons, not pectple. As I quoted in my previous paper, we cannot under-
stand the history of prehistoric man unless we become in our own mind a
prehistoric nen - so alS) with historic man. Eaoh site excavated is .
individual to some degree, and the product of individuals.
Dollar I s tenth the sis also brings up a p:-int which is certainly more
likely to af.fect historic archaeology than prehistoric archaeology than
p1·ehintorj.c ~rchaeol(')gy. Local societies, councils, and individuals do not
n.lwnys t:J.ke kindly to a trensured local site being declnred unauthentic" yet
ll5 Heidenreich says (1966: 125) lilt is simply not good enough to pick the
nellrest known nrch~eolr'eic-1.1 site to one on the map locations as has been
done in the pastil - he W·!lS tnlking Rpf'ni fj cnlly about Cnnta<t, period mission
sites in Huronin" Ont.rtrin, but his strictures cnn he A.pplied very widely.
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There is no p:>int, even if we gcJ no farther then the crassly mercenary and
consider it in terms of public mc,ney wasted" in hiring an archaeologist to
apply his lmowledge DJld skill to a site if local custom, or PJlitical
or religious pressure, is allowed to over-ride his conclusions.
Related to this problem is another of Dollar t s p:>ints, which also
affects historic archaeologists much more than prehistoric archaeologists.
This is the difficulty - in some cases the }X)ssibility - of convincing
those woo are not historic.. archaeologists but are associated with work in
the field - administrators" engineers, architects, and historians -
that research on a site cannot be oonfined to the I subject 1 period but has
to include the lnon-subject r as well. The Jack of comprehension of non-
research people can perhaps be understood; but the equal failure of seme
historiDJlB is sheer tragedy. The history of mere than half the }:eriod of
!mow human occupation on a site nay be missing because the historian ' .
supposed to work on the site feels that his job ends when the last soldier
marches through the fort gate" the last settler plcks his waggen, or the
last miner drifts on tel the next lode.
There ~re, of course" people who when excavating ignore 'non-subject'
materinl; but a genuine archaeologist records all clf his material, in
sequence of excavation. Historians" on the other hand, invariably seem to
think c'f the site in terms of what is assumed te, be its oost imp:>rtant
period - its 1 subje ct I period - only. This in turn leads to another remark
of Dollar 1s, in effect that JD.rtial reconstruction is worse than none. If
LI.
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this involves doing only partial research then I should agree. (12)
Allied to this is the desire by a:>me to improve on history - perhaps the
fort had only two cannon, but it will loc.k more impressive, and give the
tourist more to look at, if twelve are set up.
Finally, let us not over-emphasize the oontribution of arcmeolc.gy to
history. As Harrington has said (l955:1134), the excavation of historic
sites has contributed relatively little to history, but added considerably
to historical data. (13) Archaeology, as I stated in my previous article,
rarely proves anything - its prinnry purpose is to discover not facts so
much as facets. In his p9.per, Dollar has given us a number of extreJrely
useful points towards defining roth the strengths and limitations of
historical archaeology: it is up to each of us to establish this new field
on a foundation of relevant, practical philosophy, and sO\.Uld research
techniques. (14)
Dollar f s Reply: (12) I quote from the IIThoughts" paper:
Jllf an historical site is only 'sampled! and then all additional WJrk neg-
elected, or if 3 project is terminated prior to completion (such as the
General Custer Hc,use Site in North Dakcta), then the validity of the results
obtained is br!'ught into serinus jeopardy. An historical site can no more be
halfway researched or excavated than can a structure be halfway built, and
I think that it is high time that we stop using prehistoric site time/work
experience factors to establish the duratic>n of rol histclrical site
excavation. 1I (discussion of Thesis #8, last plragraph)
(13) I take some issue with Harrington's statement
paraphrased by Walker. No historic site which I have researched and/or
excavated has yet failed te, reveal previously unknown but discernable
historic actic,ns (·f im~rtance on the po.rt of the occupant s. I s this not
History?
(14) Walker's Critique, coming as it does amidst the din
of sca.thing bc.mbardments by some critique writers of the "Thr'ughtstl papel'.,
is like a refreshingly calm breeze from across the ocean. One might even
be tempted to think tmt the British - or Canadians (Walker) and the
Indians (Dollar) have again teamed up against the Yankees•••Walker' s grasp
(If the theoretical problems involved in historical archaeology is impressive,
and he has dc·ne an excellent job of presenting his thoughts on this subjectc
His views will have a pr('nC'unced and stabiliZing effect on the future
development c'f th eery in histc,rical archaecilogy, and will also no c1.c'ubt
have a oobering effect on the more rabid objectors to the "Thoughts" plper.
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HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY FORUM - Walker
(In view of my remarks in my previ(lus article (Walker 1968) on jargon I
should like to proteat good-naturedly about the phrase 11 spacial controlll
being attributed to me (second-last paragraph p. 32). Originally
photographs were to have been used to illustrate the }Xlints I was making
and when lack of finances prevented their publication this section was
rewritten.)
1955L
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THE CRIJIS uF ILID~TITY: THEURY I1J HlSTCJRIC SI1"T:S .ill.CILLEULUGY
Ch~rles E. Clelnnd
l~chit~ 3~~te University
3nd
JuHes E. Fitting
University or Idchigan
Archo.eologic~method must not merely be technically excellent; it
must express good archaeologicc.l theory. Good archa~logic:a theory demands
no cC'njunction of methods, conjoined on Do rational bo.sis of good logic.
History mld Science hnve not to be segregnted" but identified together.
Charles Fronces Christopher Hawkes
1954
The Society for Historical Archaeology w~s orgnnized in Dallas, Texas
in Jtl.nunry of 1967. .~hile those ~ssembled agreed on the need of such a
society, not all \-lere in ncoord on its direction. Some a.lterotions in the
prc'p'sed statement of purposes "lere strictly }:oliti~~.1; No@l-HUTue 's suegested
nnl~~ for the society was accepted becLt.use of his concern for \'lh~.t
"politici:lnsll think. 'rhe rea.l crisis CD.me when the problem of defining
historic sites archo.eology 3rose. An attempt was made to c:'.ccept 11hnt seemed
tn us D.. very nerrow, self-lir.'itine, self defeatinG definition. This
definition l'lhich was drafted by L'lrr.:lbee, Cotter C'nd l·;o~l-Hur.le proposed that
"Historic~~ archaeology is the nppliCc-1.tion of arch.:\eoloeie~lmethod to the
study of History. II Arter a very mrroll vote of 32 to 30, the matter was
wisely dropped nnd the problem of definition was left to the individual
members.
~Jhi1e the Society for Historical Archaeology a.voided imposing limitation
on itself in open meeting, D. ntmlber ot its more vocal members have recently
made statements ,"mch are ~s seJ..f-limitill8 nnd selt destructive as those
initir'llly proposed not the Dnllns meeting. It is the attitude t~en by such
124
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scholars as No@l-Hume (1961), vlalker (1967) and more recent~ Dollar,
(this volume) that we view wi.th alarm and disnay. We believe that such
a rigid position will severely limit the potential contributions of
historic site s archaeology.
The crisis of identity in historic sites archaeology is not unexpected.
When several disciplines approach a new body of data) there will undoubtedly
be a confusion of paradigmatic theorie s developed in the se different
disciplines. Questions dealing with the application of theory developed
on one set of data. to a new set may be logically raised. The question of
whether anthropological theory, developed from the study of primitive
cultures, is applicable to contemporary society was raised by Leslie lfuite
in his presidentiaJ. address to the American Anthropological Association in
1964 (White 1965) and has been the subject of a major review article by
Leo Despres (1968). The question recently asked is not how do anthropologists
dealing with complex societies differ from oociologists" economists and
political scientists but rather if they differ at all. l'he answer has
been a resounding yes and the contribution of anthropological theory to
the study of complex societie s has been demonstrated to be romplimentary to,
not mutually exclusive of, the bodies of theory which define other
disciplines.
This crisis parallels that which is faced by historic sites archaeology
today. Historic sites produce a body of data which may be studied in a
number of ways and the Be approaches are also complimentary. To define
historic sites a.rchaeology as Ita technique of historyll or as a separate
field of study to itself is to actually limit the extent of its importance.
i
i.
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Where the authors dealing with historic· sites mentioned above have
seen fit to identify their academic backgrounds it has been, in every
case, history. In contrast the senior author's initial training was in the
biological science with later specialization in cultural ecology. The
junior author was a conununications research student who shifted to a social
science program.. Our unified approach is through anthropological theory
which we have adopted through choice, not by default.
We are very much aware of the differences in the theorie s of different
disciplines and are equally aware that no discipline can exist without
theory. Even Walker f s (1968) denial C'f the need of theory has a theoretical
base which he either does not realize or can not accept because of his
antitheoretical stance.
Walker t s article needs spe cia1 mention since he makes some JX)int s
which are well taken. However, he is not the first archaeologist to find
Taylor illogical or Binford incnmprehensible. J.t is unfortunate that he
either was not aware of, or did not see fit to cite, any of the dozen or more
better sources for anthropological theory in archaeology.
The paPer by Dollar presents a somewhat different problem. The
arguments which we find objectionable are as follows:
(1) Historic sites archaeology should be a distinct discipline with its
special methodology designed to deal with its unique problems.
(2) The artifacts collected from historic sites are the result of industrial
processes and are therefore so cC'mplex that the analysis of these
artifacts can not be based on an objective appraisal of their attributes.
L127
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(3) The research techniques and methodology employed by s~cialists
engaging in historic site research, princi)ally historians and
anthropologists, are s:> distinctive that they are incompatible.
It is unfortunate but the se three suppositions have gained wide
acceptance among a large body of scholars engaged in historic sites
research and are frequently stated in a circular self' supporting argument
which can be entered at the p:>int best suited to the bias (\f the particular
observer. Thus" Noijl-Hume (1961; 256) views anthrnpology as the poieon in
the pudding.
Colonial sites do not, as a rule, oonmend themselves
to most amateur archaeologist or state archae010gical
soci.etie s. The former often fall into two ola.sses, p:>t
hunters and anthrC'~logists, the latter being most
interested in the broad culture trends that are to be
gleaned from arcMeology•
He goes on to brilliantly observe that an anthrop:'tlogist who digs a
colonial tarm site will write that the artifacts he finds indicate a barn-
like cultural orientation (which is what would be expected if a barn were
being excavated). Walker (1967: 32) supports Noijl-Hume rs distrust for
anthropology and adds that it's not too late to save historical archaeology
from tithe confining rounds of anthrop:>logy-oriented theory. II
From such a base these llcolonial archaeologists" seem to argue as
follows: Historic sites archaeology is a specialized field of history~
while the proper realm of anthropology is prehistory. Because complex
historic sites offer different problems than simple prehistoric sites
the tormer sites must be worked by archaeologists who have developed
special technical skills designed to meet unique problems of complex
L
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artifact assemblages. The very complexity of artifact assemblages can be
understood only through an intimate knowledge of a particular historic
period and not by objective analysis of attributes. As a result, historic
sites archaeology should be a tool of history distinct from anthropology.
This argument. exactly parallels our introductory comments ooncerning the
Anthro}X\logy of complex societies. Anthro}X>logists who study complex
fX>cietie s are historians. The anthro}:X)logists who study oomplex societie s,
however" can benefit from both the sociologist and the historian and the
historian and sociologist can benefit from ea.ch other.
The argument can also be entered from the point of view that historic
sites archaeclogy is fundamentally different from other types of archaeology
and should therefore be constituted as a distinct discipline. FC'r example,
Dollar informs us that lilt is time to give serious thought to the recognition
of historical archaeology as a socio-scientific discipline with a
methodology designed to cope with the unique problems encountered during
the excavation of historical sites." (Dollar; this volume). Harrington
(1952:34.3) agrees stating:
I think it proper to say that excavation in this
field constitutes a new kind of archaeology, on a par
with classical archaeology, American prehistoric
archaeology or paleolithic archaeology. Historic sites
archaeology invC"lves a distinctive kind of site, develops
a distinctive approach, both in field technique sand
manner of interpretation, and produces characteristic
conclusions and results.
Such argument s again provide entree into the argument that since
historic sites differ in kind, they require techniques different from those
applied by other archaeologists. These new methods must recognize the
complexity of historic sites and historic artifact assemblages, a
b
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complexity which can not be rendered intelligible by traditional
anthrolX'logical or historical methods. They would argue that the develop-
ment of new methods can only be accomplished by the establishment of a new
and different historic sites field.
Finally, the complexity argument has frequently been evoked by those
engaged in historic sites archaeology. ThUS., Dollar informs us that "It
shC'uld be sufficiently clear by this time that variants in the manufacturing
techniques of historical sites artifacts totally destroy their Yelue as
specific dating tools for the historical archaeologists. n Elsewhere Dollar,
as well as many others have noted that because a particular catagory
of artifacts were manufactured in hundreds of different factories that it
is impossible to observe discrete attributes which could p7)Bsibly lead to
more definitive catagorization. Similarly it has been argued that such
"complex" artifacts are not amenable to statistical manipulation.
This argument again leads easily into the logical vortex which we
have already described. The adoption of this type of theoretical position
represents more than a harmless Personal bias bred by disposition or
training. It, in fact" determines the type of field works" description and
analysis 'Which historic sites archaeologists perform. J.tfore important,
perhaps" this position can determine what kind of a field historic sites
archaeology will be; will it be self-contained and self-limiting or will
it make substantial contributions to the study of the natural and social
sciences.
L
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The adoption of the theoretical stance which has been described above
seems to us to have led to a number of unfortuna.te and wholly disadvantageous
attitudes, methods o.nd conclusions on the part of many historic sites
archaeologists. While we donIt intend to engage in wholesale refutation
of the group, we fi~ the following trends to by and large characterize
historic site8 archaeology.
(1) The excavation of sites by professional scholars who lack
experience in archaeological field nethodo logy• The se are primarily
historians and II specia.list" in various artifact classes, people with interest
in art history and architecture or salvage divers.
(2) The excavation of historic sites with the notion that excavation
is a simple technical process which may be carried out in a theoretical
vacuum partitioned from its analytical or laboratory phase and terminated
short of the integrative or synthetic phase.
(3) The analysis of excavation material from a historical bias. The
result is dull, unimaginative reports which contribute little or nothing
to our understanding of history, cultural phenomena or anything else.
These reports become in essence long lists and descriptions of artifacts
and excavated building features,
(4) The relucatance to adopt a classification process based on the
discrete attributes of artifaots and to use sophisticated analytical
teohniques in classification has led to the appearance of a cult based on
the IImystique of expertise. 1I Thus, specialists can distinguish German from
Dutch earthenware on the basis of "experience tl or "fee111 but are relucatant
to set forth specific criteria. We expect that the se criteria are either
i.
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nonexistent or are undefinable I untestable J and, thereforeJ indefensible.
The results of this cult is a huge group of specialists, OIiented either
temporarily (18th Century Colonial), regionally (Great Lakes fur trade) or
most frequently topically (wealX>ns, glass or ceramics).
(5) The financial support of restoration programs at historic sites
has produced a carnival atmosphere which is hardly condusive to genuine
l"O(>A.~ll·(~h. R~Sp.:U-~h activities are often seen as peripheral to other
activities such as providing evidence for building restoration or
entertainment for tourists. As a result, the relatively minor, and
certainly preliminary, field phase and analysis of structural evidence is
given precedence over solid long term research.
The continuation of these trends will see historic sites archaeology
develop as an unimaginative hobby characterized by low level research
undertaken by JX)orly trained technicians who are aided and a betted by
hordes of specialists who are, in essence, academic antique collectors.
As an alternative we argue that historic sites archaeology is not a
different king of archaeology but a field which requires the cooperation
of a ntDnber of sub-discipline s. We argue that the .field and laboratory
methodology employed by historic sites archaeologists should be objective
and rigorous and finally that anthropological and. historic phases of
research are not only comPatible but are complementary and necessary in the
understanding of any particular site.
We have thus far presented what we believe are the most prevalent and
damaging trends in historic sites archaeology. These are for the most
pa.rt based on a misunderstanding of the relationship between history,
L132
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anthropology and archaeology.
Some years ago White (1945) presented a very instructive matrix to
illustrate the differences in temporal ani conceptual PersPecti ves
which produce differences in the theoretical ordering of natural phenomena.
The matrix shown below is a modification of White t s matrix to fit the
situation under discussion.
Particularizing
GeneraliZing
Temporal
History
Anthropology
Non-temporal
Field Work
(Excavation & Artifact Analysis)
Structural-Functional
(Sociological) Interpret-·
ations
Here we see the major conceptions of primary 00 ncem to historic sites
archaeology. Field W)rk is dore in a non-temporal p3.rticularizing
framework. In historical arcmeology this is field excavation and simple
laboratory description. All too often historic sites arcllaeology does
not get beyond this point. The non-temporal particularizing frame,
however, is basic for all types of scientific research in which things or
events are observed within SOIre context to produce basic data. Higher
level analysis can only be as good as the data produced at this level
allows.
The data may then be ordered in this paradigmatic form in three ways;
temporal-generalizing, non-temp:>ral-generalizing, and temporal-particular-
izing. The latter is history (specific things and events ordered in time)
while the non-temporal gene ralizing frume provides sociological and social
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anthroIX"logical conclusions and the temporal-generalizing frame provides
the basis for cultural anthroJX)logical interpretations. It is important
to note that the sane data produced by field and low level (laboratory)
research can be interpreted in Historical, Sociological and Anthropological
frames of reference. Most of the confusion over the role of history,
nnt.hl."'O¥'llogy and arcreeology in historic sites archaeology has been the
result of confusing these fl"ames. The difference between archaeology and
anthropology" or prehistoric archaeology and anthropology, or even the
differences between history and historic sites archaeolC'\gy have been
clouded by the lack of reference to such a paradigmatic framework.
Harrington received fOme criticism when he wrote that excavations on
historic sites contributed considerable historical data but results in
relatively little history (Harrington 1955:1124). Here Harrington was
correctly reoognizine the distincti.on between a non-tempora1-particularizing
and. a temporal-particularizing frame of reference. ArchaeC'logy is definitely
not, as Judson put it (1961 :410), " •••a historic subject which
reconstructs history from objects. 1I
Once the above distinctions are clear, it is possible to proceed to
a consideration of the methods used in the excavation of materials. It is
our contention that historic sites do not constitute a unique phenomena
in this regard, that they are no simpler or no lIDre complex than at least
some prehistoric sites and that they require l1C' field techniques that
may not be applied on other sites (see Powell 1967:36 for a similar position),.
Thus, the central question beoomes not who excavates but how well. they
excavate. We recognize that prior knowledge of historic records and
L! .
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documents is as important to the proper excavation of historic sites as
the ability to distinguish between trench fill and potholes. Any
technically competent archaeologist who l:.as thoroughly researched the
history of a site is qualifie d to dig" any historian who is thoroughly
versed in history but lacks competence in archaeological field procedure
is no oore qualified than an archaeologist who is ignorant of a site's
history.
The analysis of excavated materials is not unrelated to the way in
which field excavation is undertaken. The oomputer programers adage,
IIgarbage in - garbage out" It StmlS up this point of view. Excavations designed
simply to collect a sample of artif3.cts no matter how excellent in
execution will not produce m9aningful data. Excavations muse be problem-
oriented and oriented at a high level-locating a specific building known
to have existed on a site is not high level imagimtive research (see
Harrington 1955:1121 and 1126). Designing field research to generate data
which can produce significant statements about technology, style, or
function in a social, political or ideological context is a worthy goal of
field research.
Laboratory analysis of excavated materials must be more than a
descriptive process in which each srecimen is intimately described (see
Nof!l-Hume 1966a, 1966b). Instead, description should lead to well-defined
classificatory systems which account for variation in terms of stylistic,
functional or structural realities (see Witthoft 1968: 12-49, 5:>uth 1967:
33-59, Marwitt 1967:19-26 and Brose 1967). Such systems do not take
LI.
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refuge in expertise and therefore m~ run the risk of revision and
obsolescence, yet they provide a systematic and useful frame'WOrk for spatial
and temFOral comparison. The analysis of historic artifacts must be ba sed
on the quantification of emperical data.
Finally we come to the interpretation of excavated material. It has
been noted that thi s may be undertaken in e ithe r an historic (temporal-
particularizing), a sociological (non-temporal-generalizing) or anthropo-
logical (tem}X)ral-generalizing) context. An excellent site report~
contain all of the se and must be based on excellent analysis and excavation
(non-temporal-particularizing). While it is a foregone conclusion that
a historic site must be interpreted in the context of the international,
national and local events taking place at the time the site was occupied,
we see a stubborn resistance to any interpretation which is thC'ught to be
oociological or anthropological. Despite persistent urging principally
by Foley (1967a:43 and 1967a: 66) and some imaginative and useful cultural
interpretations (Binford 1962, Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966, Brose 1967),
few anthrop:>logical interpretations have been attempted for historic sites.
~re the less" historic sites are potentially well suited for sociological
and anthropological interpretation. We would, for instance" expect that our
knowledge of 18th and 19th Century trade, tranSlXtrtation, social strati~
fication , p:>litioal spheres, craft specialization, and acculturation of
native peoples could be tremend."usly enhanced by data from historic sites
of this period. These cmd many other problems which involve the cultures
represented by historic sites should be of tremendous interest to historic
site archaeologists. While such problems cannot be studied without regard
to historical data, neither can historic sites archae(\logists who continue
Lr'
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to ignore these problems expect to fully understand historic sites. We
submit that historic sites archaeology can make but few contributions to
history but tremendC'us contributions to other fields of study.
To use part of Walker's (1967:32) recent statement, UHistoric
archaeC'logy in the !"4ew World is a field which is still in its formative
stage. It is not toC' lnte to make it a field of distincti~n••• n Rather
than freeing ourselves from lithe confining bonds of anthropological theoryll
as Walker suggests, we appeal for objectivity, quantification and the un-
biased use of~ anthrop0logical and historical methodology and add a
plea for rore thoughtful orientation rather than a conscious limitation to
low levels of interpretat.i.nn ~R Nt:"I:U.-lhnnp., WR.lker, nol1;tr and others
ooem to advocate.
I.
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Reply to Cleland and Fitting
Clyde D. Dollar
Cleland and Fitting have clearly spent a great deal of time in
putting together their combined critique on the IITheughts" paper;
I only wish that they had spent as much time thinking of the basic
problems set forth in that paper. And it was with a great deal
4J4f :iut-,~r~9t. that I learned that I had been identified (albait with
"alarm and dism8yn) with such scholars as No~l-Hume and lain Walker.
This compliment was perhaps unintended, but I wi.11 nevertheless
accept the identification gracious~.
In my opinion, all. three of Cleland and Fitting's objections to the
"Thoughts" paper are grossly (sometimes shockingly) overstated.
This ta.ck might have been deliberate; if so, it was done in panic
and with poor judgment. If these objections actually represent
what these two writer 1s feel are contained in the IIThoUghts II paper,
then either the paper itself or their comprehension of it are in
Db iection (l): Yes, I feel that historical archaeology
should be a distinct discipline with its own special
methodology designed to deal with its unique
problems. I do not (as Cleland and Fitting strongly
imply that I do) feel that this discipline should be
separate from e1ther anthropology or history. This
would be as foolish as if someone were to suggest tha.t
a person's hand, because it was distinct from that
I
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person's boqy, should therefore be saparate from that
boqy. I detect traces of professional panic on the
part of Cleland and Fitting in overstating this point.
Objection (2): This objection, as stated by Cleland
and Fitting, should be manifectly absurd. In the
"Thoughts" paper, I discussed what I felt are
limitations to which~ of an a.nalysis of historical
artifacts should be put, not necessarily the way in
.which they should be analyzed. Apparently, both
Cleland and Fitting complete~missed this pai. nt.
They are not, however, alone in this error.
Objection (3): This statement, as fabricated by
Cleland and Fitting, borders on the ridiculous.
Further.more, their objection cannot be supported
from within the text of the "Thoughts fl paper. Even
the IilOst di.verse temporally oriented research discip-
lines (for example, the fields of Mesopotamian and
Meso-American archaeology) have theoretical points in
common. But it would be just as ridiculous for a
researcher trained in Mesopotamian archaeology to
lustily descend on a hapless Meso-American site without
first being aware of the special theory and techniques
used on such sites. To do so - without this under-
standing - would be to display a lack of professional
judgment and responsibility• It is IllY contention that
similar 8ituations have occurred, and will continue to
Lr-
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occur, in American historical archaeology until such
time as this discipline is recognized as having its own
unique methodology and theory.
The rest of Cleland and Fitting's critique is marred by an extreme
and somewhat scathing personal attack on all historical archaeolo-
gists in general and certain ones in particular. Furthermore, the
exposition of their own theoretical outlook on the sUbject contains
the seeds of its own <lestruction - as well as clearly shows why
this particular approach is inadequate for application to a
'temporal-particularizing 1 situation such as history. Their
critique has merit (and a great deal of this), however, in that
it somewhat defines an opposing pole position in the present
controversy.
Lr
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'S"l·JE THuUGHTS ON THEORY AI,~D l~JETHOD IN HISTORICAL ARCHAEtJLOGY, I
A CRITIQUE*
Vincent P. Foley
Historic Bethlehem, Inc.
Dollar's paper is open to criticism on two principal levels: the logic
and accuracy of his statements. With the exception of the irrelevant
listing of some historic developnents in nail manufacture, the paper is
undocumented. statements are made as fact, which are not factual, for which
no original proof is offered, but from which argument proceeds. Other
valid facts are used as men of straw, which, while !lQ!! sequitur, are
presented in such a way as to support his argtmlents by inference. (1)
It is unfortunately obvious that Dollar's paper reveals serious
misunderstandings of archaeology as a technique, anthropology as a discipline,
and the relationship between the two. (2) One is compelled to view with
regret and sympathy Dollar's unpleasant and undocmnented experiences with
individual archaeologists. However, this writer cannot accept them as
proper for his type of paper, without proof; nor should these experiences
be used to characterize our pro£ession.
*Echoing Stanley South's stateJrent as to his reactions on first
hearing Clyde Dollar's taped presentation of his paper, I must add that my
feelings were greater on the side of disa[reement. Each time I reread his
words I became increasingly reluctant to make a reply. This paper is sub-
mitted for publication only after a meeting with Dollar, at which time I
explained my stand, and confirmed my understanding of his views.
Dollar's Reply: (1) A sterling example of an objective, positive, and
pleasant opening statement!
(2) The ease with which Mr. Foley jUdges the professional qualifications
of his colleagues is exceeded only by the frequency with which he does this.
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Anyone attempting an evaluation of Dollar's paper will find himself
hard put to follow it. NhUe it is obvious that he believes in his
statements, they are not logically organized and the reader finds himself
confronted with the task of reorganizing the material. Having reviewed
his thoughts with Dollar, this writer feels safe in reordering Dollar's
paper so that it can be answered. (:3)
As the paper promises to lead to a statement of ten theses, supposedly
representing the overall argument, I have chos~~ t.o begin ''lith them in out-
line torm.
Thesis if1. A statement of tB:ct as he sees it, with no theoretical
proposition being offered. (4)
The outlined problems concerning the difficulty of using nail
and ceramic types as temporal markers are indeed valid. Every historic
site archaeologist is concerned \'lith these problems, and is working to
shed light in this area. No archaeologist would attempt to use these
artifacts as index fossils at this tiDe. (5)
Dollar I s Reply: C3) ~ meeting with Foley (in Williamsburg last
January) had the profoundity of a sophomore carnival held in Grand Central
Station. Foley's allusion to this lIleeting as being a serious and tree
discussion of the "ThoUGhts" paper is discourteous.
(4) Apparently, Foley overlooked the discussion of this the sis. This
statement, and the one s following, certainly suggeat this.
(5) Even I, from the fastness of my Reservation, am aware of at least
three such attempts being made by various archaeologists. To be more
specific at this time would be to pre-judge these attemptsj howeverl to my
knowledge, all three of these ceramic analyses are being based on what I
have defined as 'extended' archaeological techniques. While this basis
would not necessarily prevent useful information from being brought to light
in these studies (see my Reply to Jelks, Numbers 6. and 8.). I w:>uld
certainly approach the results with a great deal of skepticisn.
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This does not mean that they yield no information, The very use of the
tem IIcut nailll reveals that some typological observations have been made
of such artifacts on morphological-technologica.l grounds. Such designation
yields more temporal information than just a reference to IInails. It (6)
The problem with these and other artifacts has to be met; whether
future site stUdies are performed by archaeologists (anthropologists),
historians or individuals from a new usocio-scientific discipline. 1I A
realistic historian would readily admit that such subjects are outside his
rea.lm. 'l'he archaeologist t s career is oriented to the investigation of just
this type of difficulty with the interpretation of material culture. What
revolutionary methods of artifact analysis are to be offered to replace the
traditional approaches?* (7)
*A certain amount of the criticism directed towards 3rchaeologists by
Dollar concerning this point is valid. Not in this writer's opinion,
because our methods are inadequate to the tasks, but rather because we
have not used out methodology to the fullest. I have maintained for a:>me
time, and attempted with(\ut much success, to convince my colleagues of the
need of a good knock~, "drag-out confrontation with learned ceramicists
end art historians. Such a vis-a-vis oonfrontation or more realistically,
a series of them, wuld enAble the erection of a valid ceramic terminology
based on the aspects viewed by each of the three fields mentioned. For
px:unple, the term Itpeal"lware" could be reduced to it s proper classification
and definition. Is it plrtly an art-historian term? Does it have
stratigraphic temporal J..i.mi.ts; does it have a valid chemical rati0nale?
Dollar's Reply: (6) True; it defines a manufacturing time span for an
artifact type with an alpha. date of some 170 years ago. This particular
artifact type does not as yet have an omega date (see The sis .. #4). Of what
use . ; this broad information might be, of course, would depend on the
circumstances.
(7) See Thesis # 2,31 41 5,61 and 7.
f'
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Thesis #2. A valid proposition, and self-evident. However, Dollar
also implie s, without foundation, that anthropologists disagree with the
proposition he is restating. It is here that he displays a lack of
understanding of archaeological technique and blames the seriational
technique for hll error in its use. (8)
Thesis #3. Dollar's confusion relates to the formal historian's
penchant for assigning specific calendrical dates to specific events.
While it is convenient and desirable to be able to date events precisely"
their lack does not relegate data regarding the events to the unimportant
or insignificant. If it were so, anthrop0logy would never have begun to
accumulate new data. Furthennore, the proper scientific alignment of data
and its use eventually lead to the assignment of specific dates. (9)
Thesis #4. A restatement of traditional and universally accepted
scientific assumption. (10)
Thesis #5. While displaying an archaeologist's theoretical problems
with classific:~tion, Dollar's use of the word "provenience" is ill-advised
in view of its more current archaeological usage. (11)
nol1ar l s Reply: (8) An interesting twist of logic - and the factual
sittvltion.
(9) There is tI •••confusion••• 11 in the n •••penchant for assigning specific
calendrical dates to specific events••• "?!? If this data is to be used in
the historic-Al reRp.:l.roh process, then it must be datable. The last
sentence of t"'oley's p3.ragraph is naive and unrealistic.
(10) Foley will no dc.ubt be shocked to learn (from his colleague I s critiqu~s)
jUst how luniversally accepted' is this the sis!
(ll) And what is the definition of this llmore current archaeclC'gical
usage II? See my reply to Larrabee, Number (14).
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In several instances Dollar coins terms in his paper to no useful
purpose. Terminology already exists to describe the levels of phenomena
to which he refers (i.e, Ilalter period,1I Ilalpha" and "omega" dates, etc.).
Of what use is the developnent of a multiplicity of words to describe
the same things? (12)
Ala:> im the p9.ragraphs subsmned under this thesis, Dollar restates a
basic archaeological concept to the effect that a site should not be
studied in regard only to the oom}X)nent of prime interest. But he omits
any reference to his example site's history prior tC' 1817. Was there no
"temporal periodll prior to this historical oom}X)nent? (13)
The sis #6. Additional multiplications of tems to define spacial-
temporal proveniences of an artifact, Dollar's difficulty with disturbed
strata 'Will be remarked upon elsewhere.
Thesis #7. Non sequitur. (14)
Thesis #8. Essentially quite true; but the statements are also true
of prehistoric study. (15)
Thesis #9. Dollar's statements are tro extreme; initially, with respect
to archjt.e<..-t,ul"A.l knowledge, which is relative. Differences, if they exist
D·.,)ln.]"' oJ Reply: (12) See the critique by Walker and my reply.
(13) Yes. There was D::th a Geological and a Prehistoric temporal period.
The se were c0vered in my First FQ.rl ~th ReIXlrt written for the National
Park Service in 1965.
(14) For those of us benighted by a lack of training in Jesuit logic, the
words 'wn seqUitUl"' can be de.f:illed as a 'brush off'.
(15) Foley (again) failed to read the discussiC'n of this Thesis.
L
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(and Dollar's argument falls apart with his wishing awo.y of important
exumples - l.fe~-America, ll£.), are ones of degree, not of kind. The
western architect and aborigirnl builder ooth arrived at their knowledge
empirically. Did the log building pioneer unierstand structural stresses
any better than the lroquoian longhouse builder? I doubt it! (16)
The latter part of this the sis, dealing with technique, is spurious.
Dollar is stating well-developed technic rules which apply to the excavation
of structures with buried footings" cellars, ll£. They are but ~ few
examples of a long list of historic site tyPes, 3lld concern just one group
of D.n extensive rubric of empirically arrived at lido' s" and "don'ts" for all
arcmeologists.
Thesis #10.
(17)
Another serie s of statenents leading nOWhere; not a thesis.
r .
A syllogism can be extracted from Do11~r' s paper and seems to be em-
bodied in the following statenents. II ••• there is a major difference in
the ooncepts of methodology used in the excavation of a prehistoric site•••• It
11 ••• researchers in ••• historical archaeology are enco'lU'ltering problems the
solutions tC' which seriously strain the ability of traditional anthropological
methods to s:llve" (emphasis mine. Therefore,"••• the field of historica.l
archaeology is C(>ming of age a.s a distinct socio-scientific discipline •••
we must, therefore" critically examine all aspects of the subject in order
to arrive at valid new concepts for wmt is essentialJ.y a new discipline,
Dollar's Reply: (16) I doubt it, too, but this does not negate the thesis.
Foley's inexperience with the subject of architecutre shows quite clearly
at this pc'int.
(17) See the Oxford Universal Dictionary £!1 Historical Principles, third
edition, revised 1955; reference the word 'thesis', definition #11, 1;
page 2170.
Lr .
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and not necesso.rily borrow concepts and nethodology wholesale from the
existing body of anthropological thought" (Draft page 2).
In support, of the above reasoning Dollar states tha.t the historian's
work is necessarily subjective, but the historian uses two main tools,
II ••• deductive reasoning ••• and ••• the research processes of
verification" (Draft page 4). The ". •. 4 research framew:>rk is very legal-
isticnl1y and microscopically oriented, ••• 11 and this verification is
necessary for II ••• valid and useable •••• 11 research (Draft p:lges 4-5).
Dollar's statements relative to an historian's methodolc)gy' imply that
the l:ltter has research tools more efficacious than those of the anthropolo-
gist. Again we are fa.ced with factual and logical fallacy as well as a lack
of oomprehension of our methodology. (18)
To iJnply that the formal historian uses deductive reasoning a.s a tool
exclusive to his research is absurd in the extreme. No one can reason
deductively without first having erected certain valid general principles
Which, by definition" :\re arrived at inductive~y. This is the scientific
~~hod, no matter what the subje ct wxier oonsidel-ation. All science aims
to erect "laws" or general principles inductively from observed phenomena,
Dollnr1s Reply: (18) These two sentences of Foley's highlight a major
difficulty that exists to a considerable degree throughout the present field
of historicn.l archaec,logy. Foley, as an anthropologist, has (in this
critique 1 at least) displayed little concept of historical research
techniques. This does not prevent him from eXC3vating (destructive
research) on an historical site where historical data should be the major
research product. He nevertheless JDnsks this lack nf historical research
technique ~mprehension by procln.iming that the anthropologist rs methodology
is sufficient to do the job adequately!
L
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before attempting to expand our knc:Mledge and improve general theorems by
application. This latter practice is deductive in nnture. One is very
tempted a.t this point tC' observe tmt it is the fozmal historian who insists
that general principles do not exist in history. Any practitioner of that
art is doomed to vociferous criticisns should he break that rule of thought.
The case of Toynbee is un excellent example. (19)
As to the natter of verification, Dollar admits that the formal historian
is perforce subjective. (20) To substantiate the validity of a document he
Doll.a.r I S Reply: (19) 'Dbese sentences betray a.n almost unbelievable lack of
comprehension (or misconception) of the field of historical research, and
Foley1s tenents a.re S) mis-stated as to almo at defy reply! I would there-
fore suggest th3t he read a sound 'lUldergraduate textbook on the subject of
historical research (such as Robert V. Daniels t Studying History; How .Q:lli! Why,
Prentice-Hall, EngleWC'od Cliffs, New Jersey, 1966). Atter mn.stering this, I
would suggest that he proceed to any one or all of the following:
Wi J J io.m H• Dray, Philosophy of History, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1964.
Herbert J. Muller, The~ 2.f~~, Oxford University Press,
New York, N.Y., 1957.
The PhilosophY of History :in Our Time, edited by Hans Meyerhoff,
Doublecln.y & Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1959.
The Varieties of History, edited by Fritz Stem, Meridian Books, Inc.,
New York, New York, 1956.
(20) For the remainder of this critique" Foley discusses various facets
of his oonceptun.l approach to historic:ll. 3rch~eology. The discussion
is of interest in that it presents his own decidedly biased viewp:>int
on methodology. I will not, however, attempt tC' reply or rebut any more
of his stntements as this W{-,uld require an undertaking which would be
impractical (because of length, if' nothing else) at this time. In my
opinion, Mr. Foley Hoes not have sufficient grounding in historical
research theory ~n<1lOOthod (not to mention his demonstrated mis-
conceptions on the subject) for a meaningful exchange to take place.
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must subjectively compare it to other subjective documents, equally suspect.
It w::>uld be folly on my part to assert that this DEthod is not of value
- especio.lly when, without archaeology, it is the only existing method
for some kind of verificatit)n. But Doll3.r oonunits an error of the smIle
order when he forgets that the archaeologist ha s excellent laboratorie s for
verification, immensely less subjective than hi8tc'rical docmnents. This
is what archaeology cnlls the comparative method. A site of a particular
temporal period can and must be oompared with other sites of the same
synchronic level, as well as with sites of other periods. This is inductive
research, at least initially. My impre"ssion of Bollar' s disillusionment
with anthropological archaeology is that he forgets that the historical
phase of nrchaeolc·gy is still in its youthful, primarily inductive stage.
We are all impatient to reach the deductive level, and we can do so to
some degree, by applying certain of the general principles that anthropology
and prehistoI""J h"lve taught us. Data so obtained can be and is being
compared with the dl'cumentary record. We l«)u1d have greater reason for
concern if we did nCtt have a vast amount C'f validated anthrc.poloeica1
prjnciples to .n.pply.
On Dollar's Draft page 5, he states that archaeology is net the
exclusive property of anthropologists. He uses classicists and European
archn.eologists as eX1\JY1p1.es of others dealing with tlthings" in the same way.
Here we have another are£!. of CX'nfusic"n th3.t is not limited to Dollar's
Jnper. There seems to be a great deal rtf misunderstanding of the difference'
between archn.eological IIfield technique" and arclneo~gy in the tr~diti0nal
American sense. There may be little essentinl difference in the ways
LI
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modern classical archaeologists and American archaeologists conduct
excavations; in the field, recovery of data is by way of the archaeological
technique. There is most assuredly a fundamental difference in the ways
they deal with IIthings. lI• They way things are dealt with is inseparable from
the underlying orientation of the practitioner - the raison c.lt&tre for his
excavo.tions. 'Bor example, the approach may be a preservatioml historian t s
attempt to find supportive data relating to a particular synchronic level
of prime interest. On the other hand, the raison d t ~tre could be a holistic
anthropological approach which seeks to recover all the cultuml d~Lu
avail:'lble at the site" including, but not restricted to, tba area or prime
interest of an institution supporting such research.
When Dollllr criticizes the t~logical and seriaticmal proclivities
of archlleologists, he is doing so without fully l.D'lderst:tnding their meaning
or llpplication. If, by his own definition, the archaeCtlof;ical technique
is essentially a way of ordering the accumulation of field data, doe s it not
follow that the next step is the <:'rdering of the data? His impatience with
the Be techniques which have caused lj.jm difficulty relates back to his
relucatance to oomprehend the scientific method. He apparently does not
appreciate the fact that, as with all generalized theories, sol.D'ld typologies
are developed after years C'f reseaDch on sites of a particular culture in
which traits appear with compelling regularlty; are objectively patterned;
and, when combined with stratigraphic data" present a picture of morpho-
logica.l D.nd/or stylistio developnent within that culture. It is not a
c."-:lpri~.i.0ltA1.v_'\r~·ived_'lt scheme, =md should not be confused with the attemp:,s
of sone to D.pply seriationt\l techniques to the surface collections of an
unexcavo.ted or disturbed site. The two" while h:1.ving the a.-une theoretiC<.~l
I.
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basis, emanate from different poles.
Pages seven through nine present additiona! thought s revealing the
problems which led him to write the paper under discussion. On page seven
he states that sites, presumably historic, are II •••almost invariably
subjected to previous extensive, and sometimes undiscernable, statistical
samplings of various types, accidental or deliberate. 1I While he is right
that historic sites seem to have suffered from turning and disturbance more
tJ\f\n prchi.st.o.ric, it is a natural conct"\mitant of all sites in or near
present urban or well-travelled areas. It is also true that any site's
artifactual inventory represent s only a partial sampling of the total at
the time of occupation. Furthermore, the type and amount of artifact
inventory will be skewed by the type of occupation represented. Those
factors are the precise reasons why there are, and should continue to be,
persons who specialize in archaeology, and are trained to recognize such
problems. His assertiC'n that II saJl1plings" due to disturbance are not dis-
cernable is a very indiscreet statement. There are not many archaeclogists,
nor many sites, of which it can be said that strata disturbance is not
recognizable. Furthermore" no arcl1aeologist would attempt to erect an
nrt.1.f::l.ct typolDgy for a disturbed site, in vacuo; he could only draw
infel'ences from hi.s W\t.oriAl to the extent o:f valid cC'mparative data being
available.
Dollar's sta.tements do illustrate with validity a serious weakness in
historic site nrch:ie(\le-gy to date; a weakness f(\r the most part beyond the
archaeologist I s control. That is the gener.:l1 inability of American
archaeologists tC' apply the problem approach to historic sites. Most
excavations are financed by p.-1.rties having no :int.crest. in the SCjE111tific
LI
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accumulation of data R!!:!!. Such studies will have to wait" or be limited
to our southern Q.lld western institutionally-sponsored brethren to first
employ this technique" ()r until there is a greater availability of funds for
independent research of all historic site archaeologists.
Dolla.r t s belief that the archaeologist is limited to artifacts and their
proveniences in his interpretations is simply not correct - especially on
historic sites. When site documentation is available he must use it before,
during and. after excavation, being careful not to be (Iverly infiuenced by
them prececing and during digging, because of the admitted subjectivity
of documents.
While his concept of what anthropology is, and how it views culture is
unacceptable" argument of it seems irrelevant to the main issues. His
interpretation of a cultural va.riant relative to. culture centers is erroneous."
and it is used incorrectly to defend his historian t s view of the IIgreat numll
thesis - equating that view with the anthropologist f s culture variant.
It would be outside the scope and limitations of this critique to explain
the anthro~logistr s view of the grea.t man hypothe sis or the fact that that
question and cultural variants are tl«> entirely different levels of
ahstrnction. Suffice it to say, that one should consult White fS Science of
Culture. especinlly Chapter 9, for a capsulized treatment of nan and the
cultural process. It should then be clear that the anthrop:>logist does not
ignore thA named individutl.1 (George Washingron" Aristotle, etc.) because
such d.~ta is nC't availnble, but rather bec~use it is an ilTelevant deterrent
to the proper understanding of Itmanu and culture.
Ii
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Dollar sUDDIln.rizes this tnrtion of his nreument by concluding anthropology'
II •••is incapo.ble of producing techniques for the recognition of either ..
specific actions or single cultural contributions of any given individual
within any given culture •••• 11 In one sense I must concur, but on the
other h3nd, it is because anthroIX',logy again does not consider the mmed
individual im}X)rtant, on a general theoretical level. He lmows that the
individual is a reflection of his culture, not the other way around. When
Dollar! s type of variants exist, cu1tures allow them to exist within the
prescribed limits of allc,wed cultural deviation. Exceed those limits ~nd
toot deviant ceases tC' exist as a plrt C'f trot culture.
Basically, it cbes not matter whether an individual is named or un-
named in a cultural study. It is c0nvenient on a particula.r historical
site limited synchronically and diachronically, if we lmow the name of the
occupant. The name, however, is simply another~ used to extract
plrticularly relevant inf0I'Dl3tion from the a:-,cumentary record. The JX)int
here is that the availnbility of tmt tool is~ essential u. the proper
study of that site.
In the realm of acquiring cultural-historical knowledge it is ".
i:r~'elcvo.nt. whet-hAl" ~unt Vernon was occupied by an individual known as
George Washingt!'n or Joe Smith. While the distinction may be important to
the sp:tnsor of such no stuUy', or the school child visiting the site, it adds
a subjective element tl' the site which produces for the archaeC'logist the
exact error th3t Dol1nr plnces on the historian.
Ll .
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By Dollar's implied definition, historiQ site arch."l.eolC'BY is becoming
increasingly narrowed in its scope. It is my understDnding that mo at
archaeologists invr.lved in the se investigations would agree that historic
sites archaeology begins with the period (in the Western Hemisphere) with
European contact. This definition would perforce include sites of aboriginal
occupation at the time of contact.*
It seems to this writer that Dollar 1s approach is narrow and national-
history oriented, seeing no value in the archaeolcJgical study of a site
ot~r than to supplement the historical record for preservatiC'nal purposes.
He is blinded to the anthropologist I s diametrically oPIX'sed non-ethnocentric
orientation and his attempts to extract J:l()re information from sites and
artifacts. The anthropologist is not satisfied simply with the kinds of
d3ta. preservationa.l inter~sts desire" but strives to find cultural
significance in each site, and erect oomparative nethoclology usable on
* Since we are interested in culture, and the effects of alien cultures
upon each other, this writer feels that EuropeQ.n contact need rot be direct
or vis-a.-vis oonfronta.tion. In the absence of contradictory evidence, it
can be assumed that trade axes received by an aooriginal group must have
caused significant cultural traumas with th3t group, even thC'ugh the"
populn.tion may never have seen the European who traded those items. If this
contention is valid, IlEuropean contact" would have to be viewed relative
to a. particul:n- site rather than the usual broader geographical area.s
(Jomestown - 1607; l'.L<lssa.chusetts - 1620; Mexico - 1492-1520; etc.).
Mr. Dollar "-would have us focus our attention exclusively on European
settlement sites with nationalistic-historical significance, destined for
preservo.tion and display. God forbid the reduction of our science to the
level of 0. technical field supervisor of laborers, carpenters, masons
and landscape architects. A new lldiscipline"" would thus be created" probably
better called Nationnl Shrine Preservationists.
I
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other sites. (21)
Dollar 1S statement to the effect that historic site a.rchaeology is
begirning to evolve into a separate discipline appears to be quite CC'rrect.
That is as it should be - especially when formal historians, technologists,
art historians,~. have so much tC' contribute. What is called for is a
discipline of a cooperative nature. Each must have his own place in the
study of a site without an attempt, at least initially, to transnutate all
into one individual. It must be remembered that such a discipline would be .
an amalgam of the arts with the science of anthropology - a science that
has existed a relatively short time, but one which has contributed vast
quantities of data concerning the history of man and culture. Furthermore
being a science, it operates on a different theC\reticnl plnne than the arts •.,
Definition is the basis of all scientific thought. Its value is self-
evident when one compore s the almost univers31 communication among
nnt.hrop"'l oei.n::tl ::l.rchA~oloeists with the multiplicity of meanings of terms
in the arts. In this writer's opinion the scientific appI"'C'o,ch has proved
Dollar's Reply: (21) Throughout the critique, Foley (perhaps
unconsciC'usly) appears to asstmle the role of the \albite Knight of
OrthodoXY' charging out to do battle with the Differing Dragon of
Heresy. One can almost hear sounds of the thundering hoofs of the
White steed (of Righteousness), the whine "f the Arrows (of LoCic),
and the d.eath-delBling blows of the Sword (of All Knowledge). Not
until the head of the horrifying Dare-To-Be-Different Beast is severed
from its loathsome body (that taints the very air by its presence)
is Foley satisfied with his performance and. signifies his readiness
to receive the thundering applause (and perhaps other things) from
the by-standing Dnmsels in Distress. Come now, Damsels, everybody
applaude •••
Lrj
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itself' far superior to that of the arts in the acquisition and treatment
of data. It therefore behooves others who seek understanding e,f the
opp:Lrently inevitable amalBam to be sure they comprehend the scientific
method before being rendy to discard as useless any part of it. They
must also be ready to substitute something more appropriate than the method
they are nttr'lcking. That, after all, is the way science advances. (22)
Dollar's Reply: (22) It is my hope, that 'science' (and I trust also
the Jarts' of which Foley spenks) will indeed advance" and that roth he
and I will le~'t"n more about the subjects in which we each clnim the other
is deficient.
L19
COMMENTS am CLIDE DOLUR:~S PAPER
David A. Armour
Macldnac Island state Park Commission
My comments on Clyde D. Dollar I s paper, "Some Thoughts on Theory
and Method in Historical Archaeology," are those of a professional
historian who h~s drifted into archaeology rather than an archaeologist
Who has become interested in historic sites • Consequently, I will confine
~ remarks to the areas of my greatest campetence and leave other aspects to
be commented upon by my colleagues with an anthropologiCAl orientation.
1A'hat Mr. Dollar I s background is I do not lmow, but he does not write
like an historian. Historians, at least those of a. recent vintage, tClke
pride in clear and lucid writing unadorned with impressive sounding but
often unintelligible jargon. Mr. Dollar IS presenta.tion is on occasion
somewhat less than clear. Even his definitions are sometimes incomprehensible.
One of my most serious criticisms of the paper comes at the basic level
of definitions. In his title Mr. Dollar uses the term "Historical
Archaeology, II and I initially assumed that there was a camnon definition
of that . term. Perhaps I am wrong. I thought that trhistorical archaeology"
is the archaeological investigation of a site which is historically
documented or which contains historicallY documented artifacts.
Apparently Mr. Dollar has a much more restrictive definition. This, however,
he does not reveal until Thesis 5, when he defines the historic period as
"the period of cultural expression (and deposition) with which the
historical archaeologist is most concerned from the standpoint of recovery
of historical infonnation. 'i He contrasts this "historic period" with
the "provenience period" or the remainder of the site IS occupation, which
is often later and consequently contains data from documented times.
158
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Consequently, he narrowly limits his 'historic period" to the short
period of a site's occupation which particularlY interests the researcher.
For example, at the first Fort Smith site Dollar claims that. the historic
period is onlY from 1817 to 1834 when the fort was garrisoned by soldiers,
even though people lived on the site at later times. ThUS, for Mr. Dollar
the "historic period ll is completely subjective and dependent upon the
!'esanrcher IS particula.r interest at the time of excavation.
Mr. Dollar's restrictive definition and outlook on historic sites
has led him seriously astray in other ways. One of these points is his
fascination with architectural remains. In Thesis VIII he asserts that
lithe discipline of historical archaeology must be architectural in
orientation and reconstructive in both purpose and scope." True, many
historic sites are centered around structures, but not all.. Numerous
historic sites have little or no relationship to buildings yet are of
great importance in providing information about past cultures. Certainly
the trade goods retrieved from the swirling waters of the "voyageurs
highway" tell us much about the nature of the Indian trade, yet these
artifacts are totally unrelated to any structures. Nearly all urrl erwater
archaeology is lUlassociated with building remains unless one considers
sunken ships as structures. Furthermore, burials, dumps, refuse pits,
and many other types of sites are not basically architectural in character.
Perhaps my most serious quarrel with }la-. Dollar is that he erects a
false antithesis between the methodology of history and archaeology. He
claims that history as a discipline can arrive at a much closer definition
of the Utruth" about the past because it is deductive in character and
applies some unexplained "tests for validity." The impression created
L
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is that historical research methodology is basically different from
archaeological research. I fail to agree. Archaeologists on occasion
are deductive in their approach in working from generalization to the
particular, and historians are often inductive in analyzing bits of
information to try to form a generalization. Neither discipline can be
classed as exclusively inductive or deductive. The major difference
between the disciplines is they type of data with which theT ~r)c, l"Ilt.her
than their methodology. The historian searches out and analYzes dusty
documents, while the archaeologist works with information l~etrieved from
the soil. Furthermore, both historians and archaeologists work with
fragmentary data, and, despite efforts to the contrary, they analyze it
from a subjective point of view.
Dollar creates the impression that histo~ is much more accurate
than it realJ.y is. The documentary evidence about a historic site is
often extremeJ.y sketchy and sometimes non-exi.stent, leaving lnrge gaps
in the time sequence on a site. These only archaeology can fill. When
documents do exist they often provide specific information which
archaeology could never reveal. However, where only scattered historicQ.l
records survive, the historian I s interpretation may be even more
subjective than the archaeologist's.
Both historians and archaeologists provide an incomplete and,
despite our best efforts, incorrect picture of the past. Yet by working
together and by providing each other with data, it is possible to come
closer to the truth than could either discipline working alone. It is
this cooperation which is important rather than trying to change
archaeologists into same type of pseudo-historians cepable of producing
the impossible-"totally and non--distorted historical data. II
JL
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Reply to Amour
Clyde D. Dollar
Dave Arinourls critique is puzzling (to me at least) as it contains
the largest number of misconceptions I have so far encountered in this
debate. If a student were to submit such caliber work, I would return
it (probably with a nasty note) for total re-reading and revision.
I would therefore suggest that Dave~ the IIThoughts" paper, and
not just .!!.2!!l it, before again attempting to offer his contribution to a
body of theory for Historical Archaeology.
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A COMMENT ON CLYDE DOLLAR'S PAPER
John D. Combes
Institute of Archaeology
University of South Carolina
I find Stan's introductory remarks interesting because I, too,
watched several taking notes during Mr. Dollar's presentation, as well as
an especially attentive audience. This reflects a thirst on the part of
all of us engaged in historic archaeology for formalized methods and theory.
This kind of thirst is only wishful thinking, h(\wevcr, for nowhere will
we cC'me up with a nC00kbook lt for excavating historic sites, thus giving
us an lIeasy way out. 1I The majority of us involved in this kind of research
in North America are anthr~p!"logicallytrained and have received little, if
any, formal training specifically in historical archaeol("lgy. The- que stion
is this: Is an anthrop1logically trained indivichlRl ill-equipped to handle
*the excavation of historic sites? (1)
Mr. D"llar's first point is a call for lithe recogniti("ln of historical
arcme("llogy as a distinct S0cio-scientific discipline with a methocmlogy
de signed to cC'pe with the unique problems encountered during the excavation
of historical sites. II He is implying a great deal here. Need historical
archae0logy be a distinct socio-scientific discipline? Are the prnblems
encountered while excavating unique and do they require the design of a new
methodology? ~Iy answer is no. Fundamentally, I see very little difference
between prehistoric and historic archae0lC'gy. The differences are few and,
I don It think, significant<.2) Certainly the historical archaeologist must
make use of an historian, or better yet, familiarize himself thoroughly with
* Dollar Is reply to the numbered }X)int s can be found at the end of
this paper.
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the primary source material, but this is much like the prehistorian's use
of ethnographic data. ,Studying the artifacts is also much the same. vie
look in different places and historic sites yield a much greatep range and
much more complex array of material items for study, but the ultimate
objectives are the same53~etherwe are excavating an historic site or a
prehistoric site, a statistical approach may be appropriate or IIk1.y not be
appropriate, just as a typology mayor may not be useful~4)Mr. DC'llar might
U~·gI1A t,h."\t. the sit.es are different, and again I disagree. Historic and
prehistoric sites are both subject to speci.:uization, short occup..'ltion or
long 0 ccupation, and ooth may be occupied by one culture or multiple ,~
cultures. I am not suggesting that an individual try to do both, for to d0
so is simply inefficient use of one13 time. (5)
It is JX1inted out strongly by the writer that the main purpose of
historical archaeology is the reconstruction of, or interpretation or, the
site., and he suggests that if one does not agree with this they are perhaps
not historical archaeologists at all. The interpr?-tation of historic sites
is important, but in IllY mind only a by-product of the study. We must go
further than that. In addition to supplying data for interpretive purp:')ses,
why not study humnn behaViOr?(6)Why ignore a previous or subsequent occupa.tio~
of the site? Is it not significant that there is a descrepancy, let us
say, between the journal of a 16th century observer and the archaeological
(7)
evidence? I would like to take the liberty to make same additions tC' Mr.
DOllar's assertions above and say this: If you are engaged in historical
archaenlogy and you are not interested in human behavior as well as public
interpretations, you ought not be doing historical archaeology if indeed
you are anyway! This kind of difference between us is clearly a reflection
L1'4
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of our different backgrounds and training. (8)
li.iT. D liar also argues that techniques of archae010gy are field
technique s only. One also occasionally hears that a sch('('\l boy may be
taught the field techniques and do a reputable job of excavating. There
is certainly more to nrchaeology than simple technique<'9) The field l«'rker,
unlike a lab technician, cannot get by with a predetermined set of operations
in order to obtain data. The destructive nature of archae(\logy requires,
in ronny instances, on-the-spot interpretations in order to proceed properly,
and the nature of each site may require a different kind of approach.
Therefore the excavator must be more than just a technician, and it is
imperative that he also be involved in the interpretation of the phenomena
enc0untered. He aso IX'ints out that arehaeological techniques are not the
sole property of the anthroJX)logist. This is true, certainly when we go
outside North America. However, if it were necessary to cha:e between
an anthrop:llC'gically trained archaeol('gist and, sa.y, an historian (both un-
familiar with historical sites), there is no question who is best equipped
to excavate the site. (10)
Finally a brief word concerning the then theses. By no means are
any of these notions new, or for that matter unique, to historical sites.
All ten of these theses are self-evident statements that I would oonsider
elementary concepts and need nC't be discussed by professional arChaeologist\!})
Discussions concerned with methods and theory in historical archaeology
are for the most part a waste of time, just as are discussions concerned
with the justification C'f dC'ing historical archaenlogy. A lC'ng, drawn-out
discussion of ~ir. Dollar's paper seryes to do nC'thing but attempt to :impress
one's C!'lleagues with one I S vast kn0wledge and experience with the excavation
L1. '
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of historic sites. My personal feeling is that our time may be spent more
profitably with discussions dealing with the materials recovered, their
analysis, architecture and the many other problems with which we are faced
that will concretely aid our research.
Mr. D0llar f s paper spells out quite clearly to me why anyone engaged
in this kind of research should have at least some background in
anthropological archaeology. (12)
Lf
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Reply to Combes
Clyde D•.Dollar
(1) As John Combes is an anthropologically trained individual
already 'handling' the excavation of historic sites, the answer to his
self-posed question is not hard to imagine.
(2) Perhaps Combes failed to read the discussion on Thesis Nos. 8 and 9.
I would hardly call these differences 'insignificant I !
(3) The objectives, yes, but the methods of arriving at these
objectives differ considerably. As I have pointed out, the prime
difference between anthropological and historical methods is the degree
of acceptability, therefore the applicability, of the evidence derived
archaeologically.
(4) I certainly do not deny this. What Combes has missed in
reading the "Thoughts" paper is my contention that a statistical
approach (Iextended I archaeological techniques) is not applicable at an
historic site merely because it is a statistical approach.. There must
be validity demonstrated before the results of such an approach can be
accepted for use in the historical research process.
(5) If, as Combes suggests, prehistoric and historic sites do not
differ to any great degree, then why would it be 'inefficient use of onels
time' to try to do both?
(6) Because all too frequently human behavior on an individual level
cannot be discerned archaeologically at an historical site. If it can,
and the evidence for such individual behavior is permissive for use
historically, then by all means do so. Collective human behavior at an
166
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historical site is the sum and substance of what is being studied. In
order to clarify any possible confusion in the reader's mind regarding my
use of the word I interpret I, I would like to quote fran a study I made
several years ago for the North Dakota Park Service:
There are three basic facets of any historical area
which, if the visitor's encounter with the site is to be
successful, must be very clearly interpreted. Basically,
the visitor wants to !mow:
1. The historical significance of the site (why
was this site here, when, and what happened
here) ;
2. the historical appearance (what did the site look like),
and
3. the cultural significance (how did the people who were
at this site live). (Quoted from Dollar, Clyde D.,
A Comprehensive Plan for an Historical Archaeology
Research and Development Program for the North
Dakota Park Service, Bismarck, North Dakota,
February, 1967, page 39.)
(7) The answer to this, and the previous question, should be obvious.
I trust that Combes is not implying that I suggested: (1) That previous
and/or subsequent occupation of an historical site is unimportant, and
(2) that discrepancies between historical sources and archaeological
evidence are both unimportant and uncommon. If Combes seriously thinks
that I suggested the above at some point in the "Thoughts" papgr, then
he has considerably mi.sread the paper.
(8) I repeat: human behavior, as expressed in mater ia1 artifacts,
is the sum and substance of what is studied in historical archaeology.
Human behavior, as expressed in written documents, is the subject of the
study of History. Presumably, Combes denies these assertions and would
restrict the study of human behavior to only the fields of anthropc>logy
and enthnology.
Ll6S
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(9) What, may I ask, is 'simple' about archaeological field techniques?
(10) There may be no question in Combes' mind about this point,
but there is considerable question in mine. I might add that this
question has not been resolved qy any argument so far presented qy Combes.
(11) It was most enlightening to me, and I am sure that it will be
also to the other participants involved in this debate, to learn that
Comhefl considers the Ten Theses 0 •••self-evident••• If and If••• elementary
.•• " (I). This 'I-knew-it-all-along
'
attitude belies the caustic approach
I,.
so far exhibited in Combes critique (or vice verse). In my opinion" at
no other point in Combes' critique does his lack of comprehension of the
frThoughts" paper become more obvious than here.
(12) It would appear that Combes is of the opinion that "all History
is foolish and all Historians are fools••• " To him, and to others with
similar na.rrow-minded opinions" I would say this: Historical Archaeology
is not a subject to be 'dabbled in' by those of a"Calted positions within
the field of Anthropology-unless these individuals lmow and can apply 'rules
of evidence' a.cceptable to historical research. And, exalted position not-
ldthstanding, John Combes in this critique at least, has fa.iled to
demonstrate his comprehension of an historical research approach to me.
Lr"
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CRITIQUE OF THE PAPER BY CLYDE DOLLAR,
t1 SOME THOUGHTS ON THEORY AND METHOD IN HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY t1
Edward MOM. Larrabee
C~de Dollar has nailed his theses (ten in this case) to the
door in Macon, and called for a reformation in both' method and theory.
\AJithout venturing into religious controversy, I will siJnply observe that
one must acknowledge that there is usually both truth and error in such
proclamations" whether one welcomes them (as I do Dollar's) or considers
them heretical. Such is the case here. However, Dollar's stated
purpose was to stimulate discussion, and I am sure that he has done that.
General C0D16nts
Those wno have excavated a number of historic sites will
recognize and sympathize with many of the problems cited by Dollar, and
will agree that some of them are particularly present in our work. However,
as our experience broadens, we see that some we thought were unique to our
specialty are shared qy other professions. Thus my overall response to
this paper is that it reflects too narrow a picture and too ingenuous an
attitude. Many of the sins which Dollar belabors seem to be peculiar to
the Plains. It is not that he is wrong to criticize these regional
practices when they are applied wrong~ on an historic site-simply·that
each region has a similar situation, and these particular practices are
not the major problem elsewhere that they seem to him. (1) *
The same is true of the theme that Historical Archaeology must
be large~ structural or architectural. This seems to be an over-reaction
to something like some Paleo-Indian kill-site excavation, .where the
* Dollar t s reply to these numbered, points follows this paper.
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investigators found only artifacts. It is a mistake to limit our work
to architecture. Some of the best 'pure' Historical Archaeology has
been non-structural, in a Virginia garbage pit and some Massachusetts
*
church-yards. A variety of other non-architectural problems come to
mind, such as excavating a battlefield or field fortification or a
farming operation, where the evidence is soil disturbance not associated
with any building. The sl=illed canoe-loads that Walter Kenyon is
examining in Ontario are another sort of historical archaeology. Detailed
analysis of one type of artifact, such as that done £or cl~y pipes by the
late Geiger Omwake, is also valid archaeology. (2)
Specific Comments
There are a number of points in the paper which require comment.
A major one stems from the attempt to characterize history and
anthropology as two symmetrical opposites, the first deductive and
microscopic in approach, the second inductive and macroscopic (pp. 4-10).(3)
~
Not only is this too neat, but it is not true. Neither discipline can be
pigeon-holed so easily.
*Ivor Noel Hume, Excavations at Rosewell, Gloucester County,
Virginia, 122l-.!22.2, u. S. National Museum Bulletin 225,
pp. 153-2~9. Contributions from the Museum of History
and Technology, Paper 18, U.S.G.P.O., 1962
Edwin Dethlefsen and James Deetz, "Death's Heads, Cherubs,
and Willow Trees: .Experimental Archaeology in Colonial
Cemeteries, II American Antiquity, Vol. 31, No.4, April, 1966,
pp. 502-510
LI.
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Similarly, in criticizing the use of techniques which produce
(4)
only 'general truths" (e.g. seriation) on a site where "particular truths"
are needed (e.g., confirming the association of a particular dwelling
with a particular person at a particular time), Dollar misses the point
that the I'general truths" should still hold, and provide an important
check on traditional identification of a site. If they don't hold, they
(5)
need refinement, or more sophisticated application. Perhaps the "general"
methods applied at Fort Lincoln, Nebraska, would tell us only that it
was a U.S. ~li.litary establishment occupied for a few decades in the
(6)
latter nineteenth century. You say we already !mow that. However, just
that sort of apparently obvious information has been needed to avoid
falsely ascribing a feature to the t1historic reriod It of a site, at the
Fortress of Louisbourg, N.S., and at Fort Tompkins, Sackets Harbor, N.Y.,
for example. Furthenmore, the general method can be refined and im~;,ved
only by applying it to the "specific" site, where corrections can be made.
This is like calibrating the sights of a gun by using a target of known
location.
The argument that the "general" (Dollar calls them Ilextended")
techniques are net sufficiently accurate is mistaken, too, in believing
that other techniques yield some different sort of trutJ?) All knowledge is
only relative]y true or false. The differences are only of degree.
Collecting documentary references from scattered sources is just as much
(8)
a form of "sampling" as is collecting artifacts from a trench.
Now I agree that the anthropologically trained archaeologist
digging his first historic site is facing new problems (p. 11), and I feel
that much difficulty has stem'lled from precisely this situation.
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However, it is not because Historical Archaeology is a "whole new
discipline ll which he is facing--the methods and techniques of digging
and analyzing are but variants of those he already !mows. It is because
he is moving some distance into History, which is a different discipline.<9)
In as much as Archaeology is largely a technique, there is a great
deal of disciplinary overlap in it.
This basic problem, which has bothered a number of Historical
Arch::ll301ogists before Dollar, can be stated as follows: Archaeology
is largely, if not entirely, a technique, used by many different
disciplines to study physical evidence of past human activity for their
particular purposes. For example, the Anthropologically trained
archaeologist excavating an Indian site is practicing Anthropology
with data from the past. Now, if that same scholar steps into another
discipline, unless he is master of both, he is out of his specialty.
To continue the example, a person does not become an historian simply l1'
finding and reading an historic map or document (i.e., by handling
historical data), any more than he becomes an anthropologist by interviewing
some Indians. Therefore, when this anthropologist trained to use
archaeological techniques applies them to an historic site, more often
than not it is .2!!1a! the technique he brings with him, not the approach
and theory which are needed to understand this date in terms of his
discipline. He is acting onlY as a technician, not as a~ professional
scholar. No matter how good his workmanship nor how careful his techniques,
including methods of analyzing archaeological data, his conclusions will
be onlY those of a technicial study.
Lj
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This has been a frequent occurrence at historic sites, and the
result, while it may be technically competent, is neither History nor
Anthropology, and therefore probably not even adequate Archaeology. The
solution to this is not simple, and involves hard work for everyone. In
the first place, trained and practicing historians should learn to apply
the methods of Archaeology to their subject. This alone will require a
minor revolution. In the second place, anthropologists, who will continue
to provide most of the people trained in Archaeology in North America, should
do two things. First, they should apply their entire theoretical approach
when they work on an historic site, not just the techniques of field
excavation. After all, an historic site is also a cultural site, and can
(10)
be treated as such with profit. The second thing they must do is treat
the historical data, its analysis, and the historians working on it, with
full professional respect, which the historians must reciprocate.
Even if a job is so small that one person will do it all, he
must keep his roles scrupulously separate, in order to analyze each body
of data by its own rules. Then he must combine them, to understand the
site. If he mixes his evidence piece-meal, before each discipline has been
fully applied to its data, he will only muddy his thinking and misuse the
rules of evidence. Recognition of the importance of these procedures would
clarify some of Dollar's statements and would have prevented the exaggeration
and error in others.
1i
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The "Ten Theses"
Thesis 1 must have grown out of the desperation we all feel
at times when dealing with the overwhelming material refuse of industrial
production. However, it is naive to assume that we know nothing, simply
because we }mow only when a Particular glaze was introduced, but not when
arry specific manufacturer may have started using it. All we ever !mow
for most ~xtifacts, even a dated coin, is a theoretical date of
introduction. (Consider the Kennedy half-dollars issued in 1965 but
continuing to bear the 1964 date, to lower the collectors' value of the
first ones and keep them in circulation.) The elemental principle of
~ guem and .122ll quem are built on this. But it is by compiling this
sort of knowledge for a variety of objects that we narrow the date-range.
\le cannot simply throw our hands in the air and say tha.t the mass of material
(11)
is "a1most beyond comprehension I' (p. 14). Instead, we must try to find
ways of comprehending and using it.
Thesis 2 is unrealistic in demanding IItotally non-distorted
historical data rt (p. 15) from any technique-there is no such thmi~2~he
IIearly II dates from buttons at Fort Smith and ceramics at Nauvoo probably
C~l]n be explained by more sophisticated assumptions of retention and
loss of objects\13~ own experience with buttons would indicate that they
can be used only in the most general way.
Theses 3 and 4 are reasonable, if a bit redundant. It is bad
writing to take a good word like rtprovenience,f1 in Thesis 5 (pp. 17-18) and
give it a special meaning at variance with the one it has normally~14this
is especially so when the word is particularJ.y current in our professional
L17.5
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literature in its normal sense. There are perfectly good words for
describing the 'temporal span I of a site. The point about Italterll
period (p. 18) is well taken, although the word seems aWkwarJ~5~owever
this, too, is not unique to Historical Archaeology. Schliemann was
looking for just one Particular Troy, no matter how many others he had
to dig through.
Thesis 6 indicates a lack of experience with deeplY stratified
historic sit~s, and with the literature of work on sites \-there lmicro-
stratigraphy' is significant (as in much Romano-British work). Adequate
recording should provide the information required. This is a false issue~l6)
Thesis 7 is overstated. It may be true that a single object
cannot be dated by its provenience (but consider a sealed deposit), nor
can a site be dated by a single artifact (which is true in any Archaeology).
However, the artifacts definitely~ still useful as dating tools, and
should be used as ~uch_ I might add that no single document gives a safe
date for a site either. (17)
Thesis 8 has already been considered, under the discussion
of architecture. Again, far more Archaeology (besides ours) is "structural"
than Dollar shows--and one of the serious faults of Historical Archaeology
is that it is !&.2. I structure-oriented. I Usually that is all our 'clients'
are asking for. We must lean in the other directioJ~8)It is true that we
should "learn to recognize the architectural features of the culture we are
studying--but that is true of any Archaeology.
Furthermor\3, all Archaeology is trreconstructive ll (p. 24) in
the sense Dollar uses. But he misses a most important fact by not
Lr
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ruCOL'1lizing tho lli-:its uf our knouledce. ;".''3 Dust cl\'l~Ys present <.'·S
full Ii picture :::s possiblo, ,·,ithin the lir,uts 9.£~ evidence. Ba:\'onJ.
that, we are speculating. Dollar rolls two stages into one when he proposes
that the archaeological synthesis could be the basis of architectural
reconstruction. (\~e are slightly off track, since physical reconstruction
is ~ synonymous with Historical Archaeology.) A cardinal rule of clear
thinking in reconstruction is to keep each class of evidence separate, and
rigorously tested by its own methods, before bringing them together. This
process produces a profitable "dialogue" between History and Archaeology.
From 1963 through 1965 such a system was used at Louisbourg, and the
(19)
dialogue was gathered in a "Summary Research Report II for each unit of study.
~Jhen Dollar urges ceution in physical reconstruction (p.25),
he is 'right, for the wrong reason. I The most important reason for not
rebuilding some structure is that ~ don It know enough. The old rule-of-
thumb, that there will be trouble if more than about one quarter of the
appearance of a reconstruction is based on conjecture or 'the typical,'
has been proven numerous times. If the percentage of conjecture is any
higher, the risk of being proven wrong by further research rises to a point
where full-sc~le reconstruction becomes a poor investment. Some less
specific torm of memorializing is indicated. The plan to reconstruct the
Thomas Lincoln Cabin at Lincoln Boyhood National Memorial is an excellent
case of this.
It can always be debated that same sampling is worse than no
digging at all (p. 25). This must be judged :in ~ach speci.f'ic case, as no
generalizat,i.on wi11 hold.
LI.
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Thesis 9 suffers from lack of acquaintance with other structural
excavation, and misuses Ilreconstructive" (p. 27). vlhat we seek to be able
to recreate (mentally) is past human activity. Structures are simply
one manifestation of this. (20)
The reservation expressed in Thesis 10, especially that "any
previous historical identification of the site must be considered suspect"
(p. 28) are good. However, to claim that I:authenti£ication ll (why the
(21)
pleonastic I. £i"?) is "usually unique to historic sites II simply ignores
(22)
most Biblical, Near-Eastern, Classical, and Medieval Archaeology. The
principle is an elementary one, although worth restat.ing.
Conclusion
Perhaps the major fault of the paper is overstatement, if this
is a fault in trying to elicit debate. Dollar is right to say that we
need to refine our tools, and to develop some particularly suitable to
our specialization. But he is simply using jargon (which is present
elsewhere in the paper) when he says that Historical Archaeology should be
ria distinct soc:i.n-scipnti.fic discipline with a methodology designed to
C'O}J0 with Litij unique problems" (Point 1, p. 30). None of the things
he thinks so peculiar to our work are uniqUe~23tt is simply a matter of
emphasis. (24)
Because Archaeology, whatever other aspects it may have, is
largely a method and technique of investigating the physical evidence of
past human activity, the problem is how to apply this to the study of
historic sites,-how to find what parts of the method are most use.ful to us.
But this~ be done in terms of the larger context. Historical
L178
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..rchc:.~ol(Jgy cermot axlst os a sepi:r:...te IInew discipline" (p. 2) bec.ause
it is an area of disciplinary interaction or overlaP~25*emust accept
this, if we are to benefit from this desirable situation. Further, we
must realize that we are part of a larger field of activity called
Archaeology. Our goals do not differ from those of other forms of this,
except in detail. The logical conclusion of Dollar I s argument is that
we should look inward, but his paper proves that we need more to look
outward, and to realize the potential advantage of being part of a
larger discipline, with conununications to other fields.
Lr~
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Reply to Larrabee
C~e D. Dollar
(1) I trust that Ed. does not mean this to be 8S smug as :It, sounds.
The Ten Theses presented in the "Thoughts" paper are certainly not
regional in application.
(2) The very tact that Ed Larrabee J one ot the more thorough
historical archaeologists of ~ acquaintance, would rise up in righteous.
indignation ag~inst Thesis No. 8 is certainly proof of a need to start
thinking in terms of architecture at historical sites. It is just as
important to discover h2!! a fortification was constructed as it is to
determine its present configuration and who constructed it. And rare
indeed is the battlefield that did not have some type of architecture
directly associated with it. Thesis No.8, it sbould be pointed out, does
not exclude all types of research except the hunt for architecture; it
does state that more emphasis must be placed on the recovery ot this type of
data. Larrabee is perhaps limiting the word 'architecture r to a meaning
associated only with four walled structures (see among others the Oxford
!!!!!y'~~a.! Pic~;o~..Q!!.JJistorical Principles, third edition, revised'
1955; reference the word 'architecture,' first definition, page 94).
(3) Because one is deductive and microscopic in approach and the
other is inductive and macrosopic is no statement that the two are
"symmetrical opposites" (quote from Larrabee). I agree with Ed that such
over-simplification would be too nea.t and not true.
(4) I can find no place in the "ThOUghts" paper where I equated.
seriation with "general truths, It and I trust that Ed did not really mean
to implY that I did.
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(5) Ed gets the cart before the horse at this point, and then expects
the poor beast to push it uphill! The results of seriation techniques
must be proven to be applicable at a given..slte before they can be accepted
(from the standpoint of historical research) as hypotheses at that site.
(6) This apparently is an error. To my lmowledge, there is no
"Fort Lincoln, Nebraska." There is, however, a Fort Abraham Lincoln,
North Dakota. As Ed has already suggested that I am somewhat lacking in
lmowledge of sites outside the High Plains area, I shall now return the
compliment.
(7) I did not, to my lmowledge, state this in the "Thoughtsu paper.
The matter or 1Truth I and its degrees is best left to the philosophers.
For a further discussion of I extended I techniques and their use at historical
sites, see my reply to Stan South, numbers 1 through 10.
(8) Excellent point. This is a major reason why historical and
archaeological data must be constant~ crossed ahecked.
(9) ••• "some distance"••• ??? Why not all the way?
(10) As long as the approach by the researcher is not limited to
thq Anthropological approach.
(11) What is the difference between describing industrial production
material as being "almost beyond comprehension" (uw quote) and "over-
whelming" (quoted from Larrabee six lines back). It looks as if E!2
pairs of hands are in the airl I agree with Ed that we must find ways of
comprehending it and using it, and for this reason, I subnitted Theses Nos.
2 through 7.
(12) Interesting commentary on Ed's own standards of research. I
can see that both of us have peeped into the darkened room of Philosophical
Truth and have both come away somewhat distnrbed at what we could not see.
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(13) Perhaps the &aEWIllptions of retention and loss of objects
were a bit more sophisticated at Fort Smith and Nauvoo than what Ed
realizes. Otherwise, we might not know that certain artifact int'ormation
from these sites was in fact distorted.
(14) On the contrary. It is perfectly acceptable writing to define
a word (Iprovenience I) as I did in the first sentence of Thesis No.5,
and then use it in this defined sense. Perhaps I am not acquainted with the
literature in which Ed claims this word is used in its 'normal' sense.
In fact, I have yet to discover a. 'normal' definition of this much used word,
and a close reading of each usage of the word in our professiontll literature
suggests a wide variety of meanings, and certainly not a 'nonnal' one.
Stepping outside lour professional literature, I the Oxford Dictionary on
Historical Principles (a.lready cited) states that the word was first used
in 1882, is 'common in the U.S." (page 1608), and is equal in meaning to
the word 'provenance I (defined on page 1607). My use of the word is
compatible with this latter definition.
(15) I agree: the word is awkward. See my reply to Walker.
(16) Ed IS comments suggests a complete mis-reading of Thesis No.6.
The issue discussed in this Thesis is anything but false.
(17) Overstated? No. If it is true that a single artifact carmot
be dated by its provenience (and I would not exclude a sealed deposit),
then of what validity are dozens more of the same? Isn't this a use of
'extended' techniques? This thesis should have been thought through to
its logical applications before it was branded 'overstated. I
(18) Needless to say, I disagree.
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(19) I suspect that the storms at Louisburg have colored the
interpretation of this thesis to no small extent. In this paragraph, and
the following one, Ed gets considerably off track in his remarks. It
is my contention, as stated in the discussion of Thesis No.8, that
Historical Archaeology must be reconstructive in both purpose and scope.
I quote from this discussion:
The purpose of historical archaeology must be to
achieve, insofar as possible, the goal of canplete
understanding of the history of any given site, and
the scope of such research must be to include the
recovery ot all evidence of historical cultural
expression at that site, including all architectural
evidence.
Did I miss the point of the 'limits ot our lmowledge?J I think not.
Did I propose that the archaeological synthesis 'could r ~arrabee's use,
not mine) be the basis of physical reconstruction? Indeed, it must, if
in fact physical reconstruction is to be attempted. Am I "right, (but)
for the wrong rea.son" by urging caution in physical reconstruction? Did
I at the same time exclude the possibility that insufficient evidence might
be lmown in order to attempt an accurate physical reconstruction? This is
absurd, and F~ IA1·rahee should bn.ve read more closeJy before making such
f't.!\tameuts!
(20) I note that Ed fails to detail the "lack of acquaintance with
other structural excavation" trom which Thesis No. 9 supposedly suffers
(I trust that he has himself had excavation experience with sites other
than forts). And, he had taken the trouble to read the discussion of
Thesis No.8, and more specifically my definition of 'reconstructive"
(as quoted from the "Thoughts" paper in the above paragraph (No. 19), he
would not have misunderstood my use of the word. It wi.1+ be of interest
L( ..
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(No. 20 cont'd.)
to the reader (and is a bit a.ggravating to me) to note that Ed gives
me hell tor what he considers rrt3 "misuse" of the word 'reconstructive, I
and then inunediately follows this with~ use ot the word-which is identical
to the way I used it!
(21) "Identity' is to "iclentitication' as "authenticate' is to
I 3uthentitlcaticn. I
(22) I trust that Ed has not found too many Biblical, Near-Eastern,
Classical, and Medieval archaeological sites situated in the United States.
(23) An interesting statement when compared to earlier statements
contained in Ed's cri~ique.
(24) Ian It this in itself a unique problem?
(25) See my reply to .·Chtln.nd and Fitting regarding use of the words
'separate l ~d 'distinct.'
...
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Epilogue
Clyde D. Dollar
The printed word is a wonderful media for the spread of lmowledge,
but I am convinced that no other invention of the mind of Man has created
so much confusion, misunderstanding, or ambiguity. The "Thoughts" paper, its
critiques and replies, is a case in point. It was my original intention to
write this section of the dialogue by first setting forth the individual theses
and then listing uder each of these the pertinent remarks taken from the
critiques. Unfortunately, this approach has proven to be too cumbersome and
lengthy. Perhaps it will make an interesting project for historians of Historical
Archaeology in the future. I have therefore modified my approach in writing
this section to include only those statements fram the critiques which relate
to the individual critique writer's opinion of the paper in general. These are
presented (in a random order) as follows:
In his paper, Dollar has given us a number of extremely
useful points towards defining both the strengths and
limitations of historic'al archaeology: it is up to each
of us to establish this new field on a foundation of
relevant, practical philosophy, and sound research
techniques. (Walker)
While the Society for Historical Archaeology avoided
imposing limitations on itself in open meeting, a number
of its more vocal members have recently made statements
which are as self-limiting and self-destructive as those
initially proposed at the Dallas meeting. It is the
attitude taken by such scholars as Noel-Hume (1961),
Walker (1967), and more recently Dollar (this volume)
that we view with alarm and dismay. We believe that
such rigid position will severelY limit the potential
contributions of historic sites archaeology. (Cleland
and Fitting)
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• • • .my overall response to this paper is that it reflects
too narrow c: picture and too ingenuous an attitude. (Larru.bee)
I a.gree with Clyde that it is a propitious time for
historical archaeologists to ask ourselves "Who are we?"
• • • •\afuen we can agree on who we, as historical
archaeologists, are perhaps we can then consider what we
should become. Then, too, we can turn to the prehistoric
archaeologist and ask him, Who he is. (Moore)
As for the exposition of anthropological, historical, and
archaeological concepts, theories, methodology, and
methods in IISome Thoughts on Theory and Method in
Historical ArchAeology, II there is nothing to be said
concerning it in a short reply that will help. When the
stat~ents are not in error, confused, obscure, or
ambiguous, they are either undu]y contentious or
painfully obvious. (Fontana)
Finally a brief word concerning the ten thesis. By no
means are any of these notions new, or for that matter
unique, to historical sites. All ten of these theses arc
self-evident statements that I would consider elementary
concepts and need not be discussed qy professional
archaeologists. (Combs)
This seems to me to be a document worth serious consideration,
setting forth perhaps for the first time, however imperfectly,
a set of principles that might govern practice in the field
of historical archaeology•••• I think ClYde DolJpJr is to be
commended for coming up with some incisive observations about
the limitations of this alleged craft, and a tentative set of
principles. Th~ fact that there nre d~ficienc±es and debatable
points does not weaken the merit of this paper as a thoughtful
challange. (Mattes)
Dollar has shown a lot of perception in singling out some of
the IIlCljor problems that relate to the ordering of archaoological
field data into tEmporally and culturally significant units.
But he he-s trec:.ted the problems as though they had not been
recognized previously by e..nyone. (Jelks)
Mr. Dollar's presentation is on occasion somewhat less than
clear. Even his definitions are sometime incomprehensible.
Mr. Dollar's restrictive definition and outlook on historic
sites has led him seriously astray in ether ways. One of these
points is his fascinations with architectural remains•••
perhaps my most serious quarrel with Mr. Dollar is the-.t he
erects a false antithesis between the methodology of histo~
and archaeology. • ••Dollar creates the impression that
history is much more accurate than it really is. (Armour )
L
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••• I feel that the paper makes a contribution in outlining
some of the archaeological difficulties one encounters on the
historic time horizon, and hopefu.lly it will generate some
point-by-point answers by practioners in the field. (Williams)
I do not feel that this paper is worthy of criticism or
publication, revealing as it does that a. little lmowledge
is. a dangerous thing. (Demmy)
It seems to this writer that Dollar f s approach is narrow
and national-history oriented, seeing no value in the
archaeological study of a site other than to supplement the
hi.storical record for' preservatioTh.':\.l purposes. . He is blinded
to the c.nthropologists' diametrically opposed non-ethnocentric
orient,.q,tion and his attempts to extract more information from
sites and artifacts. (Foley)
As it stands, however, the paper is an interesting statement
of ideas J many that ere basic to historical archaeology,
and would be little disputed by historical archaeologists,
regardless of their backgrounds' others however, are as the
author has said "Some ThOUghts J II and these will stimulate
other thoughts from colleagues. (South)
It would appear that the one single point of agreement among us is
thet we disagree, and not the least of the results of this dialogue will be the
discovery on the part of the critique writers just how much they individua~
disagree with each other---"s well as with the "Thoughts II paper. No doubt this
will coma as a shock to some. I personally feel that this very disagreement is
indicative of a healthy, robust, and inquisitive outlook within our professiC?n.
I em deeply grateful to all these writers for the time they spent in putting
their thoughts down on paper. In doing this, not only did they bring a
tremendous amount of experience and knowledge to bear on the multifacted
problems of thao~ and method, but they also exhibited a certain amount of
bravery in doing this so that others could witness and judge their contribution.
This, put simply, amounts to a strong leadership. In particular, I would like to
express my thanks to Stanl11' South for his work in putting this dialogue together.
I ragret that the press of my primary duties with the Rusobud Sioux Tribe h1.S
prevented me from finishing this dialogue sooner, and I wish to also thank Stan,
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and my colleagues, for th~ir collective pati~nce while thes~ replies were being
completed.
Ours is not a profession dealing with data of mathematical precision,
and I do not think that we should ever restrict our research, which is
inherently cr~ative in nature, by formulating any but (at this point in time)
very general theories and concepts. However, the various critique writers, by
tllip-i.I" v~ry divergence of opinions and viewpoints, have at least exhibited some
proof of a need to create a more cohesive theoretical approach to historical
archneology, if for no other reason but that this procedure would tend to
strengthen the credibility and acceptance of our research to other branches of
scientific study--and colleagues in other geographical areas. I would therefore,
suggest that we think in terms of calling a conference on theory and method in
historical ~rchaeology to be held at a midwaatern university or college sometime
during the ear~ part of 1970. Selected professionnl researchers might be
invited to formulate basic definitions, present ~.pers on topics relative to theory
and method in historianl archaeology, and then, as a group, attempt to arrive
at certain general concapts applica.ble to our profession. It would be naive,
perhaps even undesirable, to expect any but a general consensus to come from such
a conference; however, even a general consensus arrived at as a rasult of a
meeting of minds in conference would be better than the disorganized and somewhat
chaotic orienta.tion our profession now presents to the academic world.
The 'frontiers of the mind' are always stormy, and sometimes the more
severe criticisms are th~ most useful. In allowing the "Thoughts" peper to be
critically analyzed by my colleagues, I mew only too well that criticism would
be f~r from lacking. My own inadequacies, as exhibited in the writing of this
paper have been rather adequately discussed, and I subnit to !roY collet:l.gues that
when the 'last' word on theory and method in historical archaeology has been
written, I will not have been the one to wrj.+le it. In the foregoing pages of
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critiques and replies, much has been said about the contribution historical
archaeology has made, could make, or will make, to the understanding of man' s
vcrious cultural expression, and with much of this I have heartily agreed.
However, it is in the descending from this •over-view' of Culture and History to
the particular plane of determining definitive facts and data. that we run
afoul of considerabl~ disagreement. The anthropological and/or cultural
couLriblltions notwithstanding, I still maintain that historical archaeology
is basically historical research being done using the specific techniques of
the spade and trowel as well a.s the time-evolved methods and criteria of
historical research. Anything less than this is~ historical archaeology, no
matter by whom it is done. In short, gentlemen, the name of the game is
History, and if yuu hnve nC"'t plA.yod it a.ccording to its rules, then you have
pl,q,yed in vain.
